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A Message紐om The Dean
Dear Aiumni and Friends,
There is something new and exciting
happening at our Schooi, AIong with the
expected hustIe and bustIe of our facuIty,
Staff, Students, reSidents and patients inside
the bu冊ng, there are now individuaIs outside
Wearing hard hats, After many years of
fruitfuI pIaming, Which incIuded deveioping a
COmPrehensive appiied strategic pIan fo「 the
Schooi, aS Weii as master faciIity pians for both
the SchooI and the Boston University Medicai
Campus, COnStruCtion is underway!
As aiumni and supporters, yOu have
aII played a roie in howweapproached
this project. First and foremost was the
understandingthat we were buiIding upon a
remarkabIe foundation of achievement and
a giobai reputation created by you. What
is even more impressive is that these feats
Were aCCOmPIished in a challenged and dated
fac冊y. With our addition / expansion and
renovation construction project, Our Physicai
SPaCe W用now truIy represent and enhance
Our efforts as we ‘right size′ ou「 faciiity.
In orderforthe SchooI to remain open
to provide education and patient care, the
COnStruCtion w川be accomplished in fou「
Phases with the first m出estone being a
COmPIetely transformed basement, first floor
and new patient entrance located on Albany
Street; Our neW address wiii be 635 Aibany St,
When we open the new first fIoorthis coming
f訓, yOu Wiii see our physicai environment truiy
match our mission: PrOViding superlative orai
heaIthcare in a wa「m inviting setting. The new
Patient entrance and main waiting area, fiIIed
With light and comfortable seating, W川be
SOleiy dedicated to incoming patients, along
With eIevators designated soleiy for patients.
Our current entrance on E, Newton Street
WiII be for students, 「eSidents, facuity and
staff, The address for this ’academic’entrance
w川remain lOO E, Newton Street. Forthe
fi「st time, there wiii be new student and
resident coiIaborative spaces, nOt just on the
first fIoor, but throughout the Schooi. The
Vibrancy of our students and residents wiii be
VisibIe immediately on the first fioor, aS they
visit their brand new David Lustbader CAS
86 DMD 86and Wendy Lustbader SAR83
Student & Resident Lounge, meet With feiiow
Students′ reSidents, facuity and staff in a newIy
C「eated coiIaborative space that has a Cafe’,
and take eirciasses in the brand new140
Seat auditorium that w用aiiow ourfaculty and
Studen s′esidents to respectiveIy teach and
eam usingthe most modem technoIogical
and imovative advances in pedagogy. As
We then compIete our brand new Simulation
L aming Center on the third-fioor and Patient
Treatment Centers on the fourth, fifth and sixth
fioors, the w川see a state-Of-the-art fac冊y
designed for exceptional pre-CiinicaI education
and training, and patient care,
We hopeyou w用visit usaswetransform
Our School and yourAIma Mater. ln the
meantime, We are eXCited to be abIe to share,
in virtuaI reaiity, What the new space w川
be. As a leaderin Digitai Dentistry,We are
COmmit ed to ut出zing the latest technoiogies.
Pictured on the cov r of this edition is a
Current GSDM student using virtuaI reaiity
(VR) gIasses, We would be deIighted to send
you a pair′ OryOu Can havethisexperience
When you attend one ofouralumni events in
the coming year.
We Iookforward to updating you on the
COnStruCti n project, As you w用see in this
edition of lmpressions, We aiso continue to
mov  fuii steam ahead in every othe「 aspect
Of our mission. Our facuIty and staff are
COmmitted to creating the best educationai
experience for ur students and residents
during this t「ansformative construction
PrOject, And our lengthy and thoughtfuI
Piaming was designed for the best educationaI
expe「ience poss b  for our students and
re idents and oral heaithcare experience for
the  we have the priviiege of caring for,
In cIosing,  couId not be mo「e proud ofthe
WO「k our facuity, Staff, Students, reSidents and
aIumni are doing around the worId to promote
orai and overalI heaIth,
Sincerely,
プレ膠
」effrey W. Hutter, DMD′ MEd
Dean and Spencer N. Franki
Professo  in Dental Medicine
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NewAiumni Board Members.
lntroducing You「 New AIumni
Association Board P「esident.
Stretching the Boundaries of
Modem Dentistry. Aiumna
Receives Regionai DentaI Award in
B「azi上Aiumn∪s Finaiist for 2017
Eugene L. Gottiieb 」CO Student of
the ¥fear Award. AEGD Celebrates
30 Years with Graduation Dinner
and Aiumni Reunion. Aiumni
Reception Heid at AGD in Las Vegas
. GSDM Hoids First Reception at
the NationaI DentaI Association
. AAPAnnuai Meeting. Three
GSDM Aiums Recognized by
MDS 」oumal. Faculty Attend and
Present at DentspIy Sirona Worid
Me ting. Aiumni Weekend 20「7:
Aiumni Reception Unveils
GSDM’s New Space Via VirtuaI
Reaiity; Dr, David Lustbade「
Receives Distinguished Alumni
Award; D「, Gigi Meinecke Leads
2017 Alumni Weekend Continuing
Education Course; Three GSDM
Classes Hoid Reunions 〃 Calendar
OfEvents. Class Notes. in
Memori m. Remembering D「,
Phiiip Maloney
SCH○○L
raduating Students Say Goodbye
During Senior Weekend. GSDM
and Fe Iow Boston lnstitutions
Honor Aipha Omega Senior
Dentai Students. Lauren Liebman
DMD 18 Receives Pierre Fauchard
Award. OKU Honors Graduates
. E odontic Graduation Dimer
○ ○rthodontic Graduation Dimer
. Comm nity CeIebrates CIass
Of2017. GSDM Throughthe
G nerations Speciai 〃 Graduates
CeIebrated at Senio「 Awards Brunch
" GSDM Hosts Students and Faculty
from Chuiaiongkom University. Dr.
Haitem Naas Receives the 」ohn W.
Stanford New Investigator Award
. Pedi tric Dentistry Graduation
Dinner. GSDM Launches“Go
GoIdman’′App. GSDM Gives Back
at Speciai Sm=es. White Coat
Ceremony Largest Yet. Highiights
from Orientation. GSDM Hoids
PredoctoraI Professionai Ceremony
. University of Manchester Visits
GSDM. Staff Profile: Leiia 」oy
Rosenthai. GSDM Career CoIumn
PHIIANTHRO PY
Daniei Nayebi DMD 20: GSDM
Merit Schoiarship " Donor Ro=
. Ciass Gift. The Campaign
for Boston University. Aiumni
Association Board & Dean′s
Advisory Board
A Message紐om The Alumni President
Dea「 Feliow Aiumn主
It iswith great excitement that l write to
you as the newest P「esident ofthe Boston
University Henry M. Goidman SchooI of
Dentai Medicine Aiumni Association, At
the Fali 20「7 Aiumni Weekend, l accepted
thegave出om my wonderfui felIow alum
and outgoing President Bing Liu DSc 99
DMD O3. itwas a momentous occasion
forme′and myfamily, aS l accepted this
responsib冊y. That evening’s aiumni
reception was aIso an important date for
theschool, aSWeWerethefirstto be abie
tovisuaiize what the newiy expanded and
renovated schooi w川Iook Iike!
丁his edition is about that exciting
miIestone in the school’s history and the
path fo「ward, Piease consider becoming
invoIved in this exciting joumey=n
」uSttWO yearS, the construction w川be
finished, and our students and patients
w川beeducated and treated in a
SPeCtaCular new space" However, yOu
don’thavetowait unt‖ then - yOu Can
see it now without coming to Boston (as
much aswe’d Iovetoseeyou)!
We′「e one ofthe first schooIs to
incorpo「ate virtuaI rea=ty into ou「 aIumni
communications and materials, Please
contact us for a pair ofvirtual reaiity
gIasses and no matter where you may be′
you can be at100 East Newton St" WeII′
you w川also beat635 AIbany Street
coming through our fantastic new patient
entrance, For the fi「st time, We W川have a
dedicated patient entrance with airy and
b「ight new patient lobbies and reception
areaS.
W w川aiso hav lOO brand new
state-Of-the-art Patient巾eatment
Rooms′ and we′re looking to have each
one named in recognition ofan aIumnus"
丁his is a wonderful opportunityto show
your support ofthe great mission of our
schooI, and the profound impact your
education has had in your career. These
are avaii bI at $25′000, and can be
sp"t into five amual payments" We have
cu「rently received commitments to name
haif, and l knowthatwecan reach100%
ofourgoa=nthe nearfuture・ l am proud
to say that most AIumni Board membe「s
have made this commitment, and l offer
my thanks for heir generosity.
丁here is much to be done in the next
two years′ and =ook forward to working
with each and everyoneofyou aswe
strive t  create the most vibrant and
connected GSDM community possibie,
Sincerely yours,
言草陸島剛胆
Sean Rayment DMD 97 DSc OO
Aiumni Association President
・・・・・・・・・二
三∴　-_二
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A Building T十ansformed, and a New Era for GSDM
The LawrenceJ. and Anne C乙ble Rubenstein
Buildin㌻止ome of the University)s Henry M. Goldman
School of Dental Medicine鵜is being rebom・
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5tory by fr。nCeS B. King GRS 80 & Julio Serozio
A majo「 renovation and expansion is
adding 48,000 square feet to the bu冊ng,
bringing the space to 144,000 square feet
and creating a new patient entrance and
address′ 635 Albany St,
lmprovements inciude a spacious,
light-f川ed patient entrance at East
Newton and Aibany Streets and patient-
designated eievators, Clinicai and other
treatment space w帖nc「ease by 60
PerCent, and ciassrooms and labs w用gain
40 percent more area, in part through the
addition ofa 140 seat audito「ium and a
SimuIation Learning Center, Students and
residents w用havetheirown iounge and
COliaborative study areas on the first fioor,
l’丁his is something we have looked
forward to for years,’’says 」effrey W,
Hutter, Dean of GSDM, POintingoutthat
GSDM’s mo t recent strategic pIaming
effort identified a dramaticaiIy improved
and expanded fac冊y as a criticai driver
Of schooi success, llWe are fortunate and
gratefuI for the support we’ve had so far-
butwest川have  iongwaytogo inour
fundraising effort.’′
丁his fali, aiumni attending GSDM events
around th  country had the chanceto
‘‘iook inside’’the improved buiIding using
CuStOm V tuaI reaiity viewers designed
to workwith their own mobiie phones,
(Those interested in seeing renderings of
the ew interior spaces can visit bu,edu/
denta陸lIumni/buiiding). Hutter and other
GSDM Ieaders emphasize that the project
W出口ght s ze’’the schooi, C「eating space
to accommodate its strategic objectives.
Th  buiiding has been carefuily designed
to suppo「t GSDM’s standard-Setting
initiatives-mOSt nOtably, the adoption
Ofthe G「oup Practice ModeI for clinicai
Patient care and the commitment to being
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the ieader in digitaI dentistry.
Fundraising珊ort Off to a Strong Start
’’The momentum for this project has grown
StrOng in recent years,’’says Hutter “with
OuraIumni a= overthe world sha「ingtheir
ideas. Butthey’ve done much, muCh more.
Many of them have thrown their financiai
SuPPOrt behind it,’’An anonymous aiumni
donor has made a $1 m冊on contribution-
thefirst atthis ievei forthe Schoo上,‘it′s a
transformationai gift,’’Hutter says, lland
it encourages us to set our sights even
higher.’’
Much of GSDM’s initial fundraising
effort has focused on the creation of 100
new Patient巾eatment Rooms, eaCh with
State-Of-the-art teChnoIogy, in the new
Predoctorai Patient -什eatment Center. Aii
are urgentiy needed, SayS Kevin HoiIand,
Assistant Dean for Development and
Aiumni Relations,丁he SchooI treats more
than 33,000 patients each year with
neariy 150,000 visits, Third- and fourth-
year DMD and first- and second- year
DMD AS students spend aimost aIi oftheir
time in these treatment spaces,
Donors who give $25,000 or more
Can namea rOOm,and aimost halfofthe
rooms have already been named. Hoiiand
POints out that these naming OPPOrtunities
Can be particularIy meaningfui for aIumni
donors, ’’丁he patient treatment rooms
are the most impo「tant and memorabIe
SPaCeS Of a dentaI education,’’he says,
湿顧問
’’it′s where students treat their first live
Patients′ Where h y ieam to coIlaborate,
and where they ieam how satisfying it is to
help someone in need ofgood o「aI heaIth
Ca「e.II
GSDM students w川seethese donor
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names on a daily basis, remindingthem
that today’s successfui professionai was
OnCe a hardworking student as wel」and
Perhaps inspiring them to give back once
they’ve achieved professionaI success.
Studentsしook Fo「ward to lmprovements
For students, the expanded and renovated
buiiding w用make the leaming experience
richer and more comfortabie, eSPeCiaIiy in
the form of increased ciassroom space and
a mo「e convenientiy located SimuIation
Learning Center. Not surprisingIy, though,
many ofthem are focusingon the benefits
their patients wilI see, ParticuiarIy in the
Predoctoral Patient Treatment Center.
IIFor us言t’s important to have a space
to ieam in, but it’sjust as important
forthe patientsto have a spacetofeel
COmfortabIe in,’’says Amanda Alon DMD
「8, IIWe’re here for a few years -We’re
transient, But i workwith peopIe who’ve
been patients he「e since they were kids.
????????
’’Fo「 us再’s
impo「tant to have
a spaceto lea「n
in, but it’sjust as
impo「tant for the
Patients to have
a space to fee看
COmfo「tab看e in,’’
SayS Amanda Alon
DMD18,
For them, tO be comfortabIe means so
much. 1think i get moref「omthemthan
i giveto them, SO it’s important to have
modem and beautifui spaces to invite
them into and treatthem in,’′
Megan Sui=van DMD 18 takes
Pride in thefact that GSDM has never
COmPrOmised care because it’s an
academic fac冊y, ′‘Ybu don’t think so
much about the peopie skiiIswhen you′re
PraCticingon a mamequin, but when
it’s a iive patient-SOmeOne Who might
be afraid-it’s ourjobto make them
COmfortable,’’she says. ‘‘How can we make
Sure that BU continuesto be one ofthe
best providers ofdentaI care in the area?
丁his is certainIy a very good way.’′
Charies Lewis DMD 18 says the
improvements w川enabIe students iike
him to do morefor his patients-many Of
Whom have complex treatment plans, llThe
Curr nt Shortage of treatment rooms can
b  frustrating, Since you know that there
are peopie who want and need treatment,’’
he ays,
Aiso made possibie bythe expansion
and renovation project is the creation of
a first fIoor offering numerous student
and re ident coliaborative spaces, aS
WelI as a student and resident iounge
named fo「 Dean’s Advisory Board Chair
David Lustbader CAS 86 GSDM 86. The
School has never before had these kind
Of coilaborative spaces for students and
residents, and this w川have a major impact
On the studen  and resident experience,
’lit’s in everybody’s best interest to
eiev te the profession by giving back,’’
Lewi  adds. “ifyou’re an aium and BU’s
Vai e increases, that’s a sel冊g point for
your ow  practice′ tOO.’′
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A Conve「sation with the A「chitects
SmithGroup」」R, the architecturaI fim
responsible for the renovation and
expansion of the Rubenstein buiiding,
has been working with GSDM to plan
and design this major project for eight
years. The Detroit-based firm is 160
yeaI.S Oid and counts among its landmark
PrOjects one of Henry Ford’s first
manufa⊂turing pIants and NASA’sしunar
SampIe Re⊂eivingしaboratory. 1bday,
SmithGroup」JR is an awal.d"Winning firm
With projects around the worid, 1t has
P「aCtice groups in both higher education
and healthcare, and particuIar expertise
in mixed-uSe PrOjects su⊂h as academic
Ciinicai fac掴ties, making it an ideal
Partne「 for GSDM,
Darin Daguanno, a SmithGroup」」R
Principal architect, aれd Chris Purdy, head
Of the SmithGroupJ」R Higher Education
Group Practice, SuPPiied impressions with
the fo=owing interview,
What made this project appealing to
SmithGroup? What cha○○enges and
OPPOrtunities did it present?
Fac冊ies fo「 dental education are unique
among the heaith professions, aS they
di「ectiy integrate patient care and
education in real time, For architects, this
PrOVides a unique opportunity to create an
OPtimai environment for dentaI students to
ieam while they are providing dentai ca「e
to patients○ ○ur engagement with GSDM
began in 2010 when we were invited to
join the Appiied Strategic Pianning (ASP)
PrOCeSS tO better understand both the
CuIture and strategic goais of the Schoo上
Engaging eariy in that process was a
unique experiencefor us and enabIed usto
gain a deep understanding of the project’s
drivers. Dean Hutter’s vision for the fac冊y
Came through very cleariy, We are a design
firm that is focused on heaith sciences
education, SO his vision for transforming
the Schooi aligns with the type of projects
We COnSider important,
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The opportunity to revitalize an existing
build ng i  Boston, ParticularIy a buiIding
design by respected firm′丁he Architects
Coiiaborative, WaS attraCtive as we仕丁hat
OPPOrtunity aIso happensto be one ofthe
PrOject’s significant chaiienges, Achieving
the Dean’s vision within an existing
50-yea -OId bu冊ng constrained by the
SPaCe iimitations of the existing structure
Whiie the bu冊ngs’programs remain
OPerat o ai was particuiarly ambitious,
W y is the GSDM/SmithGroup○○R
Partne Shi  the right one?
ln short: CuItural aiignment. The
COmmitment by Boston University in
generaI and the Henry M, Goidman
Schooi of Dental Medicine in particuiarto
PrOV ding the ighest quaiity in everything
t does mirrors SmithGroup」」R’s approach.
丁he pa tnership through the pianning
and design process has embodied
SeVerai key attributes: tranSParenCy,
OPen COmmunication, a COliaborative
and anaIyticai design process, and trust,
GSDM’s commitment to exceIience is
evidenc d in the consideration and care of
its patients, Students, and staff, aS WeIi as
in its strong rankings as both an academic
and a res arch institution,
What changes do you think w川be most
exciting and impactfui for the buiIding“s
us rs?
丁he new entrance on AIbany Street aiong
W th the porch and renovations to the
existing en ry w川make an immediate
impact on aiI buiiding users, ‾two distinct
entrie , One forthe pubIic and a separate
One for students, reSidents, facuity, and
Sta f w川dramaticaily improve circuiation
and way-finding in the buiiding,丁he
POrCh w用b muIt宜aceted architecturaI
feature, its unique configuration w川
Strengthen the SchooI’s identity on Aibany
and East Newton Streets, aCting as both
art and architecture,
Are there any particuIar piaces or spaces
you point to as exampies of ⊂reative
SOlutions?
丁he new d sign w川showcase many
unique and innovative solutions
throughout th  buiIding.
The porch itseIf is creative in its own
Way′ COmeCtinga pubIic waytothe
bui ding and comecting inside to outside,
丁he new entrance wiIi be thefirst step
in compie eIy transforming the patient
experience,
ln the design ofthe ciinics, it was
important to refIect the schooi’s
PrOgreSSive approach as the US′s first
fulIy d gitai dentai schooi. The new
Predoctor I Patient廿eatment Center
has been designed to directiy correspond
to the schooi’s imovative use of digital
technoIogy, aS Weli as its group practice
ciinicai modeI.
Another exampIe is the first fioor
COliaboration spaces, Which wi‖ offer
Students, facuIty′ and staff the kind of
interaction space they do not currentiy
have,丁his new space w川enabIethe
Peer-tO-Peer leaming that is fundamentai
for today’s students, Not oniy w帖t
Offer a variety of seating and gathering
SPaCeS With significant dayiight; the
tiered arrangement w川create more
intimate space  within the iarger space
and at the sametime ailow forthe
ent「ytothe auditorium to be at a lower
grade′ PrOVid ng a higher ce帖g in that
l rge space. FinaIiy, the Simuiation
Leaming Cen r wiii be relocated from
the building across the street into the
renovated and expanded dentai schoo上
As a co「e component ofthe pre-CIinical
Curriculum, the opportunity to co-locate
Simuiation with didactic and smaiI-grOuP
COliaborative work w川create a continuum
Of leami g experiences that is not possibie
today,
????????
Patient巾eatment Room Donors
As of februory 2078
丁im DMD91 and Meghan Auger DMD 91
AIexander Bendayan PROS O5
and Rebika Shaw-Bendayan
Naziia Bidabadi DMD 87 CAS 82 and
Aiireza Hakimi ENG 82 ENG 86
」oseph DMD91 AEGD 92and
Micheie Caiabrese SSW 93
Dr, Gennaro Cataido
Vincent Ceienza PROS 79
PengCheng DMDlO
Shadi Daher DMD 90 OMFS 94
Larry DMD 83and Lynn Dunham MET81
Dr, Margaret R, Errante and Mark Crotweii
MichaeI DMD 95and FIor Furia
Drs, Rau=○ and Linnea W, Garcia
Dr. Russe= Giordano
」ohn DMD 89 and Barbara Guarente
Hikmat Hannawi DMD 99
Dr, Micheiie HenshawSPH 96 DPH O7and
CIiff Marbie
Zhiqiang Huang DMD O8
YanIing」iang DSC 9「 DMD 95 ENDO99 and
‾嶋o Xu
Suneel Kandru ENDO O7
Dr. Thomas and Coiieen KiIgore
Puneet DMD O3 and Sweta Kochhar
回国
Ceieste V, Kong PROS 84 DMD 87
Dr, Maria Kukuruzinska
Dr, Cataido and Rosemary Leone
BingLiu DSC99 DMDO3and HongDong
Hongsheng Liu DMDlO ENDO12
andMinZhuPhD12DMD17
MadaIyn Mann DPH 76
丁im and Pam McDonough
Gigi DMD 88and DougIas Meinecke GRS 87
Robert DMD 84 PERIO 86and Sharon Mi=er
Emesto Mul看er PER看O 6「
Azita Negahban DMD 94 AEGD O4
Sepideh Novid DMD O4AEGD O5 and Dr, Aria l七Vana
Richard D. Rabbett川ME丁10
(1n memory of Kathi Feriand)
Sean DMD 97 DSC OO and Dr, Daphne C, Rayment
Dr, David and Sharin Russeii
Mitche= DMD 87 and Ke=y Sabbagh
DougSchiidhaus DMD 91 PEDO 93
Amir DMD 88and Shahrzad Shahbazian DMD 96
Maryam Shomaii CAS 87 ENDO93
Mingfang Su DMD 91
1ildeu DMD l「 and VaIeria Papa Szpoganicz
丁ina Vaiades DMD 84 and Raiph巾=berg
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We漢come to Our New A音umni Board Members
As a recipient ofthe GSDM Dr, Richard
Forcucci AIumni award, Dr. Matthew
Caceci DMD 17 begins histwo-year
term on the Aiumni Associatjon Board.
He obtained a B,A, in Ma「ketingfrom
Assumption CoiIege in Worcester
Massachusetts. Foilowing graduation, he
WOrked in the business worId for eight
years unt冊e reaiized his caiIingwasto
join his fam申y practice and become a
dentist,
Dr. Caceci compIeted the pre-med
PrOgram at the University of Hartford prior
to enro旧ng at GSDM. After g「aduating
Cum Laude, he moved to New Miiford,
Comecticut where he works alongside his
fathe「and uncie in theirfam申y practice
that was founded by his grandfather.
Dr. Cacec=s a member ofthe American
Dental Association (ADA); Connecticut
State Dental Association; and the Greater
DentaI Danbury DentaI Society,
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Dr, Ma「yam Shomaii ENDO93 isone
ofthree new additions to the Aiumni
As ociation Board. Dr. Shomai=s a
doubIeterrier having also ea「ned he「
B.A, in BioIogyfrom Boston University in
1986. She currentIy owns and practices
at WeiIesIey Endodontics in Weilesley,
Massachus tts, a POSition she has held
Sin e gradu ting in 1993, Dr, Shomaii aiso
PraCtices at Centrai Dentai Associates in
Norwood, Massachusetts.
Dr" Sho a旧s very active in community
engagement and v Iunteerism. She is
Currentiy a voIuntee「 with Give Kids
a Smile, the Yankee DentaI Congress
Scientific Committee, and the
M ssachusetts Dental Society Mentor
Program. Since 2016, She has served as
Chair of th  MetropoIitan District Dentai
Society,
Dr. Shomali isa memberofthe
American Association of Endodontists
(AAE); the Massachusetts Association of
Endodontists (MAE); the American DentaI
Association (ADA); the Massachusetts
Dentai Society (MDS); and the Boston
University Endodontic Aiumni Association,
AIso joini g the Aiumni Association
B ard is Dr〇七d Szpoganicz DMD 1「, Dr,
Szp g nicz currentiy resides in Co「ai
Springs, Fiorida, Whe「e he has owned a
Private general dentistry practice since
」une 20「6, He al o practices at Bayview
Sm le Design in Ft, LauderdaIe, FIo「ida,
Where he has been since September 2014,
Dr. Szpoganicz has also practiced in the
Houston, -fexa area,
Whiie at GSDM, Dr. Szpoganicz
Participated n the intemationai
Exte ship program, traVe旧ng to Poptun,
Guatemaia, Where he treated more than
300 patient . This experience inspired
his future community service effo「ts; Dr,
zpoganicz has since provided free orai
heaith screenings and treatments to over
「50 pa ien s i  underserved areas of -fexas
and FIorida,
in addition to his dental practice, Dr,
Szpoganicz is a memberofthe American
Dentai Associati n (ADA); the Fiorida
D ntai Association; the Academy of
Gene「al Dentistry; and a past-member
Ofthe Aipha Omega lntemationai Dental
Fratemity.
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D「喜Sean Rayment DMD 97 DSc OO
8ntroducing Vbur New A音umni Association President
Dr,Sean Rayment DMD 97 DScOO isthe
new Boston University Henry M. GoIdman
SchooI of Dental Medicine (GSDM)
Alumni Association President, He began
his tenure in September 2017, taking ove「
forDr, BingLiu DSc99 DMDO3,Who had
SerVed as President since 2014.
Dr, Rayment eamed his Bachelor of
Arts degree in Philosophy from Amherst
CoIiege in 1991, but didn′t・begin at GSDM
untii 1994, While here, Dr, Rayment was
extremeiy active within our Schoo上Se「Ving
as CIass President in 1995, 1996′ and 1997;
SerVingon the 」udicia「y Board in 1995,
1996, and 1997; SerVing on the Executive
Committee in 1995, 1996′ and 1997; and
he has served on the AIumni Association
Board since 2014.
Afte「 graduating Magna Cum Laude′
Dr, Rayment continued his education at
GSDM in the Doctor of Science Degree
PrOgram′ Which he compieted in 2000.
Whiie enroIled in postgraduate studies,
Dr. Rayment began practicing as a Generai
De tist at BedeiI Dentai Associates in
Dov r, Massachusetts, He went on to
PraCtice at Nashua Fam申y Dentai in
Nashua, New Hampshire, before owning
and practicing at HoIIiston Dentai
Associates in Ho旧ston, Massachusetts,
Dr, Ray ent moved on from his Ho旧ston
PraCtice in 2011, and now owns and
PraCtices at both Snow HiiI Dentai in
FrankIin, Massachusetts, and at Medfieid
Smiies in MedfieId, Massachusetts,
D . Rayment has been recognized
numerous times for his contributions to
the dentai profession and his dedication
to h s patients. Some of his awards and
recognitions during his educationai and
PrOfessionai career incIude: the American
Academy of PeriodontoIogy Award fo「
Outstanding Achievement in Periodontics;
the Geriatric Dentistry Award for
Outs anding Achievement in Geriatric
Dentistry士he American Academy of
Orofaciai Pa  Award for Exceiience
in Undergraduate Studies; and the
Metrowest Daiiy News Reader’s Choice
Awa「d fo「 one of the fop General Dentistry
Offices, an aWard he has won five times.
Dr, Raym n  is currentIy a member
Of the American Dentai Association
(ADA); the American Association of
DentaI Research; the Massachusetts
Dentai Society (MDS); Omicron Kappa
Upsiion (OKU); the Metropo旧an District
Dentai Society士he Academy of Generai
De istry; the Restorative Dental Study
CIub of Cambr dge; and the Dentist HeaIth
and Weiiness Committee.
Dr, Rayment cu「rentiy resides in the
Boston a「ea with his wife Daphne and their
five chiI ren.
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Lau「a and Uday Reebye DMD 98
St「etching the bounda「ies of mode「n dentist「y
∫tory by fronces B. King GRS 80
Jday Reebye aiways wanted to be a
track star.
’‘i made the coiIegetrackteam, and of
COu「Se eVery 17-year-OId thinks they’re
going to make it to the Olympics′’’Uday
SayS, Smiling and reca旧ng his parents’
WOrriesaboutthis dream, aS he made
his way through the University of British
Coiumbia. Itwasthe eariy1990s, and both
ParentS (his father an orthopedic surgeon,
his mother a psychiatrist) wanted him to
Study medicine,
lronic訓y, it was a sports injury that first
PrOPeIied him into dentistry, Sideiined, he
Suddeniy had plenty of time for study, and
thanks to some inspiration f「om a reIative
and his acingofthe DAT (Dental Aptitude
lest), he began applying to dentaI schoois
inCanadaandthe US.The Henry M,
Goidman Schooi of Dentai Medicine
(GSDM) was his schooI ofchoice,
丁he rest, yOu might say, is history. Uday
became an oraI surgeon, OPened dentai
Clinics, and since October 20「7, heid the
POSition of Chair of GSDM’s fundraising
CamPaign, Butthe route he tookwas not
quite what you might expect,
Coming to Ameri⊂a
‘‘I cameto Boston and GSDM from a
Very PrOteCted environment′’’Uday says,
lI丁he Goidman SchooI was in the South
End then-but notthe fancy South End
it is now, The first piace川ved was right
across from Boston City Hospita=n the oid
days. And that veryfirst month, i walked
Out Of my apartment and there was a car
fuiiy enguIfed in fIames. And then the
nextweek, i wentto pickup my laundry
from the iaundromat, and it wasgone, So
l decided l neededtogrow upa Iittie bit
right away,’’
Leaming the technicai parts of dentistry
WaS just the beginning, Uday remembers.
丁he exposure to the community′ tO
Patients from aII waIks o川fe, and the
ab冊yto serve them weIi were cIeariy
what wouid make a successfuI dentist,
Rising above what he caIIs ’‘first-year-
dental-Student thinking’’was aiso key,
IIYbu can aiways sayyou leamed howto
take out a tooth properiy, and you can
ieam aiI the sciencesthat are requi「ed,’’he
notes. ’‘But untiI you become invoIved with
the community and finaliy Iose that l-am-
SPeCial-becaus -i-am-a-docto「 thinking,
you c ′t become a truiygood dentist.
FortunateIy, mOSt Of us finaiIy get broken
Out Of tha  position,’’
1’m st… not su「e
whether l chose
dentistry or it chose
me,′’U ay says。 ’’in
theend, 1thinkIwas
aiways meant to be
a dentist,
Detour to Medicai SchooI
But the road from training to profession
WaS nOt PerfectIy straight, After finishing
d ntal schooI and his intemship year, Uday
went hometo Mauritius forthe summer,
While he h d pIannedtoattend GSDM
for an or i surge y residency, he decided
in the fa= to take a breakfrom dentistry, A
detour seemed easonabIe, and, With his
father’s encouragement (and an invitation
to come hom andjoin his successfuI
PraCtice), Uday enroIied in medicaI school
at he Universi y of North Caro=na to study
Orthopedics. ’’i was headed into four years
Of medicai schoo=n orthopedics, and then
rd be joining my dad,’’’’he remembers,
MeanwhiIe′ Laura Moves to Nevada
Laura and Uday had met in the oraI su「gery
CIinic wh re Uday did extractions once
a weekdu「ing his residency and where
Laura worked at the front desk, llHe was
Charming,’’she recaIIs, llHe aiways came in
i t for the cIinics but he aiways brought
me coffee,’′ They were soon a pair.
But there were no straight lines there
either, Laura headed out to Nevada
in 2000to purchaseand runa dental
management company (her group
P「OVided the staff support to dentai
Ciinics), ’’l knew he wasthe one,’’she
remembers′ l’but i was youngand doing
What i thought l wanted,And lfound l
WaSn’t happy. ln that old head/heart thing,
the heart won out.’′ She sold her practice
in N vada andjoined Uday in ChapeI H帖
丁heywere married in 2001.
Medicai Schooi at Chapel H川
Uday continued his medicaI studies, but
not in orthopedics as piamed, An inspiring
teache「 and a fascination with vascuIa「
Surgery tOOk him down yet another intense
Path, But in a sweet irony, aiongside his
medicai studies and surgicai intemship, he
began moo掴ghtingas … a dentist!
llWorking as a dentist at the locai
COmmunity heaith center, i was realiy
happy,’’ ecalls Uday. ‘’=oved dentistry and
missed it,’’He was doingweii as a surgical
intem, but Laura chailenged him: Why, She
asked, WOuid he prepare forand begin a
fuil career in vascuiar medicine if it didn’t
bring him joy?
‘’l’m st川not sure whether l chose
d ntistry or it chose me,′’Uday says. “ln
theend′ l think l wasaiways meantto
be a denti t, And Laura kept saying, ’Do
What akes you happy, Or We’iI both be
miserabie for he rest of our Iives!′’′ But
he finished his medical training anyway′
incIuding an in emship, and secured his
medica川cense,
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Excellent patient
Ca「eW川bethe
Cente「’s paramount
Objective」’And that
Very Patient-Cent「ic
View comes right
Out Of mytraining
at GSDM,’’Uday
SayS, “丁his is what
We ai=ea「ned, 「ight
from the start.’′
“AIong the way,′’he emphasizes′ ‘’each
Ofthe steps l took invoived the inspiration
and support ofgood peopie, And there
Were a few re訓y key peopIe, mOSt
importantIy Laura.′’
A B「and New Practice
in Chapei H町Laura decidedto retumto
SChooI herseIf, After a stab at science, She
SettIed on psychoIogy and finished her
degree,
Once Uday finished medicai schooi′ he
and Laura expiored his residency options
in orai surgery, and he took a position at
Long siand 」ewish (Li」) Medical Center,
丁hey moved to New York′ and met David
Lustbader CAS 86 GSDM 86, a feilow
GSDM aIum and the present Chair ofthe
Dean’s Advisory Board, Who was on the
Ll」 staff.
’‘L= focused onwhat i had foundthe
most vaiuabie at BU′ Patient-Centric
Care,’’Uday says.一’lt was ali aboutthe
individuai and the fam時’’丁hey spent two
yearsthere, =ving in 600 square feet in
Queens-tO aVOid the expense of Long
lsIand- uring days that Laura remembers
as amongthe best oftheir lives,
But the South beckoned again, tO their
astonishment. They retumed to Chapei Hili
in 2007,and itfeIt like home.
Laura was eight months pregnant,丁hey
bough a house, andthen aspace inwhich
to start a brand new private practice-
COmPIete with a single chair and foiding
tabIe for the staff assistant who had come
With them from Long lsiand,丁hey soon
ieamed that launching the new practice
WOuld be an uph川battie, They were
OutSiders in the midst of we旧estabiished
dentai p「actices, St町they discovered that
there w s m re workthan anyone set of
PraCtitioners couid handle, ’’You simpIy
had to be w冊ngto do it,′’Laura says.
foday, Uday and Laura have two
daught rs and, by dint ofene「gy and
determination, four dentai practices in
Durham′ Mebane, Goidsboro, and Wiison,
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NC, And they’re starting to see new
generations of patients - the ch冊ren and
grandchildren of iongtime patients,
丁he Pra⊂tice Phi看osophy
’’Ourfounding principle was, and is, yOu
treat peopie like peopie′’’Laura says.
’’When you come into our practices,
you couid be sitting next to someone
Who′s paying $30,000 for a surgery, and
OnyOurOther side there’ii be someone
Who may have difficuity paying their $3
Medicaid co-Payment. Everybody sits in
thesame room′ in the same chairs. For us
the bottom iine is, We’re in the business
Ofproviding heaith careto aIi. We have
friends with boutique practices and that′s
truIygreat and works we= for them, but
We′ve chosen another way to do it,’’
Uday and Laura find patients endiessIy
interesting" Notes Uday, ′’you spend just
two minutes, and you ieam amazing things
from them. They aiways have so much to
teachyou" I’m not advocating an hour of
COnVe「Sation; just two minutes, and you
hear such fumy′ interesting, Sad things,’’
And now, there′s a new p「oject on the
horizon,
A New One-Oトa-Kind DentaI Hospita1
0verthe last 10 years, Uday says, it′s
been harder for dental patients to get
OPerating room time - tO have the care of
an anesthesiologist and the surroundings
Of a hospitai setting, Since dentistry has
been considered a less profitable heaith
Care Segment, that means patients with
the fewest resou「ces and the highest risks
Can end up atthe bottom ofthe scheduiing
chain,
‘’We iooked at the rates of poverty
and morbidity amongthe poor and we
found them unacceptabIe in an affluent,
COntemPOrary urban setting. We iive in
the richest country on earth, and in one
Ofthe richest states, It just doesn′t make
SenSe tO alIow those with fewer resources
tofaii tothe bottom ofthe scheduiingand
treatmen川st′’’Uday explains.
North Caroiina has a very strict
reguIato「y board goveming who can
OPerat a hospitai or an ambuiatory
Care C nter, “Laura and l, after working
With the tate fortwo yea「s, and many
Petitions, finaiIy got the approval to open
the first ambuiatory care center devoted
SPeCifica=y and solely to dentistry,
it′s e sentialIy a dentai hospitai-a
Private p「actice dentai hospital that can
Weic me medicai academics, SurgeOnS,
anesthesioIogists, and others who make up
Our C「itical tr atment teams,′′
The center, SIated to open in March of
20「8 as the Surgical Centerfor DentaI
Professionais, W川be the first such
ambuiatory care center devoted entirely
dentistry in the US. 1ts staffw旧nciude
dentai prac itioners who work in the
Reebye practices, but other dentists w用
ais have access to it,丁he best part, Uday
and Laura say言S that a patient needing
Surgery Can COme tO the center for
treatment, and their dentaI care providers,
Who ordinar申y don’t have formai hospitai
Pr vileges eIsewhere, Can treat them there,
Exc iIent patient care wiII be the
Center’s paramount objective. “And that
Very Patient-Centric view comes right out
Of my training at GSDM,’′ Uday says. ′‘This
is what we aI=eamed, right from the start.′’
Do Uday and Laura worryabout
thi  one-Of-a-kind center being copied
eIsewhere? Hardiy, ’‘We’d feei reaiiy
fortunate if others wouid steaI this idea
and put itto workfor patients,’′ Uday
SayS, ‘‘We also hope that ou「own dental
COmmunityw川usethe center as weli,
We’il weicome it, ’’
I10ne ofthe best parts ofthe whoie pian
is that-just as in the practices- We’ve got
re訓y terrific peopie we’re working with,’’
SayS Laura. “We′ve been iuckyto be able
to sur ound ourseIves with reaiiy smart,
Sharp peopl , and this w川help us make
the dr am ofthe new center cometrue,′′
For a man who started out dreaming
Of beinga track star, Uday Reebye is
ruming pretty fast these days, And despite
managing four iocations empioying some
50 professionals言t′s iikeiy to be Laura who
Stiii answers the phone in the Durham
Office,
The list of Uday Reebye’s
accomplishments,
appointments, and
accolades is Iong and
distinguished. He is an
attending surgeon at
Durham RegionaI HospitaI,
an adjunct cIinical facuIty
member at the University
Of North CaroIina at
Chapel H紺SchooI of
Dentistry, and is a member
Of the American Medical
Association, the American
Dental Association′ the
American Association
Of Orai & Max紺ofaciaI
Surgeons, and the
internationai Association
Of OraI & Max川ofaciaI
Surgeons,
in October of 2017, Dr.
Reebye was named chair
Of GSDM’s campaign to
fund the Schooi′s dramatic
renovation and expansion
Ofthe Lawrence 」. and Ann
CabIe Rubenstein Bu皿ng
at 100 East Newton Street
in Boston,丁he project
W川transform the School
in both appea「ance and
functiona=ty-and in
terms of the educational
and patient experience,
丁he changes siated for the
SchooI w紺transform the
building’s exterio「 creating
a new fa亨ade and aliowing
much more Iight into a
greatly expanded building,
interior spaces wiIl be
modemized and spacious,
today’s buiIding includes
93,000 gross square feet;
COnStruCtion w川add
49,000 more.
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GSDM Alumna Receives Regional
DentaI Award in Brazi1
0n Wednesday, ApriI 19, 2017, Dr. Debora
HeIIer Douek PhD 16, reCeived the Gaucho
Hig掴ght Award in Dentistry from the
Regionai Councii of Dentistry for the
State Of Rio Grande do Su=n Braz乱丁he
award was presented to Dr, Helierduring
the Regionai Counc廿s Goiden 」ubiiee,
Dr. HeiIe「graduated with a Ph,D. in Orai
BioIogyfrom the Henry M. Goidman
Schooi of Dentai Medicine (GSDM) in
2016,
The award is intended for dentists in
Brazii who have excelied professionaily in
the scientific, SOCial, Or POliticai reaims. Dr,
Heiler is one ofthe oniy dentaI scientists
in aII of Brazii who specia=ze in saIiva.
As such, She has been coliaboratingwith
many Braz=ian hospitais and the University
Of Sao PauIo to deveiop new saiiva-based
diagnostics for dentai and systemic
diseases. Most recently, Dr, HeiIer has
discovered the diagnostic ab冊ies of the
Zika virus in saIiva, and has submitted a
Patent for the discovery with her fe=ow
researchers in Canada,
丁he Regionai Councii for Dentistry is
the primary Braz出an dentaI institution,
COmPOSed of regional branches of the
Federai DentaI Board, Ali dentists must
have thei「 iicenses registered with the
116　1MPRESSIONS SPRiNG 2018
Federai Dental Board in orderto practice
dentistry in Braz廿
’’For me it was a great honorto receive
this very prestigi us award, and l am
Ve thankfui to GSDM, tO Dean 」effrey
W. Hutte o my advisor, Dr. Frank
Oppenheim and to my co-advisor Dr,
Eva HeImerhorst fo「 their support during
my PhD,’’said Dr. Helier. “This was a
recognition not oniyto myseif, butto the
Whoie GSDM scientific community for
their exceIlence in science and dental
research. l amvery proudto bea GSDM
alumnus.’’
After compieting her PhD in Orai
BioIogy under the supervision of Dr,
Frank Oppenheim, Dr, Helier retumed to
Brazil where she is currentIy an Assistant
Professor  the postg「aduate prog「am
in Dentistry at Cruzeiro do Sui University
in Sao PauIo, Brazii, She isaIsothe Pubiic
Relations Director for the intemationai
Association of Dentai Research (iADR)
Salivary Research Group.
GSDM AIumnus Fina音ist for 2017
Eugeneし, Gottlieb 」CO Student of
the Yさar Award
Dr, Kaveh Baharvand DMD AS 14, WaS
n med a finaIistforthe 2017 Eugene L.
Got輔 b 」oumai of Clinicai Orthodontics
(」CO) Student of the Year Award. This
award is presented amuaIly by Sheboygan,
Wisconsin-based American Orthodontics,
and amounced bythe 」CO. Dr. Baharvand
graduated from the Doctor of Dentai
Medicine Advanced Standing program
atGSDM in 2014′and iscurrentiyan
Orthodontic resident at 」acksonv川e
University in Fiorida,
Upon graduation f「om GSDM,
Dr. Baharvand practiced generai
dentistry in FaIi River and Dorchester,
Massachusetts, Du「ing his time at GSDM,
he assisted former Ciinica=nstructor
in the Department of Orthodontics and
Dentofaciai Orthopedics, Dr. Negaar Sagafi
at her practice in Quincy, Massachusetts,
ieaming the intricacies of Orthodontics,
and this experience soiidified his desire
to continue his career in Orthodontics, llIt
WaS a t「emendous opportunity for me to
experience rea旧fe orthodontics in a busy
Private practice and to decide whether
Orthodontics wouid bethe career l would
iike to pursue,’’he said,
During his appiication process, Dr,
Baharvand made speciaI note of his
research experience whiie at GSDM.
During his residency, he researched the
impact of rthodontic treatment on the
quaiity of life ofteens and theirfam出es.
He also investigated the correlation
between th handicapping index used
by Massachusetts Medicaid with the
teens′ and their parents′ perception of
the severity f their maioccIusions, Dr.
B harvand’s resea「ch interests have
COntinued at 」 cksonv川e University, Where
he is currentiy researching how to produce
a better prediction formula fo「the iip
Changes caused by orthodontic treatment,
WhiIe at 」acksonv用e University, Dr,
Baharvand is busy baiancing his cIinicaI
hours, Studying′ and raising his four-
month-Oid son Kian with his wife 」uIia.
Priorto comingto GSDM, Dr. Baharvand
eamed his DDS from the University of
Debrecen SchooI of Dental Medicine in
Hungary in 20「「,
丁he Eugene L. Got帥eb award is
PreSented to an Orthodontic resident
Who displays the highest cIinicaI aptitude
and the most w Ii-rOunded approach to
Orthodontic
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AEGD Celebrates 30 Yさars
with Graduation Dinner and
Aiumni Reunion
On Friday, 」une 23, 2017, the Advanced
Education in GeneraI Dentistry (AEGD)
Program, Postgraduate Operative and
Esthetic Program (PGOE) and DigitaI
Dentistry Program at GSDM heid thei「
final Graduation Dimer on the Charies
River Campus of Boston University. The
foiiowing week′ On Friday, 」une 30′ 2017,
AEGD alumni and guestsgathered in the
Trustee Baiiroom ofthe Rafik B, Hari「i
Buildingfo「the AEGD Aiumni Reunion
and celebration ofthe 30th year ofthe
PrOg「am. Dr. 」ohn i, Cassis PROS 86 DMD
88 CIinicai Professor and Director of
the DentaI Health Center and Advanced
Education in GeneraI Dentistry Program,
and Dr, Dan Nathanson P「ofessor and
Chair of the Department of Restorative
Sciences & BiomateriaIs hosted the events,
At the Graduation Dimer, facuity,
graduates, friends, and famiiy came
together in the Student V川age of BU,
Dean and Mrs. 」effrey W, Hutterwere in
attendance, aS WaS Dr. Bing Liu DScD 99
DMD O3, President ofthe GSDM Aiumni
Association Board and ClinicaI Associate
Professor in the Department of GeneraI
Dentistry.
Prior to dimer, Dr. Cassis deIivered
the opening remarks as host, WeIcomed
the guests, and introduced Dean Hutter,
Who congratulated the residents on their
achievements, and praised Drs. Nathanson
and Cassis and the faculty for graduating
another ciass of excelient dentists. Dr.
Cassisthen introduced Dr. Liu, Who
Welcomed the graduates to the GSDM
aiumni famiiy; and Dr. Nathanson, Who
SPOke about the Operative and Esthetic
Program graduates.
Aft 「 dinner, Dr, Cassis amounced
the names ofthe g「aduates ofthe 2017
AEGD and PGOE Programs, in addition,
e foiIowing awards we「e presented:丁he
rec pient of the AEGD CIinicaI Exce=ence
Award was Dr, Grecia Corina Sucre
VeIazquez. This award is given to one
AEGD graduate who best exempIifies
exce=ence in character and ciinicaI
PrOficiency.
Four awards for Ciinical Proficiency were
aiso presented throughout the evening, Dr,
」effrey Pan received the AEGD Award for
CiinicaI Proficiency in thefield of Generai
entistry; Dr. Samar Abuzindah received
the Award for ClinicaI Proficiency in
Digit I Dentistry hono「ee; and Drs, Wid
」astaneiah and Abeer鴫shkandi won the
Award fo「 C=nical Proficiency in the fieid
Of Operative & Esthetic Dentistry,
丁he o=owing week, the GSDM
COmmunity gathe「ed to ceIeb「ate 30
y a「s of success fo「 the AEGD program"
Many alumn吊aculty, Staff, and friends
reminisced aboutthei「time inthe
PrOgram, and had the oppo「tunity to catch
up with oid f「iends.
Dean and Mrs, Hutterwere again in
attendance, aS the Dean thanked D「, 」anet
Peters, founding Director of the AEGD
PrOg「am, Dr, Nathanson and Dr. Cassis,
alongwith aIi the facuIty and stafffortheir
dedication overthe past 30 yearstothe
AEGD program, that lead to its resounding
SuCCeSS.
Drs, Cassis and Nathanson then each
deiivered their respective speeches for the
eVening"
FoIiowing the cocktaii hour, dinne手and
SPeeChes, gueStS Were treated to a video
PreS.entation′ Which incIuded a photo
slideshow, aS Weii as interviews with
AEGD aIumni and facuity who reflected
On AEGD and their experiences at GSDM.
Aii guests were aIso given a gift bag, With
a Boston Unive「sity branded thumb drive,
and a stainiess steei AEGD coffee thermos.
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ノAiumni Reception HeId at AGD
inしas Vegas
Dean 」effrey W, Hutter hosted an aiumni
reception on Friday′ 」uIy 14, 20「7 during
the 2017 Academy of Generai Dentistry
(AGD) Amual Session held at Caesar′s
Paiace in Las Vegas, Nevada. The AGD
AnnuaI Session took placefrom 」uiy13-15,
2017.
Approximateiy 20 GSDM aIumni mixed
and mingIed with GSDM facuity membe「s
and theirfeiiowalumn口nciuding GSDM
AIumni Association Board Member, Dr,
Gigi Meinecke DMD 88. Dean Hutter
deiivered a briefaddress in which he
recognized and praised Dr, Meinecke
for presenting three exceilent hands-On
trainingsessions in the use ofdermal f用ers
and Botox⑯;and Drs. Hirwa Shah DMD18
and Rohan Shah DMD AS 17 for presenting
an exceIient poster, titled′ ’’Eariy Detection
Of Orai Cancer: A Dentist’s Responsib冊y.’’
Dean Hutterthen sha「ed with the
attendees many of the activities that
the Schooi is invoived in and an update
as tothe status ofthe GSDM Addition/
Renovation Construction Project, In cIosing
his remarks′ Dean Hutter expressed his
COmmitment to supporting the AGD, the
AGD Annuai Session duringwhich an
amuaI GSDM Aiumni Reception w用be
heid′ and the c「eation ofan AGD student
Organization at GSDM, He aiso invited
and encouraged eve「yone to attend the
Convocation Ceremony on Saturday,
」uIy15′ 2017 duringwhich the AGD
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FeIiowships wiii be bestowed, The majority
Of the evening was then reserved for
CatChing up amongstfriends and alumni of
the Schooi. The 2018 Annuai Meeting of
theAGDwiii be heId on」une7-9,2018 in
New Orieans, LA,
The AGD Amual Session featured
a fuI川neup of education, eXhibits, and
unique networking opportunities devoted
exciusiveiy to the needs of generai
dentists. As with any AGD meeting,
the focaI point ofAGD 2017 was a
COmPrehensive program of FAGD/MAGD-
accepted continuing education courses.
Dentai professionaIs aIso participated in
C旧cai and practice management iectures,
SymPOSia, and hands-On COurSeS,
GSDM HoIds Fi「st Reception at the
NDA Conve tion
GSDM had a heightened presence atthe
「O4th amual Nationai Dentai Association
(NDA) Convention, heid in Dailas,巾!XaS
from 」uiy 「9-23, 2017, Since 2012′ Dean
」effrey W. Hutter, aiong with Dr, Larry
unham′ GSDM Director of Diversity &
MuiticulturaI Affairs, facuity and students,
have attended this amual conference.
丁his yea  marked the first time
a reception was heId by GSDM′
demonstrating Dean Hutter’s commitment
to grow a reiationship between GSDM
and the NDA, Hosted by Dean Hutter
and Dr" Dunham, Dean Hutterspoke to
a mixed group ofaiumni, Current and
PrOSPeCtive tudents, leaders of the NDA,
and coIIeagues, Where he stressed our
academic strength, the supportive cuitural
env ronment of GSDM, and our mission
forthe fu ure. He aiso shared with the
attendees i ns for GSDM’s Addition/
Renovation Construction Project,
Dr, David Russeii, Assistant Dean of
Admissions, WaS also present for the
recruitment session and reception, aS
Dean Hutterand Drs, Dunham and Russe=
addressed interest in and questions
about both GSDM pre- and postdoctoral
PrOgramS from prospective applicants.
GSDM had the strongest executive and
facuity presence at this year′s conference
as the outreach of our Dean, Assistant
Dean for Ad issions, Director of Diversity
& MuiticuituraI Affairs and GSDM faculty
is recognized ationaiIy and intemationalIy
i  the dental c mmunity,
Th  NDA has a long history of
recruiting and educating dentists from
u de「represented popuIations, It is an
Organization that weicomes aII peopIe and
focuses on heaIth and economic disparities
Of underserved communities. The missions
Of GSDM and NDA are cIoseiyaIigned,
丁he inclusion of candidates from broadiy
diverse backgrounds is encouraged
and supported by both institutions, Dr,
Gregory Stoute DPH O5, former Director
Of Diversity and Associate Professor at
GSDM h iped to raise our profiIe in the
SOuthwest region, Whiie Dr. Waliace
BeiIamy DMD 89, COntinues to aid our
efforts to recruit prospective students
from underrepresented groups on the west
COaSt,
’‘i wouId iike to thank aii the participants
that heiped to make this conference
SuCCeSSfuI and enjoyabie,’’said Dr, Larry
Dunham, Director of Diversity and
M I icuItural Affairs at GSDM.
?????
Department of Periodontology Ho案ds Alumni Reception at AAP Amual Meeting
On Sunday, September10, 20「7, GSDM
Depa「tment of Periodontoiogy heid its
amuaI Periodontai Aiumni Reception at
the Westin Boston Wate「front in Boston,
Massachusetts. The reception′ Which
WaS hosted by Dean and Mrs. 」effrey
W, Hutterand Dr. Serge Dibart, Chair
and Professor of the Department of
Pe「iodontoIogy, is held every year during
the American Academy of Pe「iodontology
(AAP) Amuai Meeting. The lO3rd meeting
took pIacefrom September9 - 12, 2017.
App「oximateiy l「O aiumni, COrPOrate
guests, reSidents′ and facuity members
attended the reception, Which exceeded aIi
Participation expectations and set a new
reco「d for attendance.
Dean Hutter opened the festivities by
WeIcoming everyone to the reception and
backto the city of Boston, their dentai
home. 11l am so very pIeased and proud
to see such an exceiienttum out forthis
evening’s aiumni reception heid during
the 2017 Annual Session ofthe American
Academy of Periodontoiogy.’′ While
PrOjecting images of the exterior and
interio「 spaces, he aiso gave an update
as tothe state ofthe GSDM Addition/
Renovation Cons ruction Project,
Dean Hutte「 then weIcomed Dr, Serge
Dibartto the podium to update the
alumni on the state of the PeriodontoIogy
PrOg「am at GSDM. Some ofthe highIights
he mentioned inciuded; the surge in
appiications to the postdoctorai program;
the addition of two Periodontoiogy
PrOfesso s; the strong presence of GSDM
residents at the AAP Poster Session heid
during the conference; and lastIy, the latest
developments with the Dr○ ○reste Zami
Sc oIarship, The schoiarship was named
afterthe iate Dr. Oreste (Russ) Zami
PERiO 76-fo「mer C=nicai Associate
Professor in PeriodontoIogy and Director
Of th  Postdoctoral Periodontoiogy Patient
Treatment Cente「喜fo「 his generous
bequest of $3.5 m冊on, Which provides
endowment fa fuIi schoiarship in Dr,
Zanni’s name for a resident enroIied in the
Advanced Sp c aity Education Program in
Periodontics.
Dr, D bart urged the aiumni in
attend ce to retu「n to GSDM. “i
encourage a l of our aiumni to retum to
the Boston University Henry M. Goidman
Schooi of Dental Medicine Department
Of Periodontoiogy′′′ said Dr, Dibart, ’’丁he
department cou d not accompiish aIi it
does without the tireiess support of our
fanta tic aiumni network.′’
GSDM was aiso very active throughout
the AAP Amuai Session, aS Dr, Dibart
gav  a soid-Out COurSe, eIeven residents
Pa「ticipated in the poster session, and an
aIumnus pres nted at the poster session.
Dr, Dibart’s presentation, titied,
llSurgicaiIy Fac冊ated Orthodontic Therapy
With Piezocision,’’was heId on Saturday,
September 9, from 8 a,m, tO 5 p.m. The
COurSe aimed to heip attendees grasp
the bi I gicai basis and indications of
PiezocisionTM, uSe PiezocisionTM to expand
t e scope oftheir practices′ and adopt
the surg caI technique by practicing on a
Pig’s jaw modei, EIeven Pe「iodontoIogy
reside ts were seIected to participate in
the Research Poster Presentations,
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Three GSDM Alums Recognized
by MDS 」ou「nai
丁hree aiumni from GSDM were recognized
bythe 」oumaI ofthe Massachusetts
Dentai Society (MDS) as part oftheir “-fen
Under lO’’group,丁his recognition is for
MDS memberdentists who have been
in the profession for ten years or iess,
and show enthusiasm for the profession,
Organized dentistry′ and caring for their
Patients. The MDS 」oumai has been
COmPiiingthis list since 2005,
fo quaiify′ dentists must have graduated
from dentai schoo=n the last ten years,
be current MDS members, and have made
Significant contributions to the profession,
their community, Organized dentistry, Or
aII ofthe above. The three honorees with
GSDM ties were Dr, Kevin Oliveira OR丁HO
O9, Dr, Ana Serrenho DMD13ORTHO16,
and Dr,」ay丁heva DMD12,
Dr. Kevin Oliveira currently runs his
OWn PraCtice, Coastal Orthodontics, Out
Of Marion, Middieboro, and Wareham′
Massachusetts. His father was aiso an
Orthodontist, and Dr. OIiveira was aiways
drawn to the profession, Dr, Oliveira was
the recipient of the 20「4 Massachusetts
Association of O「thodontists Anthony
GianelIy Award, and the 2017 lnvisalign
Premier Provider and ‾leen Provider
Award. Dr. Oliveira resides in Marion,
Massachusetts with his wife, D「, Tristi
OIiveira, a Pediat「ic Dentist, and their four
chiIdren.
Dr, Ana Serrenho compIeted aii of he「
dental education at GSDM, eaming her
DMD in 20「3′ her MSD in Orthodontics
and Dentofaciai Orthopedics in 2016,
and her CAGS in Orthodontics and
Dentofaciai Orthopedics also in 2016.
During her studies, She was seiected
to the Massachusetts DentaI Society
Leadership lnstitute, a PrOgram designed
to train the nextgeneration of ieaders in
dentaI medicine, She currentiy practices
at Lawrence Braces in Lawrence,
Massachusetts. Dr, Serrenho continues
togive backto patients in need, and
has recentiy compIeted mission trips to
Mexico and Cape Verde,
Dr. 」ay丁heva g「aduated from GSDM
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in 20「2′ an  currentiy practices atthe
Fenway Community HeaIth Center as
an attendin dentist, and atthe Unident
Dentai Center private practice as a generai
dentist, Dr,丁heva was raised in the dental
Office, aS his mother, Dr, Mathi Theva, has
been ruming their famiIy practice for over
30 years, Dr,丁heva currentIy serves on
both the Boston District Dentai Society
and the New Dentist Committee forthe
Mass chus tts DentaI Society.
GSDM Facuity Attend and Present at
Den sp音y Si ona Wo「ld Meeting
DentspIy Sirona heid theiramual World
Meeting in La  Vegas, Nevada from
S ptember 14-16′ 2017. GSDM facuity
m mbers Dr . NeaI Fleisher, Hesham
Nouh and AIexander Bendayan presented
at the Worid Meeting. P「imariiy, their
PreSentation focused on the curricuium
Changes impiemented into both
Predoctorai and postdoctorai programs to
incorporate guided impiant surgery into
the curriculum using digitai workfiows at
GSDM.
s, F eisher nd Nouh p「esented the
detaiI  of the predoctora=mpIantology
Iaboratory simuIation to predoctorai
Students, and how it seamiessiy integrated
i to the Patient Treatment Centers where
Students place denta=mpIants with the
SuPerVision of facuity members,
Dr. AIexande「 Bendayan presented the
different workfIows needed when pianning
more compiex surgical guides used in the
Postgraduate Patient Treatment Centers,
Dr・ Louis Brown presented together
With Dr" Robert Dougias on “-fechnoiogy
in Den ai Education,’’hig掴ghting
the benefits of Evaiuation Software
On Saturday, September16th, He has
SuCCeSSfuIiy integ「ated Prep Check in the
GSDM predoctoral cu「ricuIum during the
Simulations in fixed prosthodontics, On
this subject, he has aIso presented muitipie
POSt rS at Various organization’s meetings,
Du ingthe same meeting, an alumni
r ception was hosted by Dr. Bendayan
On Frid y′ September15, 20「7 from 6-9
P.m. at Mercato Deila Pescheria iocated
in the Paiazzo-V netian HoteI,丁he event
attracted many GSDM alumni who were
attending the meeting. Dr, Bendayan gave
recognition to a旧he faculty at GSDM that
have worked hard to establish and advance
Digitai Dentistry in our Schooi. He aiso
updated the attendees ofthe plans and
OngOing progress with the renovation and
expansion project, Set tO COmmenCe in
」anuary 2018,
丁he next DentspIy Sirona WorId
Meetingw川be held in Orlando, FIorida
from September13 - 15, 20「8 at the Rosen
Shingie Creek R sort.
A看umni
Reception
Unvei漢s
GSDM's New
Space Via
Virtua菓Rea漢ity
Aiumni Weekend kicked off on Friday,
September15, 20「7 atthe amuai GSDM
Aiumni Reception heid atthe Four Seasons
Boston Hotei. ApproximateIy 130 of the
Schooi’s aIumni attended the event, hosted
by Dean and Mrs, 」effrey W, Hutter,丁his
year′s reunion honored the ciasses of
1%7 1972, 「977 1982, 1987, 1992′ 「997,
2002, 2007, and 2012,丁he highlight of
the evening was an immersive virtuai
reaIity experience that aiIowed attendees
to fiy over and through the ’‘compIeted’′
expanded and renovated building, Aiumni
Were abie to ’’expIore’’spaces such as
the new SimuIation Leaming Center
(SLC)′ neW 140 seat auditorium, neW
instructionaI spaces, the new Predoctorai
Patient lTeatment Center and patient
Waiting areas, aS WeIi as the new first-eVer
Student & Resident Lounge′ and many new
COiiaborative and administrative spaces for
Students, reSidents, Staff, and facuIty,
丁he first portion of the evening ailowed
gueststo mixand mingIeand catch up
With oid ciassmates and their peers,
Various food stations encircied the room,
With offerings such as beef siiders, C「ab
and com quesadiiias, and parmesan tr∪ffie
fries,
Dean Hutterthen tookto the podium
to weIcome everyone to Aiumni Weekend
and to deIiver his opening remarks, “Each
Ofyou: aiumn口acuIty, Staff, Students,
SPOuSeS, PartnerS, distinguished guests,
and friends are an integrai part ofou「
Henry M. Goidman Schooi of Dentai
Medicine community, and it means a great
dealto me,aS Dean,tOSeeOurSchooi
gatheronce again to celebrate aii ofour
accompiishments, both past and present
and gather our momentum as we continue
into the future,’’he said, SeveraI speciaI
guests and the Dean’s Advisory Board
Were aCknowIedged and thanked for their
attendance,
ln his last duty as President ofthe
Aiumni Association, D「, Bing Liu DSc 99
DMD O3 then introduced the AIumni
As ociation members who were present
at the reception. Dean Hutterthen
thanked D「, Liu for his contributionsto
both GSDM and the Aiumni Association
as President of the Aiumni Association
for the past three years, teiiing the crowd
that ’’Dr, Liu’s commitment to the Schooi,
and his exampie of ieadershipto our
aiumn主St dents, and residents has been
remarkable’’. Dean Hutter also presented
Dr, Liu’s wife Heien with a beautiful
bouquet of fIowers.
n oming P esident Dr, Sean Rayment
DMD 97 DSc 99 was then presented by
Dean Hutter. “l knowthat l speakforali of
uswhen i saythatwearethr川edto have
you in this aiumni leadership position,
especiai y atthis important moment in the
history of our S ool,’’said Dean Hutter.
D「. Raym ’s wife, Dr, Daphne Rayment
WaS aiso presented with fiowers, Dr, Liu
PaSSed the gavei to Dr, Rayment, OfficiaIIy
Weicoming him as President ofthe GSDM
Aiumni Association.
Dean Hutter aiso recognized D「, Gigi
Meinecke DMD 88 as the P「esident-Eiect
Ofthe GSDM AIumni Association,
Fo=owing the ceremonies for the
Aiumni Association President, Dean
Hutte  presented the 2017 Distinguished
AIumni Awa d to Dr. David Lustbader
for his contribution tothe SchooI and
the profession (see separate story about
award),
丁he presentation component of the
evening pe tained to the Addition/
Renovation Construction Project at 100
Eas  New on S reet. “i can now sha「e with
you in great detaii what our new buiiding
isgoingto Iook‖ke, butthatwouid bea
tedious, Oid-fashioned approach,′’said
Dean Hutter, “So, Iet’s approach it in a
different way, and one that w川ut出ze
V rtuaI Re iity a d 3-D lmaging.’’
On three large screens situated around
the room, the audience was treated to an
animated tour ofthe new buiiding, The
highIy re iistic rendering was provided
by the SmithG「oup」」R, the a「chitecturai
firm charged with designing GSDM’s new
SPaCe.
After the video experience, SeVeraI
members ofthe GSDM Alumni
n Deveiopm nt, Events′ and
Commu ications staff circuIated the room
handing out 3-D virtual reaiityglasses,丁he
giasses, Which were branded with GSDM
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ノiogos and imagery, aliowed the users to
insert their ceii phone and iiteraIiy fee川ke
they were ’’waIking through’’the buiiding,
aii without moving one step from where
they were seated or standing,丁hey couid
explore Patient Treatment Rooms, See
the new Student & Resident Lounge, and
experience the large auditorium,
fo ciose the evening, Dean Hutter
thanked everyone for their contributions
and dedication to ourSchooi and our
mission" ‘’I am thr用ed to be leadingthe
Charge jnto ourfuture′ and i am hono「ed
that you, Ouralumni and friends, SPOuSeS,
PartnerS, famiiies, facuIty, Staff, Students
and residents w町oin me′’’said Dean
Hutter" ’’丁hankyou to訓ofyou for
Participating in the 20「7 Boston University
Aiumni Weekend and specificaily our
Henry M. Goldman SchooI of Dental
Medicine Aiumni Reception,’’
Dr, Davidしustbader Receives
Distinguished Alumni Award
Each yearat the GSDM AIumni Reception,
heid duringA山mni Weekend, an aiumnus
is presented with the Distinguished
AIumni Award. This yea巾he awa「d was
PreSented to Dr. David Lustbader CAS 86
DMD 86 for his outstandingservice tothe
Schooi and the profession,
Dr. Lustbade「 compieted the Boston
University 7-yea「 COmbined BA/DMD
P「Ogram in 1986′ eaming his Doctorof
Dentai Medicine degree from GSDM,
Whiie ranked third in his class,
After receiving his DMD′ Dr, Lustbader
COmPieted his Oral and Max用ofacial
SurgicaI residency at the Long lsiand
」ewish MedicaI Center in 1990. His
training emphasized Orthognathic′丁M」,
and reconstructive′ impIant, and pre-
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PrOSthetic su「gery. He received many
awards during this time, inciuding: The
Operative Dentistry Award in 1986; the
Prosthetics Award in 1986; the Gold Foii
Operators Award in 1986; the AIpha
Omega Award in both 1985 and 1986;
the No「man WeIch Award for MedicaI
Exce lence; and the Pierre Fouchard Award
in 1986.
As an o aI and maxiiIofacial surgeon, Dr,
Lustbader has p「acticed at Boston Medical
Center, Whe「e he served as an Attending
Surgeon in the Department of Surgery, He
has aIso been the ChiefofService for Orai
and M x川ofaciai Surgery at both Camey
HospitaI and M亜on Hospitai,
Dr" Lustbader has held many ieadership
POSiti s throughout his career,
He is currentiythe P「esident ofthe
Massachusetts Dentai Society and the
Chairofthe Dean’s Advisory Board (DAB)
OfGSDM,a POSition he has heid since
2012; he has beena memberofthe DAB
Since 2010" He aIso currently serves on the
Scientific Advisory Board of NobeI Biocare,
Previousiy, Dr. Lustbader served as
Chairman of the South Shore District
Dental Society; A旧ed Scientific Chairman
Of Yankee DentaI Congress 23 from 1997-
98; the GeneraI Arrangements Chairman
Of Yankee Dentai Congress 25 from
1999-2000; the Special Events Chairman
Of Yankee Dentai Cong「ess 27 from 2001-
2002; the Hospitaiity Chairman of Yankee
Denta Congress 29 from 2003-2004;
the Registration Chairman of Yankee
Dentai Congress 35 from 2009-20「0; the
Secretary巾easurer of the Massachusetts
Society of Orai and Maxiliofacial Surgeons
from 2000-2002; the Vice President of
the Massachusetts Society of Orai and
Max川ofaciai Surgeons from 2002-2004;
the President of the Massachusetts
Society of Orai and Max川ofacial Surgeons
from 2004-2006士he lTeasurer of
Camey Hospita出om 200O-04; the Vice
President of Carney Hospitai from 」anuary
2004-2006; the President and Chief
Medical Officer of Camey HospitaI from
2006-2008; Trustee of the Massachusetts
De taI Society from 2010-2015; Vice
President of the Massachusetts Dentai
So iety from 2015-2016; and President-
EIect of the Massachusetts DentaI Society
from 20「6-2017,
Dr, Lustbader s aIso a member of
the American Association of Orai
and MaxiiIofaciaI Surgeons, Aipha
Omega Fratemity′ the Ame「ican Dental
Association, American DentaI Society of
AnesthesioIogy′ Inte「nationai Coiiege of
Dentists, and the American CoiIege of
Dentists.
A ide from practicing oraI and
max川 aciai surgery, Dr. Lustbader has
given backto the profession in a variety
Ofways. He began his teaching career
at SUNY Stony Brook Schooi of DentaI
Medicine in1988,and is nowa Ciinicai
instructor at GSDM, a POSition he has heid
Since 1995.
in presenting the award, Dean Hutter
Stated that Dr. Lustbader is a friend,
COlieague, facuIty member, alumnus, and
now recipient of the 2017 Outstanding
Alumni Award. Dr, Lustbader is ma「ried
to Wendy Lustbader who graduated with
a B.A" from Boston University′s Sa「gent
C llege in 1983, and from which, She
COmP eted er graduate degree in 1984,
Mr , Lustbader currently serves on the
Boston Unive sity Aiumni CounciI (BUAC).
The Lustbader’s have two chiIdren, 」oshua
and AI‖ on, and ithough 」osh was not
ableto be with his family, Aiiy was there
as their father r ceived his weIi-deserved
award.
in cIosi g his remarks, Dean Hutte「
recognized severaI special guests as being
PreSent at the award ceremony in support
Of their coiIea ue and friend Dr, Lustbade「
in receiving his award,丁hey were二Dr.
Robert Boose, Executive Directo「 of the
Massachusetts Dentai Society, and his
Wife Edwina; Dr. Michaei H, Gu, business
Partner at South Shore OraI Surgery
A sociates; Dr. Deedee Gurin DMD 97 of
Dentistry of Miiton and a very cIosefriend
Of Dr" Lustbader; D「" 」anis Moriarty, Vice
President of the Massachusetts Dental
Society; Dr,丁homas -fowbridge, l十eaSu「er
Of Massachusetts Dental Association; Dr.
Paul R" WiIson business partnerat South
S or  OraI Su「gery Associates and his
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wife鴫ra; and Dr, Howard Zoiot PER10
85, President-Eiect of the Massachusetts
Dentai Society,
llThankyou to GSDM′ Dean Hutter, and
myfeIIow alumni for this honor,′’said Dr.
Lustbader,川ook forward to my continued
invoivement with the SchooI as we move
forward on the renovation and expansion
PrOject and future endeavors:′
Dr, Gigi Meine〔keしeads 2017 Alumれi
Weekend Continuing Education Course
President-Eiect of the GSMD Aiumni
Association, D「. Gigi Meinecke DMD
88, WaS the guest speaker at this yea「’s
Continuing Education (CE) course heId
On Saturday, September 16′ 20「7 during
aIumni weekend. He「 course, titied, ’’A
FaceIift for You「 Practice - Adding Botox
and Derma旧iie「 Procedures,’’was
COmPieteIy soid out,
’’lt is a pIeasure for meto introduce
Dr, Gigi Meinecke as our speakerforthis
moming’s GSDM 20「7 AIumni Weekend
Continuing Education course,’’said Dean
Hutter.
ln this course, Dr. Meinecke expIo「ed
POPular injectabie treatments such
as Botox①, de「mai fiiIers, and their
incorporation into dentai practice'
Shegave a basic overview of human
facial evoiution, eXPreSSion, SeXual
dimorphism and aging that gave attendees
foundationai information, The before and
after pictures presented demonstrated
the ciinica=ndications and resuIts of such
PrOCedures,
The outcome of the lecture was five-
foId, aS the audience w川now be abie to:
iscuss the importance of faciai expression
and why p「eserving function is important
when administe「ing Botox⑪; understand
the soft and hard tissue changes that
occuras a naturai component ofthe
aging process; describe the indications
for Botox⑤ and d rmai fiIlers and where
they can be used to improvethe aging
face; discuss therapeutic indications of
Botox㊥ in masseter, temPOraIis and the
gummy smiIe; and deta旧he business
requirements necessary for successful
impIementation.
Dr. Meinecke is a Ieader in the
fieid of facia=njectabIes. ln 20「3, She
estabiished ‘’FACES’’- Faciai Anatomy
fo「 Comprehensive Esthetic Seminars-
Which provides cosmetic and therapeutic
injectable training to medicaI and dentai
PrOfessionais with a core focus on
comprehensive facial anatomy" it is the
oniy training offered in this discipiine to
regularly integrate cadaver study wit帥ve
Patient injections.
Dr, Meinecke is Past-President of the
MaryIand Academy of GeneraI Dentistry,
and currentiy serves on the Maryland
State Dentai Association’s LegisIative and
Govemment Affairs Counc出Nationally,
she is a spokesperson for the Academy
of Gen ral Dentistry and serves on their
Legisiative and Govemmentai Affairs
Counc出She is a Fe=ow in the Academy of
Generai Dentistry and in the lntemational
Coilege of Dentists, and proudiy serves on
the GSDM AIumni Association Board.
Dr. Meinecke maintains a fu旧ime
Generai Dentistry practice in Potomac,
Maryiand, Where she Iives with her
husband, D「, Doug Meinecke, D「.
Doug Meinecke received his Doctor of
Philosophy from the Boston University
Graduate SchooI ofArts and Sciences in
1987′ and is a researcher atthe Nationai
institutes of Health,
丁hree GSDM Ciasses HoId Reunions
On Saturday evening, September 16, 2017,
thre  aiumni ciassesfrom GSDM heId a
combined reunion atthe Algonquin Club
of Boston, The cIass of 1997 celebrated
their 20-year reunion, the ciass of1992
ceiebrated their 25 year reunion, the ciass
of 1987 celeb「ated their 30 year reunion,
and Dr. Frank Riccio DMD 77 wasthereto
ceiebrate his 40th year since graduation"
Oth r ciass years were represented, With
members of the ciasses of 1967, 1972,
1977 1982′ 2002, 2007, and 2012 aiso in
attendance.
Saturday eveninggave alumni a chance
to catch up with their pee「s who couIdn’t
attend F「iday night’s alumni reception.
Manyfa uity and staffwere aiso on hand
to visit with their former students and
eminisce about their days at lOO East
Newton Street,
Dean 」effrey W, Hutter weicomed
eve「yone to the reunion reception, and
th ked them for attending the various
vents throughout the weekend, ’’it’s
wonde「fui to have you retu「n to the Henry
M, Goldman Sc ooI of Dental Medicine,
and l hopeyou are havingan enjoyable
reunion being back in our wonde「fuI city of
Boston,’’he said.
Dr, Sean Rayment DMD 97 DSc99,
n wIy-aPPO n ed AIumni Association
President also welcomed everyone to the
reunion receptions.
Forthose in the audiencewho didn’t
seethevideo ofthe GSDM Addition/
Renovation Const uction Project′ the 3-D
a imation video was projected for their
viewing pIeasure. The VR glasses were
aiso avaiiabie ifthe alumni wanted a more
immersive experie ce,
Dean Hutte  ciosed outthe finaI event
of Ai mni Weekend, and invited everyone
to retum nextyear, When toursw川be
avaiIabie ofour newfac冊ywhiIe it is
under construction.
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2018 CALENDAR OF EVEN丁S
韓で
範缶→←
New Ybrk Study CIub
New Ybrk, NY
February 7, March 14 &Apr旧8
GIobal Days of Service
Apr=
Goidman Gala
Aprl1 6
Giving Day ‘
Ann軸珊Se§Sめれ
Denver,CO ’
広¥Apri126　汗蝉
ni Recep髄on at th
O Annual
ashing士on,
White Coat Ceremony
Boston, MA
」uiy7
A!umni Reception at the NDA
Orlando′ FL
」uiy「「
Alumni Wleekend
September 21-23
Endodon重香cs Alumni Fall Meeting
」ackson Hole, WY
September 26-30
繭調〇両i騰Sy鵬中osi叫軸
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1, Derrick」ohnson DMD O9, Shannan
」ohnson DMD O9。 and 2-year-Old Brecken
WeIcomed twins Carys Grace and Caiian
巾yIor」ohnson on 」une19, 2017.
2。 Danie○○e Femandez DMD14AEGD 15
married Andrew Brattain on Apri=, 2017
at St, Patrick’s Catholic Chu「ch in Miami
Beach′ FL,
3, Dary=○ Dudum ENDOlOand
Katherine Dudum with son DyIan and
baby Kennedy Rose,
4. 」oseph Caiabrese DMD 91 AEGD
92, Elizabeth Benz DMD l「, Heather
Parsons DMD l「, Wisi Betschart, 」ulie
KingDMD11 and LaurenGreco DMD12
On September15, 2017 at Ru′s Farm in
Heaidsbu「g, CA,
5〃 Divya Swarup DMD15 and Azeez
Gaurav Swarup DMD 15 welcomed baby
giri Azaiiya on 」uly31, 2017,
6, David Bitchatchi DMD 92 was
recently recognized at the GP Summit
for InvisaIign held in Washington DC,
On September8-10, 2017. This isa very
PreStigious recognition in that it is an
intemationaI summit for woridwide
invisalign providers, Dr. Bitchatchi
received a piaque and the case submitted
WaS displayed at the GP Summit
Showcase 2017 Galiery and is pubiished
in the 2017 lnvisaIign GalIery Book,
During his career, D「, Bitchatchi has
been the recipient numerous awards and
recognitions most recentIy the American
Academy Cosmetic Dentistry Award
for ExceIIence in Aesthetics, for Special
Effects and Anterior Veneers.
7, Dr, 1ngyAlheiaweDMD15and her
new husband Mohamed Afifi,
8, Julianne Doyie DMDlO ORTHO 14
married Paul Bruno on October 14, 2017
at Wentworth bythe Sea Country Ciub in
New Castle, NH,
9。 Katy Bednar DMD 12 ORTHO 15
Weicomed baby boy W冊am AIbert
Reynoids on May 28, 2O「7,
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10, Adel  Ago=i lbrshi DMD O8
AEGD 9 and husband Michael li]rShi
Wei omed theirthird chiid, Brayden
Steven lbrshi, On December 30, 2017,
11置Mit⊂h Sabbagh DMD 87 opening of
his ew office in New York City.
12, BU GSDM ltaiianAlumni -
Ugo Macca PROS 92, Caterina Venuieo
PERI○ ○O, Cristiano Fabiani ENDO 92,
Fabio ScuteiIa PROS 99 MSD 99, L.
Prosper, Stefano Parma-Benfenati PERIO
83, Piero Casavecchia PERiO OO
13〃 Herb Bimbaum DMD 80, reCeived
he Dean′s Faculty Awa「d for Community
Service from Harvard Medicai SchooI and
he Harvard SchooI of Dentai Medicine
On」une6,2017, Heis lnstructorof
Restorative Dentistry and Biomedical
Scie ces at the Harvard SchooI of
DentaI Medicineand a recipientofthe
SChooI’s FacuIty Award, Herb is the
Immediate Past President ofthe Harvard
OdontoIogical Society, SerVed as Co-
Chairman of Harvard’s巾ee of Peace
Commit ee, and isa memberofthe
American Academy of Dentai Sciences
and Omicron Kappa UpsiIon hono「 dentai
SOCieties,
14。しeslie Ferrar DMD O9 and husband
Chris weicomed babygirl Cameron訓se
On October 6, 2017.
15。鴫deu Szpoganicz DMD l「
and Vaieria Papa were married in
FIorianopoiis, Braz廿Friends and aiumni
joined: Daniei Neison, David Dano AEGD
12, ly E iks DMD 11,
Ai x Passos′ George Gotsiridze DMD 11
16〃丁bm Keeiing DMD 14and Rose
(」oyce) Keeling DMD 14 welcomed
Thomas Sebastian on October 17, 2017.
117L Vianca Cabrera DMD 14 and Haroid
Riley weicomed O廟a Eiiza Riiey on
September 7, 2017.
18, Mani MouIazadeh DMD OO AEGD
O「 ENDO O3 and Niusha Nikkholgh
DMD17 were married on Septemberl,
2_017 in Punta San MicheIe in Viia Dei
Cardinaie′ Rocca di Pap Rome ltaiy. They
Werejoined by both friends and feliow
aiumn主Nooshin Majd DMD 97 ORTHO
O3,Saman Maikami DMD96 ENDO
O3, Rasika Zeff′ Mike Zeff, 」acob Pourati
PERiO O4′ GabrieI Boustani PERIO O3
DMD O6, and April Alford Boustani
ENDO O7.
19。 G「egg Nagei ENDO O「 and Brittany
Braga welcomed baby Lukas EIi Nagel on
」uIy 16′ 2017,
20〃 Courtney Brady DMDll & Matthew
Messe「wer  married on 」une 24, 2017 in
Cape Cod,
2「。 Erica Manczuk and Keith Stocks were
married on November 4, 2017 at Boston
U iversity’s Marsh Chapel,丁hey were
joined by alumni, COIIeagues and friends -
Dr・ 」oseph Calabrese DMD 91 AEGD 92,
Lisa Rivera, Amy Nelson, and
丁ina Finn gan,
22。 Adam Siievitch DMD O9 and MarieI
Friedman weIcomed Theodore (‘’leddy’′)
」ack SiIevitch on November 2「, 2017,
23。 Leading periodontist′ Iecturer and
entreprene叫Dr. 」effrey Ganeies DMD
83,joins SuppIy Ciinic Advisory Board,
24“ Dr, Michael Sheff PEDO 68′ WaS
recentiy hono「ed with the iifetime
achievement award by the Massachusetts
DentaI Society・ Dr" Sheff has a iong
history of working with pediatric patients
With nteIiectuai and physicai disab冊ies
and mental heaith issues・ He taught
Pediatric and speciaI needs dentistry
atl士ftsand BU, aSWeiI ascreatingthe
State′s Ch‖d「en′s DentaI Heaith Month
and fighting for dentaI heaith benefits for
Ch冊ren through Mass HeaIth,丁he MDDS
Lifetime Achievement Award is awarded
to those members ofthe dentaI society
Who dedicate the冊ves to organized
dentistry.
前後灘桝のr誼m
MarshalI S. Michaelian ENDO 79
Marshaii S" MichaeIian′ DDS′ age 71, died on August 3, 2017 near
Sacramento′ CA" He was bom in Monterey Park, CA on August
21′ 1945 and wasthe son ofthe late Edith and 」ohn Michaeiian.
Dr・ Michaelian graduated from Aihamb「a High Schoo=n 1963′
received his Masters of Science in ChemicaI Engineering from
University of Southem Caiifomia in 1968 and worked for Chevron
Research and Standard O‖ unti1 1972, Dr, Michaeiian attended the
University of Califomia Schooi of Dentistry, San Francisco, Where
he received his DDS degree in 1977" ln 1979 he graduated from the
Henry M・ Goidman Schooi of Dentai Medicine′ Boston University,
Where he eamed his MsD degree in Endodontics. He returned to
California where he practiced in DaIy City, San Mateo and Fresno,
CA until his death.
Dr" Michaelian was passionate about iiving iife to the fuilest
With his beloved wife and constant companion for 48 years,
」udith Ann′ Of Meadow Vista′ CA; he is also survived by his sons:
MarshaiI ENDO O「; daughter in Iaw′ Francia; granddaughters, Sara′
Em時and E旧e of Paio Aito, CA; 」ason ofSan Mateo, CA; Daniei
OfSan 」ose′ CA; his brothers‥ Meivyn (Sue) of FaIibrook, CA, 」im
Michaelian (Mary) of SeaI Beach′ CA; mOther-in-Iaw: Georgia
Wyma; Sisters-in-Iaw and brother-in-iaw‥ 」an Wyma; 」ohn and
」u=e; 8 nieces and nephews; and nume「ous cIose friends.
Committed to giving the best possib-e care to his patients and
SuPPOrting his office staff′ Dr" Michaelian giadIy volunteered his
timeand services to many locai people in Ethiopia, Armenia and
beyond. Another passion andjoy in his life was flying his airplanes,
He volunteered for AngeI FIight transporting patients to and from
their homes′ hospitais and camps for ch冊en with special needs,
口egreatiy enjoyed water skiing′ SnOW Skiing, CyCling and fIying
With hisfam巾yand f「iends. Marsha岬ayed a key roie atthe San
Mateocampus of Menlo Church (Menio Park) and deIighted in
SerVing amazing CuPS Of espresso. He was a committed Christian
and devoted his iifeto Christ′ fo=owing him as his exampIe and
the foundation of his Iife.
Dr。 Felix H. W ghe「 DMD 90
Dr・ Feiix H. (’’Ph廿’) Wagher, DMD, 56′ Of Danbury′ died at his
home on Thursday′ September14′ 2017' He was bom in MineoIa,
NY to Aian E" Wagher and Ame (Cassidy) Wagher,
Phil graduated from Northview Hjgh Schoo=n Dothan, AL,
attended Aubum University, and graduated from Westem
Connecticut State University. He graduated from Boston
University with a Doctor of Medicai Dentist「y. He was inducted
into Omicron Kappa Upsiion′ the Nationa- Denta- Honor Society,
and received the 1990 American Academy of Denta- Radioiogy
Award for OraI Diagnosis and RadioIogy.
His career in dentistry inciuded a private practice on South
Street in Danbury′ aS Weii as with the Southbury Training Schoo上
He aiso generousiy donated his time voiunteering with the CT
Mission of Mercy, PrOViding dentai care to those in need,
in addition to havinga professional careeras a dentist, Phil was
a self-taught musician′ a Ce「tified Microsoft enginee「 a sk川ed
Craftsman′ and the inventor of the first f-exibie denta=mpIant. He
W川be remembered for his incredibie sense of humor his beautifui
mind′ and his abiiityto put others at ease,
Phil w川be soreiy missed by his cherished chiid「en Aianna and
Nikoias Wagher; his brothers′ Ch「istopher Wagher and his wife,
Ma「y′ Kari Wagher and his significant othe「 」ennifer Ho=stein; his
nephew and godson′ Erik; his niece and goddaughter Haley; and
his godmother 」acoiyn Connoiiy.
in addition to his pa「ents′ he was predeceased by his brother
AIan T. ”丁im’’Wagher,
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Philip L, Maloney, DMD, age 86, PaSSed
away on Thursday, November 「6, 2017
at his home, SurrOunded by his loving
family, Dr, Maloneywas bom in Quincyto
the iate Dr. 」ames Maioneyand F, Adeie
(Powers) Maioney, He was a冊eIong
Quincy resident, attended Boston Coliege
High Schooi and then Boston Coiiege,
Ciass of 1952. He graduated from巾fts
Dental Schoo=n 1955 and began his
Orai and max川ofaciai surgery training at
Boston City Hospitai. in 」uly of1956 he
ieft Boston City Hospitai tojoin the U, S,
Army and served with the rank of Captain
as Chiefof Dentai Service atthe 121st
Evacuation Hospitai in Korea. The 121st
Evacuation HospitaI functioned as the
de-facto tertia「y hospitaI for U.S. troops
and other U,N, forces. He was a member of
the 38th Paraliel Medicai Society of Korea,
Upon retuming from Korea he compieted
a yearofdidactic studyat the University
Of PemsyIvania, Here he became
reacquainted with his future bride, Frances,
Who was also studying at the University,
They married in 1960,
The majority of his career was spent
in public service at Boston City Hospitai′
which later became Boston Medicai
Cente「, Whiie at BCH, he wasthe Director
Of Dentistry and OraI and Maxi‖ofaciaI
Surgeryfrom 1967-2000, He was a fuiI
Professor of Oral and Max川ofaciaI Surgery
at l山fts. The late「 years of his directorship
Were at BMC, Where he heId the
appointment of fuIi Professor of O「al and
Max川ofaciaI Surgery at Boston University,
He was President ofthe Medicai and
Dentai Staff at Boston City Hospitai from
1981-1983,
After his retirement, he became
Professor Emeritus of Orai and
MaxiIIofaciaI Surgery at Boston University,
Dr, Maloney trained over two hundred
OraI and max川ofaciaI surgeons. He was
a nationaI and intemationa=ecturer. At
the sametime, he conducted and enjoyed
research, His first, unWaVering, mOSt
important educationai message was that
the patient aIways came fi「st, His vaiues
and principIes were understood and
respected by his peers and residents but
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appr ciated most of aiI by those patients
whom he cared for. Hewas President of
the Ma sachusetts Society of Orai and
Max川ofacial Surgery (1972-「973), He was
active in the American Association of Orai
and Max川 faciaI Surgeons (AAOMS), He
was eIected and served as the President
Of the AAOMS from 1985-「986. This
association and his peers honored him
many times.
ln 1992 he received the -forch Award,
Which isthe OMS Foundation’s highest
award. T is award recognized his major
COntributions to the speciaIty by co-
est bIishing a five m帖on doliar endowed
res arch fund forthe speciaity of Orai and
MaxiiIofaciai Surgery. The staff at BMC as
WeIi as coIieagues and residents honored
him by estabIishingthe endowed BMC BU
Ph帖p L, MaIoney, DMD巾auma Lecture
Award, Dr. Maion y’s iongtime, ioyai
assistant Heien DoyIe led the campaign
to raise $50,000 for the endowed iecture
award and this was matched bythe
OMS Foundation to endowthe fund fo「
$100′000.
Having be  bom iessthan a blockfrom
the Quincy巾mn s Club, Dr. Maioneywas a
SeIf -taught, aCCOmPIished temis player, At
the age offifteen he won the Nationai Boys
Doubies TitIe with a partner he met atthe
ev nt, He aiso won the Massachusetts
State Boys in ies titie when he was
in highscho I, Hewas ranked #1 in
doubles in the New EngIand Lawn 〇時nnis
A ciation (NELTA) rankings throughout
m stofhis iife, ln1999, hewas inducted
intothe lntemationaI一時nnis Haii of Fame
Foundation’s New EngIand Hall of Fame in
Newport, R,i. Atthattime he had won over
130 NELTAtoumaments, He was ranked #1
in New-Engiand Father-Son doubies with
his son, Ph出p, 」r,′ #1 in Father-Daughter
doubies with his daughter ltacy′ and #3
With Stephen ten years iater, He competed
in NationaI Fathe「-Daughter Doubies untii
2014, Dr, Mai n y was a iifeiong member
Ofthe Quincy-1emis CIub.
Dr. Maioney w s aIways a true
gentIeman, humbie, kind and respectfui to
aIi. He w s quietiygenerous to those he
k ewand did notknow, Hedid notseek
a colades but they sought him, He =ved
hon stiy and simply. He was not driven by
materiaI pursuits, He ioved his profession,
his famiIy, and manyfriends. As he aged,
he was incr asingly troubied by reports in
the n ws of con冊ct′ War, and vioience.
When the ew OMFS Ciinic opened
a  Boston City Hospital, he dedicated
the c帖c to Mar in Luther King, 」r, He
deepiy admired Dr. King fo「 his messages
d how he delivered them, He beiieved′
Whenever possibie, Of resoIution of
COnfiict with peacefui negotiation,
He was accomplished personaiiy and
P「Ofess onaIly but mostly he was a joyto
COnVerSe With and to be in the presence
Of, His family friends, and coIieagues w川
PrOfoundiy miss him,
Beloved husband for fifty-SeVen yearS
Of Frances i, (Kozec) Maioney. Devoted,
adored and extraordinary father of Frances
A, MacFarIane and her husband Bruce,
lTacy E, MaIoney, DMD, MS, PhiIip L,
Ma oney, 」r., Lyme C. MaIoney, and
Stephen P, MaIoney′ MD and his wife Amy,
and loving Papa to severaI grandchildren,
The young s  ofseven sib=ngs he is
SurVived by his sister Therese Maioney,
ln his冊etime′ Dr. Maloney received more
honors and acclaim than most highiy
successful oral and max=Iofacial surgeons
couId ever aspire to achieve. As a teacher,
he had the knackfor acting Iike a father
who wouId often assign tasks that focused
SOlely on ensuring optimal patient care,
whiIe expecting nothing short of superior
effort and exceptional results. What
was unique was that he was effective
in somehow doingthis in a mamerthat
one would neither fee=ntimidated or
pressured to perform, but rather motivated
to exce上Dr. Maloney exemp旧ed the
saying that ′′great teachers are the
reasons why ordina「y students d「eam of
doing extraordinary things:′ 11aining and
subsequently working under this great
gentIeman was truly an honor for me.
-D11 Pushkar Mehra DMD 95 OMFS 99
′′Dr. Maloney was the finest kind of
三言l。言n詰h p。rfe6t integrity, Before it
became the slogan of BMC, he de=vered
’一exceptional care without exception一’to
all of his patients at Boston City Hospita上
H  t「eated every patient, eVery reSident,
and ev ry staff member with respect
and dignity. His conservative approach
to treatment k pt the patients’we=-
being as the highest prio「ity, always"
’’No one ever got an osteo from a cIosed
reduction,一“ h  used to say. He was the
best sort of educator; One Who ins帥s
values, and models what he teaches as
we= as requires knowIedge acquisition and
t chnique deveiopment,旧s att「ibuted to
St. Francis: ”Preach the gospeI at a旧imes
and if necessary, uSe WOrds.一一Dr. Maloney
lived and p「acticed the lessons we learned
from him; SOme imes he used words.一’
一D嶋Karen Crow/ey OMFS 86
‘′Each of us that had the privilege to walk
the ha=s of Boston City Hospitai and
Boston Medicai Center has undoubtedly
felt th l gacy left by Dr. MaIoney・ His
teaching and experience is woven within
us言 every urgery we perform, in every
challenge w  meet head-On, and in every
PerSOnal or professionai encounter・
Frequently l find myself asking, ‘what
would Dr. Maloney do in this situation?’’’
For exce=ence, reSPOnSib亜y, reSPeCt, and
correctness′ are the ha=marks of Dr. Ph掴p
L Maloney.’’
-Dl: David Co書tre/I
“Dr. Maloneywas a pioneer in Oral &
Max紺ofacial Surgery (OMFS) p「actice
and education in Boston, and his impact
in both was and w紺continueto befelt
throughout the United States and the
world, The OMFS residents that he trained
w冊ruly be Dr・ Maloney′s legacy as they
have made an enormous impact on the
profession of dentistry and the specialty of
OMFS,′’
一Dean Jeff/ey W肌tter
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CON丁8NU漢NG EDUCA丁ION COURSE OF旺R音NGS SPR8NG 2018
Find fuIi course deta=s on=ne at www,bu.edu/dentai/Ce
JANUARY 2018
Introduction to EagieSoft　　　　　　　　　　　　　　7 CEUs　　　$95
This ;s a h。nds○○n COurSe, This coL/rse ;s sponsored by Potterson DentoI.
丁hursday′」anuary18. 9a,mi -5 pim.
事容DRUARY 2018
Adding Nitrous Oxide to Your Practice
This is 0 honds-On COurse, Limited 。ttend0nCe.
Thursday, Februaryl. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
F「iday, February2. 8a.m, -与p,m.
infection Prevention & Contro1 2018:
Evaluating Your Compliance
Wednesday, February28. l - 4 p.mi
MARCH 2018
16C亡Us　$1,695
3 CEUs　　　$9与
Sieep Disordered Breathing/Obstructive
Sieep Apnea Symposium
Friday, March 9. 8:3O aim. - 4:30 p,mi
Saturday, March 10. 8:3O a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
RadioIogy Certification for Dental Aux描aries
7llis is 0 honds-On COurse,
12 C岳Us
Eariy $600
ReguIar $750
Resident $2OO
MA: 12 CEUs　　$250
NH: 16 CEUs　　$325
This /s not 。n /ntroductoIy COurse.
丁hursday′ March 「　Lecture: 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Saturday′ March 3　　MA CIinic Session (See website for more detoils.)
Sunday, March 4　　MA CIinic Session (See website for more detoils,)
Saturday, March 10　NH CIinic Session (See website佃rmoredetoiIs.)
Soft Tissue Concepts for the Generai Dentist:　　　　7 CEUs　　$350
Understanding What is Possibie and What is Not (NEW)
Friday,March2. 9a.m, -与p,mi
Basic Life Support Certification　　　　　　　　　　　4 CEUs　　　$95
for Health Care Professioれais
This /s a honds-On COL/rSe. Limited ottendonce.
Wednesday, March7. 9a.m, -「 p.m,
★The Singie"丁ooth lmpIant: The Uitimate Esthetic　　　7 CEUs　　$495
Cha=enge FoIIowed by: To Pu= or Not to Pu=: Guideiines
for Evidence Based ldeaI Outcomes (NEW)
Saturday, March24. 9aimi -5p,m.
★Register佃y both ’’The SingIe-Tooth ‘mplont” (Morch 24) ond ’’MedicoI
Emergencies’“ (Morch 25) 。nd receive $700 off your totoI registrotion fee.
★Medicai Emergencies: How to Save aしife,　　　　　　7 CEUs　　$395
inciuding Your Own (NEW)
77了is /s o honds-On COurse. Limited ottendoncei
Sunday, March25. 9a,m.-5 pim.
★Register佃r both ’刑e Sing/e-7both /mp/ont’’(M。rCh 24) ond ”MedicoI
Emer9enCies’“ (Morch 25) 。nd receive $700 oげyour tot。/ registrotion fee.
Successes and Faiiures in Restorative Dentistry　　　　7 CEUs　　$350
Wednesday, March28. 9a.m. -5p.m.
LegaI Documentation and Record Keeping　　　　　　7 CEUs　　$395
Thu「sday, March29 " 9a.m,-5p.mi
What’s New in Pediatri⊂ Dentistry for the Generai　　　7 CEUs　　$495
Practitioner - The Cutting Edge (NEW)
This /s o honds-On COurSe, Limited ottendonce.
Satu「day,March31. 9a.m. -5 p.mi
ApRlし之018
The (Digitai) Future of RemovabIe Prosthodontics
丁hursday,Aprii12. 9a.m.-12 p,m.
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3 C各Us　　　$175
Exce-asaPracticeManagerandGrowYourPracticeノ4CEUs　$595
tothe Next 」evei (NEW)
Register 3 or more teom members 。nd receive 70% oげyoL/r tO亡。I registrotion佃e.
Thu「sday,Apr旧9. 9aimi -5 p,m,
Friday,Apri1 20 〃 9a.m. -5 p.m.
MAY 2018
「
★Sleep Apnea and Bruxis叩Are They Reiated?
The Dentist’s RoIe in the Screening, Evaiuation and
7 C容Us　　$39与
Management of Obstructive SIeep Apnea.
This course /ncIudes o live demonstr0tion.
Friday, May4 〃 9a.m. -5p.mi
★Regi5ter佃y both “’SIeep Apne。 Ond Bruxism’“ (M。y 4) ond ”How to Evo/u。亡e,
Diognose 。nd Treot fhe Most Common TMJ Problems’’(Moy 5) ond receive $100
O杵your toto/ registrotion佃e.
★How to EvaIuate′ Diagnose and丁reat　　　　　　　　7 CEUs　　$395
the Most Common TM」 Probiems
Saturday′ May5. 9a.m. -5p.m.
★Register佃r both ’’SIeep Apneo ond Bruxism” (Moy 4) ond ’′How to Ev。Iu。te,
Diognose ond 7-reot the Most Common TMJ Prob/ems““ (M。y 5) ond receive $700
(据your tot。l registrotion fee.
Risk Management: Areas ofしiab皿y
for the Practicing Dentist
丁hursday, May10. 9a.m. -5 p.mi
Mastering Crown Lengthening
This /s 0 honds-On COurSe. Limited 0でtendonce.
Saturday, May19. 8a,m○○4pim,
JUN各2018
7 C各Us　　　$395
6 C容Us　　$49与
Radioiogy Certification for Dentai Aux航aries MA: 12 CEUs　　$250
This is 。 h。nds-On COurSe.　　　　　　　　　　　NH: 16 CEUs　　$325
Thi5 is r)Ot 。n航roductoIγ COurSe.
丁hursday′ May 31　Lecture: 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Saturday, 」une 2　　MA Ciinic Session (See website佃y more detoiIs.)
Sunday, 」une 3　　　MA Clinic Session (See website佃r more detoi/s.)
Saturday′ 」une 9　　NH Clinic Session (5ee website佃r more detoi/s.)
Ciinicai丁reatement PIaming and ProbIem SoIving　　　7 CEUs　　$395
-When It Doesn’t Go by the Book (NEW)
Friday,」une8 " 9a.m.-5 p,m,
Lasers in Pediatric Dentistry: Hard and
Soft Tissue Appiications
This /s 0 honds-On COurSe. Limited 0ttendonce.
This course /s sponsored by Lightsco/pel.
Sunday,」une10. 9a.m.-与p.m.
Rehab描tation of the Edentuious Max川a: Fixed
VS, Removable lmpiant-Supported Prostheses
This is 0 honds-On COurSe. Limited 。ttendonce.
Wednesday,」une13. 9a.m○ ○4p.m,
Minimaily lnvasive Dentistry: Current Topics,
Techniques and MateriaIs for Maximum E鮒ciency:
A Hands"On Experience
This is a h0nds-On COurSe. Limited ottendonce.
Friday,」une15 。 9a.m. -5 p,m.
丁he Do′s and Don′ts of
PorceIain Laminate Veneers
This /s 。 h0nds-On COurse. Limited ottend0nCe.
Saturday,」une23. 9a.m.置5 p,m.
Ciini⊂al Examination and
Imaging of Temporomandibuiar Disorders
This /s o h0nds-On COurSei Limited 0ttend。nCe.
Friday,」une29 " 8:30a.m.一5 p,m,
7 C各Us　　　$49与
6 C各Us　　　$19与
7 C各Us　　　$395
7 C各Us　　　$与9与
7 C日Us　　　$395
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G「aduating Students Say Goodbye to
GSDM During Senior Weekend
From Friday, May12, tO Sunday, May 14,
2017 graduating DMD and Advanced
Standing (DMD AS) students at GSDM
Ceiebrated their achievements during
GSDM’s amual Senior Weekend.
Senior Weekend forthe CIass of 2017
kicked offon Friday, May12, With an ASDA
Hourforthe DMD students at Estragon in
the South End and a graduation partyfor
the DMD AS students at Cle「y′s in Boston.
Aiumni, facuity, Staff, friends′ and
Predoctorai students gathered the next
day, Saturday, May 13, at Norwood
Country CIub forthe eighth amuai ASDA
GoIf -foumament・ GSDM′s ASDA chapter
raised more than $13,000 from the
tou「nament, Which is the highest amount
ever raised at an ASDA Goif -fournament,
Lunch then foiIowed the toumament
during which the foiiowing awa「ds were
PreSented: The wimers ofthe cart
deco「ating contest were two teams, the
Henry M" Goifman Schooi of Divot Making
(Nev川e HatfieId DMD 20; Christian Ford
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DMD 20), and Moiar Bears (Andrew
Brodek DMD 18; Sam 」ordan [guest];
Matthew W帖ams DMD 18; Peter Wiison
DMD 18), The Best dressed wimerwas
Greg NieIen DMD 20.The Ethicsand
Professionaiism Award went to team
Cavity Search; made up of Dr. Hesham
Nouh, SIoane Kaminski-Dietzei DMD
18′ V ctoria Mitic DMD 18, and Stephen
Prieve DMD 18,丁he men’s and women′s
Long Drive winners were Kevin Kramer
DMD20and Marisa Reason OR丁HO
18, reSPeCtiveiy. Vishai Goehi DMD 17
CaPtured both the Putting Contest and
the Ciosestto the Pin. The foumament
Wime s wer : Mitcheii Akey DMD 19,
Stephen Brand DMD 19, Neeko Gardner
(guest), and Adam Komhaber DMD 19,
丁 wimers received handmade trophies
from Mr. RaIph巾iIerg, husband of Dr, Tina
Vaiad s, CIinicai Assistant P「ofessor in the
Depar ment of Generai Dentistry,
丁he festive weekend wrapped up on
Sundayatthe BU PubontheCharies
River campus, Where Student Affairs and
Deveiopment & AIumni Reiations hosted
the Senior BBQ. Each member ofthe
Ciass of 2017 received a commemorative
engraved gl ss stein as a gift from the
Alumni Association,
‘’Senior Weekend is aiways a great
time,’’sa d Dr. 」oseph Calabrese, Assistant
Dean of Students. “lt is a wonderfui
Way for us to ceiebrate our graduating
Students. They dedicate so much whiie
they are students here and it isgreatto
have a冊e fun before Commencement
Weekend,’′
Dean and Mrs. Hutter, Who were aiso
in attendance at the barbecue, eXPreSSed
their gratitude for another successfuI
Senio Weekend" llMrs. Hutter and l aiways
enjoy Senior Weekend and the barbecue
a  we prepare for Commencement. Senior
Weekend is an important time to ceIebrate
you/r aCCOmP"shments with your peers
and facuity members, a time you won′t
SOOn forget,′’
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GSDM and Fe○○ow
Boston lnstitutions
Honor AIpha Omega
Senior DentaI
Students
Facuity, Staff′ and
Senior dentaI students
from the Henry M" Goldman SchooI of DentaI Medicine gathered
together on Sunday′ Aprii 30, 2017 at the Courtyard Marriott in
Cambridge, Massachusetts for the Boston AO Aiumni Amual
Spring Brunch, Graduating AO senior dental students from the
巾fts University SchooI of Dentai Medicine and the Harvard
University Schooi of Dentai Medicine were also in attendance,
Dr・ Paula Friedman′ P「ofessor Eme「ita of Generai Dentistry, and
Dr" Larry Dunham′ Director of Diversity & MuiticuIturai Affairs
/
and ClinicaI Assistant Professor in the Department of General
Dentistry were both honored and awarded honorary memberships
intoA○○
The GSDM ChapterofAO is advised by Drs. David Dano AEGD
12and Romi Schneil DMD81, Emily Foides DMD17and Heidi
Borenstein DMD 17 arethe GSDM AO Chapter Presidents. Former
GSDM facuIty member D「" Emrey Moskowitz-Porath, CIinicai
Assistant Professor in the D partment of General Dentistry, is the
P「esident of the Boston chapter of A回a Omega,
丁he AIpha Omega inte ationai Dentai Fratemity is the oIdest
int mational dental rganization, AIpha Omega (AO) aIso has
the disti ction of being the oldest intemationa=ewish medicai
Organiz ti n・ Comprised of over 100 alumni and student chapters
in ten countri s′ AO prides itseif in being an inclusive organization
that we comes peopie f om訓cuiturai backgrounds,
館豊富
瑚胆舶鉦軸闘中軸壷
組鵬甜生理融調
両案響謹器楽癌
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圏
しau「enしiebman DMD 18 Receives Pierre Fauchard Award
On May 15′ 2017 Dean 」effrey W. Hutter presented Lauren
Liebman DMD 18 with the Pierre Fauchard Academy′s 2017
Foundation Dentai Student Schoiarship Award for her leadership
and service to GSDM. Aiso present for the ceremony were;
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Dr・ Cataldo Leone;
Assistant Dean of Students Dr, 」oseph Caiabrese; and Lauren′s
ParentS′ Peter and Padmini Liebman,
Every year the Pierre Fauchard Academy awards the
SChoiarshipto a dentai student in each dentai schooI who has
demonstrated the greatest potentiaI for deveiopment into an
OutStanding leader in the dentaI profession.
Priorto comingto GSDM, Liebman graduated from Ham冊on
Coiiege with a degree in Neuroscience" This year she was
Seiected for the Fauchard Award for her record of leadership
throughout hertime at GSDM" in addition to regularly
VOiunteering for community events, Liebman is an active member
Ofthe American Student Dentai Association (ASDA), She has
SerVed on student govemment, Where she currentiy serves
as Secretaryforthe CIass of2018・ Liebman is also a -feaching
Assistant in one of the Preventative Dentistry courses. Liebman
COmPieted her 10-Week extemship at Uphams Comer Hea冊
Center in Boston′ and hopestotravei abroad as part of GSDM′s
lnte「nationai Eiective Extemship Exchange Program in the Spring"
After graduation, Liebman hopes to attend a Generai Practice
Residency (GPR) p「ogram in New Ybrk City, and eventu訓y begin
hercareeras a General Dentist,
In presenting the award′ Dean Hutter recognized Lauren for訓
She has alreadyaccompIished as a student at GSDM and praised
her for receiving this very prestigious honor from the Pierre
Fauchard Academy Foundation.
OKU Hono「s G「aduates at Awa「ds Dimer
丁he GSDM Lambda Mu Chapter of
Omicron Kappa Upsiion Nationai Dentai
Honor Society (OKU) heId its ninth amuaI
OKU induction Ceremony and Dimer
On巾esday, May 16, 2017, in the Boston
University Metcaif巾ustee Ba旧oom,
丁he induction was p「esided over by Dr.
Stephen Poiins, GSDM OKU Chapter
P「esident and Professor in the Department
Of General Dentistry; and Dr, Catherine
Sarkis, GSDM OKU Chapter Secretary and
Assistant Dean for Admissions,
丁hefollowing DMD17and DMD AS17
Students were inducted into OKU: ShiIpa
Agarwarl; Rebekah Gouid Anderson; Divya
Reddy Anugu; 」ohn鴫yior Barrett; Famaz
Bayani; Shahin Bayani; Mahdieh Behesh串
Heidi Aiyssa Borenstein; 」eIena Cavric;
」ing Guo; Saliy Am 」acob; Babak」avidi;
Bajeet Kaur Khaira弓aegak Ki叩Megan
McDouga巾Michelie Nikkita Muwanguzi;
Linda Thanh Nguyen; Sofyan Sayfo;
Maedeh Sedaghati; 」oama Song; Michaei
DangerWhitcomb; and Min Zhu,
Students are seIected for this honor
based on their academic achievement,
demonst「ation of exempIary traits of
Character, and potentiaI quaiities of future
PrOfessionai growth. Three GSDM facuity
membe「s-Drj Serge Dibart, Professor and
Chair of the Periodontoiogy Department,
and Director of the Advanced Speciaity
Education Program in Periodontics; Dr,
Margaret Erra e, Ciinicai Associate
Profe sor in the Department of General
Dentistry′ Assistant Dean for Business
DeveIopment, a d Directo「 of the DentaI
H aIth Center; and Dr, Steven MoIIica,
Ciinica=nstruc上or in the Department of
GeneraI Dentistry-Were aIso inducted as
ho orary members, Facuity a「e seiected
fo「this hono  based on theircontributions
o the p ofession.
Dr, PoIins began the induction ceremony
and de=vered remarks to those in
attendance,
“Each ofyou is heretonight because
Of th  success you have demonstrated,
and, byvirtue ofthat success, yOu have
Validated that you possess the criteria
essenti l fo「 induction into this prestigious
Nationai D ntai Honor Society,′′ said Dr,
Polins. “ln addition to scholarship′ yOu
have demonstrated exempIary traits
Of character′ and qua=ties for future
PrOfessionai growth and attainment
th ough act and deed,’’
Dean 」effrey W, Hutter then deiivered
his opening remarks,
llYou are the best ofthe best and l know
that l speakforthe entirefacuity, Staff and
aIumni the He ry M. GoIdman SchooI
Of Dentai Medicine when l saythat we feel
Priviieged and deepiy gratified that you
madethe decision to attend our SchooI
and while doing so set a standa「d of
exceIience fo「 aII of your classmates and
future student  to emuIate,’’said Dean
Hutter.
Dea Hutter aIso made special mention
Of Dr, Catherine Sarkis, Who stepped down
as Assistant Dean of Admission effective
」une 30, 2017. Heryears ofdedication
o our Schooi and recruitingthe highest
caiiberofstudents has made GSDM
What it is today. ’’Ou「 student inductees
this eveningare a truetestamentto the
OutStandingjob she and herteam in the
Office of Admissions have done,’’said
Dean Hutter,
Dr. Po=ns, Dr, Sarkis, and Dean Hutter
then presented the awards.
As Dr, PoIins read their names, Dean
Hutter and fo「mer Assistant Dean Sarkis
PreSented to each of the new members
Ofthe L mbda Mu ChapterofOKU a
Certificate of induction, an OKU symboIic
key and an OKU stoIe signifyingtheir
eIection to the prestigious nationai dentai
honor soc ety,
Upon conciusion of the Ceremony,
the new inductees we「ejoined bytheir
fam帖es, facuIty, Staff and friends to a
dinner in thei「 hono「,
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GSDM Endodontic Residents
Celebrated at Graduation Dinner
On Thursday, May 18, 20「7, reSidents of
the Advanced SpeciaIty Education Program
in Endodontics CIass of2017 at GSDM
Celebrated their graduation in the Boston
University MetcaIf巾ustee B訓room,丁hey
Were joined by famiiy, friends, facuIty′ Staff,
and alumni ofthe program,
丁he evening was hosted by Associate
Professor and Director of the Advanced
Speciaity Education Program in
Endodontics, Dr. Sami ChogIe, aiong with
the support ofthe GSDM Endodontic
Aiumni Association. D「, Chogie
WeIcomed the 125 guests in attendance
and introduced ali ofthe faculty and
Staff-Who were instrumenta=n heIping
the residents make itto this point, Dean
」effrey W, Hutter was then invited to the
POdium to deiiver a fewwords.
Dr, CheryI Uiiman ENDO 80and
incoming President of the Boston
University Endodontic Alumni Association
WeIcomed the new graduates into the
GSDM Endodontic fam=y, She spoke of
What a strong bond they a「e now a part
Of, and asked thatthey aiI be active in
the aIumni association and to attend the
aiumni meetings,
Dr, Chogiethen thanked a旧hose in
attendance and reite「ated what a strong
PrOg「am they had just g「aduated from.
He asked the graduates to think about
giving backto the program that had given
them so much. Dr. Chogle continued
by introducing the present DScD, MSD
and current first year residents before
introducing the ciass of 2017.
A short video, PrOduced by Drs,
AinowaiIaty and liaiua was shown, Dr,
Guim wasthefinal speaker, aS he was
Chosen to speakon behaIfofthe class.
11Congratuiations to the Class of 2017’’
said Dean Hutter. “lt is a wonderfuI
achievement to have successfuily
COmPieted such a prestigious program,
and i wishyouthebestin ali yourfuture
endeavors.’’
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GSDM Orthodontic Residents
Celebrated at Graduation Dimer
On Thursday, May 18′ 20「7, reSidents of
the Advanced SpeciaIty Education Program
in Orthodontics & DentofaciaI Orthopedics
Ciass of2017 at GSDM ceiebrated their
graduation on the 26th fioor of Boston
University Student V川age 2 at 33 Harry
Agganis Way. They were joined by family,
friends, faculty, Staff, and aiumni of the
PrOgram.
The ceIebration began with cocktaiIs,
hors d’oeuvres, and photos. Prior to dimer,
Dean 」effrey W. Hutter and Dr, 」oseph
CaIabrese presented the PostdoctoraI
Staff Recognition Award to Ms. Trisha
Keane, Administrative Manager in the
Depa「tment of Orthodontics & Dentofacia1
0rthopedics, A Iovely buffet dinner was
then served whiie guests were treated
to music bythe Scarlet」azz Ensembie.
Attendees mingIed with each other whiie
WatChing the sunset over Boston and
beyond from the spectacuiar views offered
bythe venue.
Dean Hutterand Mrs. Kathy
Hutter attended the ceiebration as
WeiI, aPPreCiating the opportunity to
COngratuIate the graduating residents,
Dr. Lesiie W川, Anthony A, GianeIiy
Professo「 and Chair of the Department of
Orthodontics & Dentofaciai O「thopedics,
deiivered a few remarks by congratuIating
the graduates and presenting each with a
gift, a bookthat was signed by aii ofthe
facuIty and offered a few words about each
Of the six graduates,
Dr. MichaeI Moynihan OR丁HO OO,
President of the GSDM Orthodontic
AIumni Association′ PreSented
the graduates with a Certificate of
Membership to the GSDM Orthodontic
AIumni Association.
丁he evening concIuded with a video
PreSentation given by the graduates
hig旧ghting their memories from the past
three years in the program. The class
representative, Dr. Meghan Graham,
thanked the facuIty, Staff, and famiiies for
their support,
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On Friday, May 19, 20「7, 「85 predocto「aI
Students and 88 postdoctoraI residents
received their degrees and Certificates of
Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS) at the
2017 GSDM Convocation, heid at the巾ack
and Tennis Center.
Upon completion of the Processionai,
and afterthe officiai party had taken
their seats on the stage, Chief Marshai,
Dr. Carl McManama caiIed the 20「7
Commencement Convocation of the
Boston University Henry M. GoIdman
SchooI of DentaI Medicine to order,
Dean 」effrey W, Hutte「 then began the
Convocation Ceremony by introducing
Reverend Dr, Robert AiIan H町Dean of
Marsh ChapeI, Who deiivered an inspiring
invocation,
’’i have watched you and your
Ciassmat  grow into confident,
COmP tent dental and oraI heaIthcare
PrOfessionais, and I am deiighted to share
this speciai occasion with you as you
receive your Doctor of Dentai Medicine,
Master of Science in Dentistry, Doctor of
Science, nd Doctor of Science in Dentistry
degrees, and Certificates of Advanced
Graduate Study,’′ Dean Hutter toid the
graduates as famiiy and friends Iooked on.
Dean Hutter high=ghted severaI
notabIe accompIishments that the Ciass
Of 2017 chieved duringtheirtime at
GSDM: PrOVidingthe highest quaIity oraI
heaIthcare t  the diverse popuiation of
Patients they have had the priviIege of
treating; educating and caring for Boston
Chiidren, SOme Of whom had never before
Seen a dentist; Caringforthe elderly
whom a「e now homebound and as a resuit
are no Ionger abIe to t「avei to seekoraI
heaIth c re. Volunteering as part of the
IntemationaI EIective Extemship Prog「am,
traveIing glob訓y to such countries as
GuatemaIa, Hai ′ Honduras, 」amaica,
Mexico, Nicaragua, and Panama to
care forthos  aduits and children with
the greatest need; traVeIing to the city
Of Este巾Nicaragua as part of ongoing
effor s b tween GSDM, Boston University
Medical Campus′ and locaI and nationaI
govemmentai agencies in Nicaragua,
to imp ement an oraI heaith program
that seeks to improve the long-term OraI
heaith o  the city’s population工raveling to
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China as part ofthe intemationai Elective
Student Exchange Externship Program
to participate in the diagnosis, treatment
PIaming and surgical care of patients
With advanced head and neck cancer
and chiIdren with orai developmentai
I have watched you and your
Ciassmates g「ow into confident.
COmPetent dentaI and orai
healthcare p「ofessionals, and
i am delighted to sha「ethis
SPeCial occasion with you as
you receive you「 Doctor of
Dental Medicine, Master of
Science in Dentistry, Doctor
Of Science, and Doctor of
Science in Dentistry degrees,
and Certificates of Advanced
G「aduate Study… l wish you the
best of success in you「 future
endeavo「s, and look fo「wa「d to
remaining in contact with each
and everyoneofyou asalumni
Of ou「 schoo上
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defects at Shanghai University 」iao fong
CoIIege of StomatoIogy in Shanghai,
the Fourth MiIitary MedicaI University
Sch oi of StomatoIogy in Xi′an, and
Peking Univ sity Schooi of StomatoIogy
in B ijing; traVeiing to 「bkyo Medicai
and Dentai University in 「もkyo, 」apan,
and Chuiongakom University FacuIty
Of Dentistry in Bangkok, Thaiiand; and
Piaying a key roIe in hostingthe students
from these same institutions and schooIs
as theyt veIled to Boston to spend their
respective elective extemships at GSDM.
Dean Hutter then congratuIated the
Class of 2017 forgraduatingfrom the
f rst dentaI chool in the countryto have
incorporated digitai dentistry into its
Cur「icuium. WhiIe the graduating ciass
has mastered the latest digital dentai
technoi gies, One Student in particular was
recognized. DMD CIass of 2017 graduate
Dr. Monica Schmidt-Stiteier was the first
Predoctoral student at GSDM and possibiy
any dent i schooi within the United States,
to design and subsequentIy place on
August 4, 2016 a surgicaliyguided implant
under the outstanding mentorship and
expertise of our general dentistry and o「aI
& maxiiiofaciai surgery faculty.
Dean Hutter then introduced the
Vaiedictorian ofthe DMD AS Ciass of 2017,
Dr. Shahin Bayani, and the vaIedictorian
Ofthe DMD Ciass of2017, Dr. Michael
Whitcomb, tO deiiver their respective
Student speeches,
The Spence「 N, FrankI Award for
Exceilence in -feaching was then presented
du「ingthe ceremony by Dean Hutterto
Dr, Alex der Bendayan PROS O5, Dr,
Bendayan is the newly appointed Assistant
Dean for Digital Dentistry Development
and Clinical巾ainingatGSDM. HeaIso
SerVeS aS Chair ofthe GSDM Digitai
De tistry Overs ght Committee.
The award honors Dean Spencer N.
FrankI who, for more than 40 years-30
Ofwhich he served as Dean-PrOVided the
l adership and vision that shaped GSDM,
Each year this award recognizes faculty
member(s) who have shown simiIar
ed c tion o supporting the Schooi′s
The keynote address was then.deIivered
by Dr.」onathan Levine DMD8「,OneOf
the nation’s ieading prosthodontists,
and the forme「 Chair of GSDM-s Dean-s
Advisory Board' He is cu「rentiy an
Ass stant Professor and the Director of
the Advanced Aesthetics Continuing
Education Program at the New Ybrk
University CoiIege of Dentistry. He is
aiso a Huffington Post contributor, a
Panel memberonthe Dr, Ozshow, and
Currentiy owns his own practice′ 」onathan
圏闘醒園田
B, Levine & Associates in New Ybrk City.
Dr, Levine is the founderof GLOTM Science,
a company which manufactures a guided
=ght optic teeth whitening system, and
hoids 2「 patents, He is aisothe co-founder
Of GLOTM Good Foundation.
DMD CIass of2017 President Dr,
Megan McDougail and DMDASCiassof
2017 President Dr, Ashish AgarwaI then
PreSented the 2017 Class Gift to Dean
Hutter, The Class of2017 reached 92
PerCent Participation, and with matching
funds donated through members of the
Dean’s Advisory Board, incIuding Dr,
Levine′ the C看ass Gift totaied $3,52「,42.
’’Words cannot describe the significance
Ofthisgiftandwhat it meansto meand
Our SchooI’s future,’’said Dean Hutter,
′‘Ybu have now set a precedent for future
CIas e  to emuIate and l thankyou from
the bottom of my h art,’’
The 20「7 p「e and postdoctoraI/
POStgraduate graduates each then made
the momentou  march across the stage
to receive their Certificates of Advanced
G「aduate Study (CAGS) and respective
deg es, Dean Hutterthen ied the Class of
2017 in the rec tation of the Professiona1
0ath,
Dean Hutter conciuded the event with
SOme inSPiring COngratuIatory remarks.
‘’On behaif of the facuity, Staff, Students
and aiumni of Boston University Henry
M. Goldman SchooI of Dentai Medicine, i
Wish you the best ofsuccess in yourfuture
endeavors, and iook forward to remaining
in contact with each and everyone ofyou
as aiumni ofourschooi.’’
Reverend H川delivered the benediction
P ior to the recessionai,
FoIIowing the 2017 Convocation
Ceremony, a reCePtion took place in a tent
adjacen  to the ltack and -femis Center
during which the graduates, family, friends,
facuIty, and staff couid pose for photos and
COngratuiate each other on a旧hey have
achieved,
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1l。 Samar Abusindah DiG皿L DEN丁IS丁RY presented by
her husband Dr. AbduIraham AIhaddad PROS 16
2, ShiIpa Agarwai presented by her husband
Dr, Rajesh Kumar Aga「waI DMD 16
3。 Grace Hamawi prese[ted by herfather
Dr,口ikmat G. Hamawi DMD 99
4, Nima iranmanesh presented by his father
Dr, Mohamad Reza lranmanesh PROS 88, 89
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5。 Sai Anusha Adiur 」anakiraman presented by her
husband Dr, Kiran Kumar鴫mminidi DMD 12
6。 」eeYun 」eong is presented by her husband
Dr. Paui Cho DMD16
7. Mohammad A, Khan is presented by his sister
Dr. Zainab Khan DMD 15
8。 Pardis KoIeini is presented by her brother
Dr, Parsia KoIeini DMD 13 AEGD 14
9, Bima Lee is presented by her sister
Dr. Su 」i Shaeffer DMD Ol
lO。 Megan M, Lucht is presented by her sister
D「, Miranda 」anine Lucht DMD 11 AEGD 12
」?????
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11。　Swati Maiikispresented by herhusband
Dr. Rahui MaIik DMD 12
喜2,　Ahmed Sameer Znad Mihyaw=s p「esented by his sister
Dr. Noor Znad DMD 13
13。　Pat「icia Moraga is p「esented byherfiance
Dr, 」onathan We「bitt ORTHO 16
14,　Sara Najafi ispresented byhe「sister
Dr. Mona Najafi DMD 16
15。　Niusha NikkhoIgh ispresented byherhusband
Dr, Mani Moulazadeh DMD OO AEGD OI ENDO O3
116。 」e冊ey N. PanAEGDisp「esented byhismother
Dr. Debra Hong Pan DPH 86 DMD Ol
17,　Krizia Marce=a P「oia ispresented byherhusband
Dr. Ashish Papneja DMD 15
118。　Fadheia Salah ispresented byherhusband
Dr, AIi Khibiii PGOE ll
19,　Maged Shok「訓a ispresented byhissister
Dr, Dina Shokra= DMD l1
20。　Neha Shrestha ispresented byhersiste「
Dr, Rakshya Sh「estha DMD 12
21。　Maryevan Thacker is presented by herfather
Dr, 」ames Thacker ORTHO 84
22。　MinZhuispresentedbyhe「husband
D「, Hongsheng Liu DMD lO ENDO12
Graduates Celebrated at Senior Awards Brunch
On Satu「day′ May 20, 2017, facuity, Staff′ fam吊es and friends
OnCe again welcomed and congratuiated the GSDM DMD and
DMD AS Ciass of20「7 at GSDM’s amuaI Senior Awards Brunch′
heId atthe FuiIer Bu=ding on the Charles River Campus, Dean
and Mrs. 」effrey W, Hutteronce again hosted this now amuai
SPeCiai event to ceiebrate the accompiishments of the graduates
and recognize those graduates who had exceiied in their dentai
education, and faculty and staffwho had played a major roIe in
their education.
After a b「unch buffet, With an attendance of over 550, Assistant
Dean of Students Dr, 」oseph Calabrese deiivered a congratuiatory
introduction to all the attendees
Dean Hutterthen deIivered weIcoming remarks in which he
COng「atuIated a= the g「aduates on what they have achieved and
Wished them aIl the best in theirfuture endeavors,
’‘C看ass of 2017 you have worked extremeIy hard during your
years at Boston University Henry M, Goldman Schooi of Dentai
Medicine, and during yesterday′s Commencement Convocation,
your hard work was rewarded as you received your Boston
University Doctor of Dental Medicine degrees at our Convocation
CeremOny, and took a most important step toward ente「ing your
Chosen profession of dentistry,’’Dean Hutter toid the graduates.
Dean Hutter aIso acknowiedged seve「ai staff members who
Planned the 2017 SeniorAwards Brunch: Ms. Erica Manczuk,
Associate Director of Student Affairs; Ms. Amy NeIson, Student
Affairs Coordinator; Ms, Diane Dougherty, Administrative
Assistant for Meetings & Events; Ms. Stacey McNamee, Director
OfAlumni Reiations &Annuai Giving; and Ms, Aiexandra Singer,
G「aphic Designer in the Office of Communications & ExtemaI
Reiations.
Graduates, facuIty and staff then made their way onto the stage
as Dean Hutter, facuity members, and speciaI guests, PreSented
them with their respective awards.
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GSDM Hosts Students and Faculty from
ChuIaiongkom University
From May 29, 20「7 to 」une 2, 2017 GSDM hosted five
Students and one facuity memberfrom the Facuity of Dentistry
Chuiaiongkom University (FDCU) in Bangkok, ThaiIand, One Ofour
PartnerS in the lntemationai EIective Extemship Program.
The five students visiting GSDM were: Mustura (Mimi) Phadung,
interested in Pediat「ics′ Endodontics, Oral Medicine, and
Surgery; Thomthan (Mo) Songvejkasem, interested in surgery
and orthodontics; Tanutchapom (Mai) Thongngam, interested
in Orthodontics and Prosthodontics; Taya (Win) Ruxwongkana,
interested in Operative and Max川ofaciaI Surgery; and Chanapas
(Can) Saengsawang言nterested in Oral & MaxiIiofaciai Surgery.
丁he faculty memberfrom FDCU who accompanied the students
WaS Dr. So「anun Chantarangsu, Assistant Professor in the
Depa「tment of OraI PathoIogy and Assistant Dean for Student
Affairs,
On Wednesday, May 3「, the students and facuIty member were
hosted by Dea  and Mrs. 」effrey W, Hutter at a dimerthey heid
attheir home in N wton, MA, The dimerwas aIso attended by
many faculty, taff, and students of GSDM,
丁hen, On Thursday, 」une 「, the students presented to 50
GSDM community members on their schooi, their programs, and
their cuIture. Pri rto the presentation′ Dr, Micheiie Henshaw,
Associat  Dean for GiobaI & Popuiation Heaith, PreSented Dr,
Chantarangsu with a Certificate of Recognition for contributing to
the progr ss and advancement of dental education, The students
then tooktums atthe podium sharing information aboutthe Thai
Cuitur , SuCh astheir rel gio s, temPies, and cuisine○ ○thers in
thegroup discussed the r dentai education and howthey found
themselves at FDCU studying dentistry, Most of the presentation,
howeve「 was focused on t  University itseif, the largest dentai
institution in T aiiand, Many GSDM students in the audience
hopeto visit FDCU ifthey are seiected forthe Extemship
Exchange Program,
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Dr. Haitem
Naas Receives
the 」ohn W.
Stanford New
I nvestigator
Awa rd
Dr. Haitem Naas
DMDAS18was
named the 2016
honoree of the
」ohn W. Stanfo「d New lnvestigator
Award, His research aims uitimateiy
to integrate porceiain-fused-tO-
metaI restorations to the computer-
aided design and computer-aided
manufacturing system.
The ADA Council on Scientific Affairs
seIected Dr. Haitem Naas forthe award
in recognition of his research project
titied ’‘Effect of Su「face Treatment on
Porcelain Bond Strength to Titanium,’’
“Resuits of this study have shown
that sandbIasting′ in combination with
goid ortitanium nitride coatings as a
Surface modification fo「 titanium grade
V could make it a suitabIe subst「ucture
materiai fo「 the porceIain-fused-tO-
metal restoration′′′ said Dr, Naas, Who
added that the inexpensive metaI with
l’remarkabIe biocompatib冊y’’is usefuI
because “the CAD/CAM system that
We uSe in dentistry nowadays is a
Subtractive manufactu「ing that leads to
a significant waste of materiai making
it unfeasibie to use nobIe or high nobie
alIoys to create a restoration by CAD/
CAM due to the high cost,’’
Dr. Naas has had othersuccesses as a
CIinical resea「cher, incIuding deveioping
a new cIinicaI technique related to
Creating a dupiicate for almost any
restoration as a backup when needed
to avoid the need to redo restorations
due to the cIinicaI procedure. The
technique was pubiished in the 」oumal
Of Prosthetic Dentistry in 2014,
As a recipient ofthe Stanford
New lnvestigator Award, Dr. Naas
PreSented his winning project at the
ADA Standa「ds Committee on DentaI
P「oducts amual meeting in San
Francisco, Ca冊omia in March.
IIAwards do mean a lot more when they
COme from your eiite peers, and from
highiy prestigious organizations such as
the American Dental Association,’’Dr,
NaastoldtheADA News, “l w用usethis
g「eat honor as a reason to Iookforward
towards greater and bigger success:’
丁he 」ohn W, Stanford New lnvestigator
Award honors the cont「ibutions of the iate
Dr. Stanford, Who died in February 2011
af era 40-year CareerWith the ADA and
is credited with estabiishing the ADA′s
cu「rent standards program,丁he award
ackn wledges the originai research that
dentai students and new dentists produce
in the reaim of dentaI standards.
Depa「tment of Pediat「ic Dentistry
Ho看ds Graduation Dinner
Over 80 famiiy, friends, faculty, Staff,
and com unity members from GSDM
gathered to ceiebrate the graduating
residents of the Advanced Specialty
Education Program in Pediatric Dentistry
On Friday, 」un 16, 2017 at 33 Harry
Aggani  Way on the Charies River Campus
Of Bo ton University.
The 2017 Pediatric Dentist「y g「aduates
were Dr, Yasmin AIayyoubi, Dr, Hanadi
AIwafi, Dr, AIison Brienza, D「, Dina Ghaiy-
Habib, Dr, Norma Herrera, Dr, Yu Ong, D「,
鴫run Padm ni, Dr. SoImaz Shir Dr. Vani
鴫kiar, and Dr. CarIos VaIenzueIa,
丁he evening’s program consisted of a
COCktai  our, dinner, and the presentation
f ce「tificates to the graduates as weli
as remarks from several peopie who are
instrumenta=n the Pediatric Dentistry
PrOgram at GSDM.
After weicoming remarks from Dr.
Athanasios Zavras, Professor and Chair
Of the Department of Pediatric Dentistry,
Dean 」effrey W, Hutter provided
COng「atuIato「y remarks to the graduating
resident , aS WeIl as the facuity and
st ff for their outstanding support of the
resident , the program, and the SchooI.
O her speake s during the program
incl ded; Dr, Wendy Cheney, Dr, Porshe
」umiongras, Yblanda Cruz, Dr, Susan Lo,
Dr, 」ayapriyaa Shanmugham, Dr, Geraid
Fink istein, Dr. Minoo Chaichian, Dr,
M c eil nderson, and Keena Banda,
GSDMしaunches ’“Go Goldman“’App
闘GSDM continues
o be on the cutting
edge of technoiogy
by launching its first
Sma「tPhone app
SPeCificaliy for dental
Students, titled,
′‘GoGoldman,’’GSDM is cur「entIy the
Only dentaI schoo=n the count「y using
this kind of app, aCCOrdingtothe design
Par ner, Guidebook. GoGoidman is
intended to serve as a one-StOP-Shop for
information for students throughout the
cou「se of their dental education, its first
successfui d pioyment and usage couid
be seen during the weeks of predoctoral
orientation, Where DMD 21 and DMD
AS 19 students used the app fortheir
SCheduies, queStions′ and contacting
faculty and staff,
The app wiiI be continuousiy updated
by Student Aff irs and offe「s many
vantages for dentaI students, Primary
features incIude: guides from important
student-reIated offices (Academic
Affairs′ ClinicaI Affairs, and Student
Affairs)士he main Student Events
Caiendar for student o「ganization
events′ Study ciub meetings, WOrkshops
and seminars, and GSDM
and BU events, Students can
aiso add events to their own
PerSOnai in-aPP SCheduie′
Create PerSOnai to-do Iists,
and access reIevant links and
important information right
from their phones,
丁he app is available on both
iPhone and Android piatfo「ms,
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SpeciaI SmiIes is a fun
and important event and
l am p「oud that GSDM
has participated in it for
SO many yearS,
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GSDM Gives Back at Special Smiles
On Saturday, 」une 17 20「7, aPPrOXimately
35 students, faculty, and staff from GSDM
Participated in the Healthy AthIetes㊥
Speciai Smiies⑧ initiative at the Speciai
Olympics Massachusetts Summer Games
at Harvard University’s Murr Center.
Mo「e than l,800 athIetes from the
Greater Boston area converged on
Harvard University’s Athietic CompIex
to participate in athietic events such as
Aquatics, Gymnastics, Power Lifting,
l七mis,巾ack & FieId, and VoIieybaiI,
Dentists and dentaI students were on
hand atthe Speciai Smiies cIinic to offer
Oral screenings, health education and
PreVention services, and referrais to
athietes who need foIiow-uP Care,丁hey
aIso provided individually-fitted mouth
guards to participating athIetes, A totai of
180 athletes received oraI heaIthcare,
Speciai Smiies isjust one component
Of the Heaithy Athletes Program offered
duringthe Summer Games○ ○thers inciude
Fit Feet (a podiatry ciinic), FUNfitness
(physicai therapy)′ and HeaIthy Hearing
(an audioIogy clinic).
丁he SpeciaI Smiie  ciinic was aIso
Staffed by voiunteers from Cape Cod
Community Coiiege, Harvard SchooI of
Dentai Medicine, Massachusetts CoiIege
Of Pharmacy and Health Sciences, Mount
ida CoIIege, and Tufts University SchooI
f Dentai Medicine’, DeIta DentaI co-
SPOnSOrS the event,
‘’Speciai Smiies is a fun and important
eventand i am proudthatGSDM has
Pa「ticipated in it for so many years,’′ said
Dean 」effrey W. Hutter. ‘’丁hank you to aii
Of the GSDM voIunteers′ and especiaily
to D rector ofAiumni Relations & Amuai
Giving Ms, Stacey McNamee who works
extr meiy hard every year to organize the
Speciai S iIes event.’’
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White Coat Ceremony La「gest vet
On Saturday, 」uiy 8, 2017, a reCOrd number
offriends and famiiy m占mbe「s packed
into Metcaif Hai=n the BU Student Union
at 4 p.m. to watch the members ofthe
DMD Ciassof2019and DMDAS CIassof
2018 participate in the amuaI White Coat
Ceremony, Which marks the midway point
Of the dentai students’education and ceie-
brates their transition from the classroom
to the Patient巾eatment Center.
After aii the 860 students and attendees
had taken their seats in Metcalf Hali,
the White Coat Ceremony began with a
weIcome from Assistant Dean of Students
Dr. 」oseph Caiabrese, foliowed by opening
remarks from Dean 」effrey W. Hutter,
llAlthough they (our students) have had
the opportunity of treating patients since
they began thei「 dental education, they are
aboutto begin the very important phase of
their education in which they managetheir
OWn Patients and provide comprehensive
Orai heaIthcare to them,’’said Dean Hutter,
The keynote address followed Dean
Hutter’s remarks and it was deiivered by
Dr, 」oseph P. CrowIey, President-eiect
Of the American Dental Association
(ADA), After the keynote address, the two
Ciasses were presented to Dean Hutter by
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Dr,
Cataido Leone to signify the beginning of
the ceremony.
丁he students approached the stage
to don their white coats, Signifying an
important transition in their educationai
and dentaI careers, While Dr, Stephen
Duiong amounced their names′ D「.
」oseph CaIabrese, Dr. 」ohn Guarente,
Dr, Ceieste Kong, Dr. Cataido Leone, and
Dr, 」anet Peters assisted the students in
domingtheir coats, Dr. Tina Valades and
Dr. Matthew Zwieg served as Marshaiis
forthe Ceremony, When aiI the students
had their coats on and had retumed to
their seats, Dean Hutter asked them to
standashe iedthe DMDClassof2019
and DMDASClassof2018 in recitingthe
Professionai Oath,
Seve ai students were then recognized
With awards. The recipients of the
Spencer N, FrankI SchoIarships, American
DentaI Association (ADA) Foundation
Scholarship, and Omicron Kappa Upsilon
Dr. W冊am S. Kramer Award of Exceiience
wer announced,
丁he Spencer N, Franki Schoiarships
Were aWa「ded to Safina-Aliya Dhanji DMD
19, B ian Nadeau DMD 19′ KateIyn Quan
DMD19′and ElaineWu DMD19,Whiiethe
American Dentai Association Foundation
Scholarships were presented to Erica 」anik
DMD19andCharmiShahDMD19.
LastIy, the Omicron Kappa Upsiion Dr.
W帖am S. Kramer Award of ExceiIence
WaS P「eSented to Zachary Fried DMD 19
by De n Hu ter and D「. CrowIey
Dean Hutter ciosed the ceremony with
a few more remarksto the students and
t eir fam吊es and friends,
’’Members of the Doctor of Dental
Medicine CIass of2019 and the Doctorof
Dental Medicine Advanced Standing Class
Of2018, We Vaiue yourexperience and we
are cert iniy very fortunate to have you
as students,’’he said, ’’You are the best
and the b「ightest and i knowthat l speak
forthe entire facuity and staffwhen l say
that we feel priviieged and deeply gratified
thatyou made the decision and it was
the co「rect one, tO attend our Henry M.
Goldman SchooI of Dentai Medicine,’’
AIi ftheDMD19and DMDAS18
Students, nOW that they officiaiiy have their
White coats, W川be tasked with managing
the comprehensive oral heaithcare of
their patients, Whiie providing them with
needed treatment in the Predoctorai
Pati nt Treatment Cente「s of GSDM,
聞言聞
圃圃囲　圃圃
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On Monday, 」uiy 24, 2017 incoming
Students in the DMD Class of 2021 and
DMD AS Ciass of 2019 were introduced
to GSDM asthey began their Orientation
Program.
Aftera hearty breakfast in the BUSM
Hiebert Lounge, the students assembIed
in the Keefer Auditorium where Ms, Erica
Manczuk′ GSDM Associate Director of
Student Affairs, introduced the respective
Student Ambassadors for each of the
Student groups.
Dean Hutter then weicomed the
incoming students and introduced the
foIiowing facuIty and administrators who
WOuld be speaking: Dr, 」oseph Caiabrese,
Dr・ 」ohn Guarente, Dr, Ceieste Kong, Dr.
Cataldo Leone, Dr, 」anet Peters, and Dr.
David Russeii.
After the series of presentations, the
incoming students retumed to the Hiebert
Lounge for their WeIcome Lunch, Dean
Hutter used the opportunity to share his
thoughts as to the students begiming their
dentaI education at BU and GSDM.
′‘Ybu are here today because you have
Chosen de tistry as your career and you
re enrolied t Boston Unive「sity because
you have worked very hard in achievingthe
Credentiais necessary for acceptance into
What is considered one ofthe finest dentai
chooIs in the worid.
Ybu houId be very proud of yourselves
and yourfeIlow students who are among
a se ectfewt  be chosen to pursuethei「
dentai ducation at Boston University!’’
At t e amua=ce C「eam Sociai,
SPOnSOred by C「aigAiIen DMD 95 and
the Aiumni Association, and Student
formation Fair later that aftemoon in the
Hieber  Lounge, incoming students were
abIe to creat  their own sundaes, SOCiaIize
With faculty and staff, and visit various
Organizations and companies’information
b○○th.
GSDM’s chapt r of′the American
Student D ntai Association weicomed the
new students at Tia′s on the Waterfront
ia er that evening for a party to ceIebrate
their first week on campus,
」????
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丁he second day began with a iuncheon
SPOnSOred by the Massachusetts Dentai
Society (MDS), Which weicomed new
DMDand DMDASstudentstothewo「Id
Of dentistry. The two MDS representatives
Were GSDM aiums, Dr. Michaei Mayr
DMD16and Dr.」amesLeeDMD14.
MDS discussed the importance ofthe
Student experience and why it’s integrai
to have such a strong organization of
Weii-SeaSOned professionaIs in organized
dentistry to provide the support and
guidance needed for the students as they
enter the dentaI profession,
Begimingon巾esday, 」uly 25, Dean
and Mrs. 」effrey W, Hutter generously
OPened their home to thefirsttwo, Ofsix
receptions they hosted for the incoming
DMD Classof2021 and DMD ASCiass
Of 2019. The receptions provided the
OPPO「tunity for the students to socia=ze
With each other, and most importantly′
meet their facuIty, Staff and respective
Group Practice Leaders (GPLs).
DN3
0n Wednesday, 」uiy 26, the Hutter’s
welcomed more DMD 21 students totheir
home for more sociaIizing over smaiI bites
and drinks, and a chance to meettheir
respective Group Practice Leaders, facuIty
and staff,
DN4
Thursday, 」uIy 27 was a busy dayfor aiI
Students as they participated in campus
tours, Were fitted for their scrubs, and
visited Dean Hutter’s home for a final
reception for the DMD AS students,
Led by their Orientation Ambassadors′
DMD21 and DMDAS19studentstoured
the Boston University MedicaI Campus
to fam出arize themseIves with their new
SurrOundings in Boston’s South End
neighborhood.
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Ybu are nowa memberofthe
Boston University community
and w川gain the benefit ofan
OutStanding denta! education;
a co!iegial, reSPeCtfui and
SuPPOrtive environment; and a
VaSt netWO「k of Boston University
Hen「y M, Goldman Schoo看of
Dental Medicine alumn上,
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GSDM Ho看ds 2017
Predoctoral Professiona看Ce「emony
On Friday, 」uiy 28, 2017 the GSDM communitygathe「ed together on the
鴫ibot Green to take part in the 2017 Professional Ceremonywhere DMD 2l
and DMD AS 19 students aIongwith famiiy and friends marked the end of
their first week of orientation and one of the most significant events in thei「
educationaI careers.
Dr, 」oseph Caiabrese DMD 91 AEGD 92, Assistant Dean of Students was
first to the podium to weicome everyone to the 20「7 Professionai Ceremony,
He noted the record consumption of cookies and cupcakes during the
Orientation week, drawing a laugh from the capacity audience,
Dean 」effrey W, Hutter then deiivered his opening remarks. ’‘Ybu are now
a member ofthe Boston University community and w川gain the benefit
Of an outstanding dentaI education; a COiiegiai, reSPeCtful and supportive
environment; and a vast network of Boston University Henry M, GoIdman
SchooI of DentaI Medicine aiumni,′’he said, Dean Hutterwas foiiowed by
Dr. Thomas 」. Moore, Associate Provost of the Boston University Medical
Campus and Executive Director of the Office of Human Research Affairs. Dr.
Moore was speaking on behaifof Dr, Karen Antman′ Provost ofthe Boston
University MedicaI Campus and Dean ofthe Boston University SchooI of
Medicine, Who was unableto attend.
Dr. Catherine Sarkis, Ciinicai Associate Professor in the Department of
HeaIth Poiicy & Heaith Services Research, and former Assistant Dean of
Admissions, then deiive「ed the keynote address, Dr, Sarkis gave a moving
SPeeCh about spending he川fe in and around dentistry; first as a child
WatChing her father Dr, Spencer N, Franki, PraCtice and instruct Pediatric
Dentistry at GSDM′ and serve asthe second Dean of GSDM for30 years,
and in being married to an Endodontist′ D「, Ramzi Sarkis,
AfteraIi 203 DMD and DMD AS students received their pins, Dean
Hutterthen led them in the recitation ofthe Professionai Oath,
ln ciosing, Dean Hutter added, ’lWhether you choose patient care,
research, education, Or heaith poIicy as a focus in yourcaree「 as a graduate
Ofthe Boston University Henry M. Goidman SchooI of DentaI Medicine you
W用be weiI prepared to meetthe cha=enges that lie before you.’’
Foiiowingthe ciosing remarks, the students were ied out ofthetent by
Dean Hutter, Associate Provost Moore and the members of the Officiai
Party.
丁he Marshais for the Ceremony were Drs, Kadambari Rawa上Ciinicai
Assistant Professor in the Department of Generai Dentistry; and Tina
VaIades, CiinicaI Assistant Professor in the Department of GeneraI Dentistry
and Past President ofthe GSDM AIumni Association,
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University of Mancheste「 Visits GSDM
On巾esday, August l, 2017, Students and one facuIty member
from the University of Manchester SchooI of Dentistry (UoM)
PreSented information about their SchooI and cuiture to an
audience of about 80 facuIty, Staff′ Students/residents in room
G-70「 at GSDM,丁hegroup was part ofthe first cohort of UoM
Students and facuIty visiting GSDM as part of our intemationai
Externship Exchange Program,
The group visited GSDM and Boston from 」uiy 29 - August
「3, 20「7, and consisted offacuity members Dr, Neii Patei, and
Professor Hugh DevIin; and students Aruche Hamid, WaIid
Hassoon′ Biythe Hodgson-Pameii, and lsmaiI KhaIii, A= ofthe
UoM students are 4th years, rising 5th years in their five-year
PrOgram'
Aside f「om thei「 academic scheduIe, the UoM students were
treated to some of the best tourist attractions the city has to offer;
a whaIe watch, a Red Soxgame′ a Freedom巾aiI waIk, and a visit
tothe top ofthe PrudentiaI Centerfor sunset,
Professor Deviin came for the second week of the group’s
Visit, and was particuIariy interested in GSDM′s DigitaI Dentistry
curriculum and ou「 use ofthe SLC. He was ableto observe ciasses
in the SLC with Dr. Mark Ferriero,
in the presentation′ D「. Patei high=ghted the various ciinicai
and research activities availabIe at the University of Manchester,
As a membe「ofthe Cochrane Co=abo「ation, UoM is a leader in
evidence-based dentistry and as such has had a significant impact
On Shaping the dentai profession, Biythe Hodgson-Pameii took the
audience through a day in the life ofa Manchester dentaI student,
lsmail KhaIii then discussed the Manchester Undergraduate
Dentai Society, the first of its kind in the United Kingdom,
Foilowing the presentation, Dean 」effrey W, Hutter and Dr"
Michelie Henshaw, Associate Dean for GIobaI & PopuIation
Heaith presented Dr. Patei with a certificate of recognition"
As part of the Student Exchange Program, the fi「st team from
GSDMtovisit Manchesterdid sofrom」uiy「 -」uly15,2017, On
thattrip were Dr, MicheiIe Henshaw, Bakr Amin DMD 18, Diala
Chahine DMD 18, Sarah Kim DMD 18, and Caroiine Michaeis
DMD 18, W剛e in Manchester the GSDM cohort wastreated to
iots of presentations and discussions pertaining to the differences
in UK and American dentistry. They discussed the use ofdental
therapists and the direction dentistry is heading.
GSDM Hostsしatin American Visitors lnterested in
看mplementing Digitai Dentistry in Their Universities
and Dental S〔hooIs
On Monday′ Septemberl「′ 20「7 GSDM hosted a group of
Latin American facuIty from two universities in Chiie, South
America. The coho「tvisited GSDM to leam howthe Schooi had
impiemented Digitai Dentistry into its curriculum so effectively
and efficientiy,
Dean 」effrey W. Hutter welcomed the attendees to the
Schooi and Boston, He was fo=owed by Assistant Dean for
Digitai D ntistry Dev iopment & Ciinical巾aining, D「, Aiexander
Bendayan′ Who introduced the GSDM facuIty who have pIayed
a key roIe in the in egration of Digitai Dentistry. Aguided tour of
our Patient巾eatment Centers and the SimuIation Leaming Center
(SLC) was then provided during which the participants were abIe
to witness the fu旧 g「ation of digitai technoiogies into the
GSDM curricuium, Our teaChing environments, and patient care.
Fo= wing the tou「 the group then returned to the Dean′s
Conferenc  Room for a presentation on how GSDM has
incorporated a seamIess Digitai Dentistry education into the
curricuium. The presen ers highIighted the processes used by
S owing ’’the changes implemented and ciinical cases that
demonstrated the implementation in the Patient Treatment
Center” said Dr, Bendayan,
The GSDM faculty who participated in the presentation
(pictured be ow) were Dr. Bendayan, Dr, Louis Brown, Dr. Ceieste
Kong, Dr  Hesham Nouh, and Dr. Matthew Zweig. Ms" Betsy
Ash orth, Academic Relations, CAD/CAM Dentspiy Sirona′ WaS
aiso on hand to answ r any questions thegroup might have.
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Lei看a 」oy Rosentha! BFA, MSA, CD丁
Staff Profi漢e
Leiia 」oy Rosenthai has been walkingthe
halIs of GSDM for neariy five decades, She
has seen the bu冊nggain four stories,
thousands ofstudents come and go′ and
the entire institution renamed in memory
Of its founder and first Dean, Henry M.
Goidman, Who happened to be hercousin.
She isa stapieofthe Schooi′andshe is
beloved. Herjoumey, howeve白s far from
COnVentiona上
The daughter of a renowned a「tist,
teache「′ and craftsman, Le=a 」oy has
aIways been an artist in her own right.
She graduated from Boston University′s
CoIIege of Fine Arts and began her
Ca「eer in the arts, She has been teaching
Ch‖dren’sand aduIt ciasses atthe Museum
Of Fine Arts (MFA) Boston for neariy 59
years′ and for severai years, taught in the
City of Boston High SchooI Art SchoIarship
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看know I wanttoteach,
I want to make sure this
SchooI has a reputation that’s
impeccable, and stands fo「
excelience… i want i=o
truly be the p「emiere
dental schooi.
Classes heId at the MFA, lt was a fateful
day in 1974that brought herto 100 East
Newton Str et.
L iia 」oy broke two teeth within weeks,
and was referred to a GSDM prosthodontic
graduate student forcrowns, “If l couId
havecrawled in my mouthtoseewhathe
WaS doing, i wouid have,′’she said. Her
fascination was paipabie, and the dentist
Perfo「ming the procedure gave her two
dentaI ex  books to peruse at he「 leisu「e,
丁Wo weeks Iater she had read them cover
to cover and knewthat dentistry was her
SeCO d ca帖g,
Herde taI training began thatfaIi as a
Voiunteer Project Director, doing dentai
drawings for the facuIty, LeiIa 」oy’s actuai
technicai training began in 1976, With the
estabIis me t of the Dental lechnoiogy
Prog「am, from w ch she graduated
in 1979. NonetheIess, She began as a
eaching assistant in the newly formed
PredoctoraI Prosthodontics Program
in 1978, In the interim, She has created
用ustrati ns for dental pubiications aIong
With herteaching, and rose to the rank of
ClinicaI Professor in 2012,
Leiia 」oy has since been ajack-Of-all-
trades at GSDM, from superv-Sing the
Predoctorai Removable Prosthodontic
Lab, tO aCting as the School’s officiaI Fire
Marshaii・ WhiIe she certainiy has enough
On her resume to think abo,ut retirement,
Leila 」oy shows no signs ofsIowingdown.
Ill know I wanttoteach, I wantto make
Sure th s School has a reputation that’s
impeccabie′ nd stands for exceiience,′′
Shesaid, ‘‘l wantitto betruIy bethe
Premiere dentai schooI.’’
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‘Are resu.mes 。nd CVI the some thing? Which shou/d /
Submi=o 。n empIoyer?’′ Resumes and CVs are different
documents, and determiningwhich is best foryou w用
depend upon your currentgoaIs, nOt Onlyyour past
experiences,
Resumes are ciinicai and administrative, focusing on
associated work experiences, Whereas CVs, known
formaiiy as curriculum vitoe, are aCademic, addressing
more detaiied research, Pub=cations, teaChing, and
executive roles,
Most empIoyers and recruite「s p「efer to receive concise
resumes - Whether it is foran Associate Dentist, Dentai
Director, SPeCiaIist roIe, Or eVen a PraCtice purchase
bank loan. Resumes shouid customariiyfaiI within l-2
PageS, incIuding onIy the most reIevant educationaI and
PrOfessional quaiifications for your current pursuit,
Common sections in resumes incIude:
□ Education′ Certification, Licensure
□ CIinicaI Sk川s and Professionai Experiences
ロCommunity Outreach
口Leadership and Professionai Af帥ations
ロIechnoIogy and Languages
However, for those interested in academia - Whether
fu旧ime f cuIty, Part-time inst「uction, Or higher education
administration - CVs are more common, focusing nOt
Oniy on educational and ciinicai experiences, but aIso
on publications, reSearCh, and presentations, CVs often
exceed the traditionaI 2-Page Standards because they
foIiow with a lo e川st of pubiications or academic
achievement . Nevertheiess, CVs shouid stiii be targeted,
eIiminating entries that are not directly reIevant for a
current set of position requirements, CVs shouid run 4-10
PageS and commonly address:
口Education, Certification, Licensure
□ CIinicaI SkiIis and ProfessionaI Experiences
口Community Outreach
口Ieaching
口Research, Publications, Presentations
口Continuing Ed cation
口Leadership and ProfessionaI Af帥ations
□ l chnoIogy and Languages
Eve「yone shouid keep a master CV and/匂r resume for
personai records, in the master copy, keept「ack of alI
roies heId, but when it comestime foran appiication,
the document shouid betaiIored to the specific roIe and
empIoyer need,
Want to know more? See be○○w for l.eSOurCeS and reach out for more customized coaching。
Questions?
Contact Tina Finnegan,
Career Resources Manager
gsdmcr@bu.edu
617-638-4720
BOSTON UN8VERS看丁Y DEN易AしCAREER NE丁WORK
GE丁CONNECTED!
Boston University Henry M, Goidman Schooi of Dental Medici=e has launched an on=nejob-board
system: Boston University Dentai Career Network (BUDCN)・ The system allows empIoyers to post
positions tailored to GSDM curre=t Stude=tS, reSidents, feIIows, aiumni′ and facuIty.
Access the Boston Uれiversity Dentai Career Network:
https:/ydental-bu-CSm.SymP=city.com/
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Danie漢Nayebi DMD 20 - GSDM Me「it Scholarship
It’s not unusual forfacuIty and staffat
the Henry M, Goidman Schooi of Dental
Medicineto spend the majority oftheir
PrOfessiona=ives at GSDM. Oftentimes
they begin as students and residents, then
g「aduate and become facuity and staff
members, it is ra「e, however, tO do it in
reverse-Order; ente「 Daniel Nayebi
DMD20,
The Hoiden, Massachusetts native
began his career at GSDM as a Research
Dental Assistant in the Department of
Heaith Policy & Health Services Research,
afte「 obtaining his undergraduate degree
in finance from Boston University, Whiie
he did venture intothe business worId
afte「 co=ege′ he had been drawn to
dentist「y since he wasjust a chiId,
’’l spenta lotoftimeat my neighbor’s
dentaI practice, and just fe旧n iove
With the artistry of it,’’said DanieI, llAnd
now that l’ve gotten to experience the
emotionai side of dentistry, it’s amazing
to see peopIe who couidn’t afford care get
I spenta lotoftimeatmy
neighbor’s dental practice,
andjust feI=n love with the
artist「y of it… And now that
i′ve gotten to experience
the emotionai side of
dentist「y言t’s amazing to
See PeOPle that couldn“t
afford care get t「eatment
and to see howtheir
demeanor changes,
re tment and to see howtheir demeanor
Changes,’’
Dan ei specificaliy worked in GIobai &
PopuIation Heaith for two years before
he began his dentai schooi app"cation
PrOCeSS, While he appiied to other schooIs
in the reg on and throughoutthe count「y,
t was his experience as a staff member
at GSDM that solidified his decision to
remain a errier, DanieI said, ‘‘i have such a
famiiyhere l couIdn’t leave, l gotto meeta
iot offacuity and l just sawthattheywere
the most caring peopIe′ Which swayed
me,II
Beginn ng in the fali of 2016, getting
ack intothe swingof academic life was
SOmeWhat ofa chalienge. DanieI notes
h t the frequent examinations and cIass
SChedule can betough, but his cIassmates
inthe DMD2020 ciass haveformed a
bond that is heIping everyone to succeed,
′‘Begiming in year one and now as we
PreParetO gO tO Clinic, it feels like a famiiy
WOrking together performing dentistry,’’
Daniei sai . Through coIiaborative efforts
and feedback′ the ciass is poised to be one
ofthe most successfuI at GSDM,
Daniel has yet to decide what speciaity,
ifany he would liketo concent「ate in. His
OnIygoaI isto be weli-VerSed in all aspects
Of dentistry when he enters the profession,
With oniy two academic years ieft, Daniel
is eagerto get into patient care and put
thetra ning he as received tothe test.
Receiving a GSDM Merit SchoIarship
has made Daniei’s dreams a reaiity, and
he sgratefui foraII GSDM aiumni who
PhiIanthropicaIIy support schoIarships.
’‘Going through the appiication process,
no matter howgreatyou feeI about what
you′ve done, here’s always this crisis
Ofconfidence, Am l goingtoget in? The
gesture of those who donated to make this
SCholarship possibie, gaVe me a WaVe Of
reii fand gave methe confidence in my
ab冊ies, SO thank you.’’
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Boston University Henry M. Goidman Schooi of Dental Medicine
recognizes and thanks the foiiowing donors who contributed to
the schooi between 」uIyl, 2016 and 」une 30, 2O17.
$50,000一$99,999
Boston Universjty Oral Surgery Group
$2与,000 - $49,999
Dr. 」eyasri Gunarajasingam and
Mr. Ponnudurai Guna O
Dri David Lustbader and Mrs, Wendy Lustbader ○ ○
Dr. Uday N, Reebye and Msi Laura Reebye看
$10,000 - $24,999
Dr. Hussam Batal and Dr. Arghavan Shahidi看看
Dr. Radhika Chigurupati 0漢
Dr. Richard D’innocenzo and
Mrs. Linda D“innocenzo "臆臆
Dr, Raymond George ○ ○
Dr. Katherine Haitom漢
Dri 」udith 」ones and Mr, Michael Fitzmaurice O臆
Dr. Burton Langer and Dri Laureen Lange「看
Dr, Pushkar Mehra獲獲
Dr. Ramesh Narag臆
Dr. Timothy Osborn臆"
Dr. Mina PauI and Mr. AjaySaini臆漢獲
Dr. Andrew Salama臆看
$与,000 - $9,999
Dr, Eric Bludau and Ms. Liiy FriedauerO■
Dr. 」oseph Caiabrese and Mrs, Micheie Caiabrese O看
Dr. Timothy CoIton臆臆臆
Dri Shadi Daher and Dr. Miiagros Serrano ○ ○
Dr, Douaa Girgis-Labib and Mr. Ossama Labib看
Dr, 」ohn Guarente and Mrs. Barbara Guarente |音漢
Dr. Hikmat Hannawi and Mrs, Mouna Hannawi鵜音鵜
Dr. David Leeand Mrsi Susan Lee■
Dr, Sepideh Novid and Dr. Aria T]Vana漢音
Dr. Stephen Reichheid and
Mrs. Deborah Deberadinis-Reichfeid |鵜
Dr・ Mitcheii Sabbagh and Mrs. Kelly Sabbagh ■
Dr. Ronaid Weissman and Mrs. Maria Weissman看獲
$2,与00 - $4,999
Dr, Chandan Advani and Mrs. Kuiwinder Advani
Dr. Nazila Bidabadi and M「. Aiireza Hakimi看O
Dr. DonaId Booth臆臆
Dr, Geri Hunter鵜喜
Dr. Sok-」a 」anket |音獲
Dr. Danie=eong and Mrs. PauIine 」eong獲
Drilt]run」hamband Mrs.Anita」hamb○○看■
Dr. Puneet Kochhar O
Dr. Ceieste Kong Maness and
Mr. Wiiiiam Maness漢音S
Dr. Maria Kukuruzinska菓鵜漢
D「. Cataido Leone and Mrs. Rosemary Leone "獲菓
Dr. 」onathan Levine and Mrs. Stacey Levine O
Dr. BingLiuand Ms. HongDong獲■
Dr. Gigi Meinecke and Dr. Dougias Meinecke |
Dr" Casey Pedro and Dr. 」amiiy Pedro ■
Dr. Loubna Piaand Mr. Phiiip PIa臆
Dr. Madhuri Punaty鵜
Dri Sean Rayment and Mrs, Daphne Rayment ■
Dr. Angeia Ross and Dr. Scott Ross ■ ■
Dr. Ronni Schneil and Dr. Richard Short看菓鵜
Dr. David Schwartz and Mrs. Debora Schwartz鵜■
Dr,」ohn Smithand Mrsi」ane Michaelides Smith看獲
Dr. Tina Valades and Mr. Ra恒h巾iiberg臆看
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O President’s Society (AFLGS) Member
音‘foung Aiumni Giving Society Member
園Faculty/Staff Member
看　Parent
O Three-year Consecutive Giving
O First-time Donor
臆　Deceased
Dr. Naveen Verma and Mrsi Monica Verma
Dr. Hideo Yamamoto and Dr. Satomi Yamamoto臆" S
$1,000一$2,499
Dr. EdgarAlb獲
Dr, Craig A=en and Dr. Nicoie Paquette看漢
Dr, Anthony Amato看
Anyonomous■■獲喜
Dr. Meghan Augerand Dr. Tim Auger獲臆
Mr. Michaei Augins|看→臆
Dr" Aian Berko and Mrs. Peggy FIaherty-Berko ○ ○
Dr, Leonard Bemstein and Mrs, 」ane Bernstein ○ ○
Dr, Howard Bittner and Mrs. Debbie Bittne「 ○ ○
Dr, David Burrosand Mrs. Suzy Burros■獲
Dr. GiIman Carr獲
Dr. 」ohn Cataudeiia and D「. Maureen Cataudella看漢
Dr, Cathe n Cech |
Dr. Christopher CIancy and Ms. 」oan Rooney獲音
Dr, Samuei Coffin and Ms, Deborah Coppa看
Dr. Aifred D’Auge and Dr. Valerie Vinceiiette看獲"
Dr. Thomas DeMarco and Mrs. Bonna DeMarco音鵜
Dr  Sheiby Denman臆鵜
Dr. Mark Desrosiers and Mrs. Susan Desrosiers鵜鵜
Dr, Stephen Desrosiers獲看
Dr. Serge Dibart獲鵜■
D . Christopher Douv=ie | ■
Dr. K meth Drizen看鵜漢書
Dr. Larry Dunhamand Mrs. Lynn Dunham"看
Dr・ Winston Eaddyand Mrs.」anet Eaddy○ ○
Dr. Badrieh Edaiatpour ■臆
D , Gregory Eiiis O
Dr. Margaret Errante and Mr. Mark CrotweIi鵜S獲
Dr. Fadi Farah鵜鵜1
Dr. Thomas Fer=to and Mrs. Kathieen Feriito ○ ○
Dri Cami Ferris-Wong and Dri De「rick Wong音臆
Dr. Neai Fieisher and Ms. Peggy FieisherS
Dr" Bri n Foote and Mrs. CheryI Foote菓喜
Dr, Ron ld Fried and Ms, Rhonda F「ied獲喜O
Dr. A「axie Gettas and Mr. Nabil Gettas音
Dr. Ghazwan Ghazi and Ms, Suhair Hijazi獲漢
Dr. 」asjitGiii and Mrs. MeetaG紺獲
Dr. W冊am Gordon and Mrs. Maria Gordon鵜"
Dr. Xiaozhe Han and Dr. Li Wang○ ○
Dr. Andre Hashem and Dr. Christine Lo○ ○
Dr. Michaei Hauserand Mrs. Barbara Hauser菓獲
Dr. Antoine Hraiz and Mrs. Sonia HraizO
Dr. Lijuan Huangand Mr. Yongjian Liu |O
Dean 」effrey Hutter and Mrs. Kathleen Hutter■臆
DriYaniing」iangand Dr.鴫oXu|鵜看鵜
Dri SuneeI Kandru and Ms. Santhi Kiiaru S
Dr,Thomas Kiigoreand Ms. CoIieen Moynihan獲臆"
Dr, imanLabib|■看
Dr. Patricia Machalinski and D「. Kelvin Lam ■漢
Dr. Ch「is Lampert and Mrs. Andrea Lampert ■ |
Dr, W冊am Laneand Mrs. 」ayne Lane看
Dr. 」ames Lee S
Dr.1七d Leeand M「s. Lynn LeeS看
Dr. 」oseph Leibovici園
Dr. David Levin鵜■漢
Dr, EugerLin菓鵜
Dr. Robe  Lincoin ■獲
Dr. 」emife「 Litton 8
Dr. Charies Looand Mrsi Liana Loo獲臆
Mr. Timothy McDonough獲○ ○
Dr. Robert M川er and Mrs. Sharon M紺er看
Dr. Richard Mungo and Mrs, Kristin Mungo喜
Dr. Dan Nathanson and Dr. Sinaia Nathanson看看漢書
Mr. -rom Navasero看
Dri Peter Ngo "
Dr. 「bm Nguyen "
Dr. David Paquette
Dr, Mohammed Parvez鵜"
Dr, Sanjay Patei ○ ○
Dr. 」anet Peters and Dri 」onathan Zucker○ ○臆
Dr, 」oseph Pezza and Mrs. KathIeen Pezza鵜漢■
Dr. Aibert Priceand Ms. Virginia Lee|鵜漢
Dr. Steven Roberts and Mrs. Eiena Roberts看臆"
Dr. Richard Rosen臆鵜
Dr. Robe「t Rosenberg and Dr. Susan Rosenbe「g喜O
Ms, Leila Rosenthal■臆漢
Dr.鴫nios Rubeizand Ms. Vera Daaboui看"
Dri Robert Rubins獲園
Dr. David Russe= and Mrs, Sharin Russeil臆漢音
Dr. Yousri Said liawfik看獲"
Dr. Ramzi Sarkis and Mrs. Catherine Sarkis ■喜
Dr. Robert Sayior■ ■
Dr, Arui Seivaraj看看
Dr. Maryam Shomali獲漢
Dr' Siri Steinle Mcnuity and Mr. 」ames McNuity "
Dri Matthew SteuerO |
Dr. Dougias Stewart and Ms. Betsy Disharoon菓O
Dr. Donaid -raddeo看
Dr. Phiiip巾ackman and Ms. 」anineGropp○○臆
Dr. Harry Treon and Mrs. Evanthia Treon 〇 〇 〇
Dr, Cheryi U=man○ ○
Dr. Chu-」une Wang and Dr. Yueh-Liang Yang| |
Dr. LesiieW用and Dr.Paui Kuo〇〇〇
Dri Donald Yu and Mrs. Wa主PingYu看■菓
Dr. Caroi Yun|
Dr. Athanasios Zavras獲臆○
$500 - $999
Dr. Cheryi Anderson-Cermin
Dr  David Auerbach and Mrs. GayIe Auerbach
Dri Marshaii Baldassarre and Dr, Pamela Baidassarre
Dr. Aiexander Bendayan and Mrs, Rebika Bendayan看
Dr, 」hujhar Bhambra獲
Dr. Paul Bianchi and Mrs, Anne Bianchi鵜
Dr. Michaei Biau and Mrsi Diame BIau臆
Dr. Meivin Boner and Mrs. Robyn Boner|
Dr. Pawandeep Boparai鵜
Dri Daiton Brooks S
Dr. Louis Brown and Dr. Debbie Friediander漢音
Dr. Frank Casanova
Dr. Peter Caviris and Dr. Lucy Capobianco ■
Dr. PeiIyChang音臆
Dr.」ason Conn鵜
D . Sahar Dadvand臆■
Dr. Badri Debian
Dr. Barmack Emami臆
Dr,丁heodore Engei漢音
Dr. Kristi Erickson |
Dri Robert Eskow and Mrs. Nancy Eskow鵜
Dr. Reza Fardshisheh "
Dr. 」effrey Ganeies and Mrs. Lori Berman漢看
Dr. ManueI Garcia and Dr, Sara Gonzaiez-Bianco喜営
Dr. 」ack Giiad
Dr. Thomas GiiienO
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Dr. Marie Gosseiin
Dr. 」effrey Grossman and Dr. Syivia Apitz臆
Dr. Gregory Hein and Mrs. Marty Hein
Dr. Hiroshi Hirayama漢書
Dr. Neii Homungand Mrs, Maryame Homung臆
Dr. Suo 」i and Ms. Yongzhong Wang鵜
Dr. Zachary Kanoand Dr. Rebecca Kano音鵜■
D「. Dougias Katz and Dr. Sarah Katz看
Dr. Howard Kay and Mrs. Detra Kay|
Dr. Dushanka Kieinman
Dr.Adib Lakisand Mrs. Lara Lakis鵜
Dr. S…g Leeand Mrs. Yeon Lee菓
Dr. Victor Lee and Captain Constance Lee鵜
Dr. Benja面n Locke and Mrs. Lucy Locke
Dr. Sumeet Ma帖otra獲
Dr. Thamer Marghalani臆
Dr. Amir Mehrabi漢
Dr, Steven Moiiica "
Mrs. Dariene Nason and Mr. Mark Nason獲
Dr. Anhphi Nguyen
Dr. David Olivo and Mrs. 」emifer Oiivo
Dr, Kerry Orsingher and Major 」ohn Orsingher
Dr. Young Parkand Mrs. 」inah Seo■
Dr. Timothy Penberthy看
Dr. Steven Penn and Mrs. Eva PemO
Dr. Phuong Phan看
Dr. Kadambari Dhananjay Rawai臆看
Dr. -1erry Rebizant and Ms. Susan Hendrickson鵜
Dr. MichaeI Roberts and Mrs, Sandra Roberts臆
Dr, George Sawan
Dr. 」oseph Sawan and Mrs. Michelle Sawan
Dr. Dougias Schiidhaus臆
Dr. Cameron Shahbazian "
Dr. 」onathan Shinay喜S
Dr. 」oseph Siiberman S
Dr. Vincent Sotero菓
Dr. 」anet -fanzi
Dr, Ch「istina Thompson菓
Dr, ian Watson and Mrs. Monica Watson臆
Dr. Eugenia Yang臆
Dr. Cynthia Yee鵜獲
Dr. 」oy Yoo ■
Dr. ira Zohn and Mrs. LynetteZohn臆
$2与0 - $499
Dr. Omar Ai-Wakfi |
Dr. Neeiima Bandarupaii主Chiru音
Dr. 」ohn Bassett and Mrs. 」ane Bassett臆
Dr.」ames Bei and Mrs, Susan Bei O
Dr. 」effrey Be=
Dr. Daniei Braasch and Mrs. Micheiie Braasch
Dr. Wiiiiam Brizzee and Mrs. Sheryl Brizzee ■
Dr. Susan Camachoand Mr.Wiiiiam Ho=man漢
Dr. Robert CampbeIi看
Dr. Timothy Carter and Mrs. Cynthia Carter
Dr. Stephen Cary and Mrs. Nancy Cary
Dr. E, Mauricio Cebaiios
Dr. Ciaire Chang and Dr. Bradiey WoIand ■
Dr. Paul Chapnick and Mrs. 」oyce Chapnick
Dr. 」onathan Chase and Mrs. Suzanne Chase
Dr. 」oei Chasen
Dr. Sophia Chou and Mr. Foy Savas
Dr. 」. Thomas Dean and Mrs.」oame Dean
Dr. Emest Deiiheim and Mrs.」ane De冊eim
Dr, Christopher Dorr
Dri DaryI Dudum獲
Dri Arthur Fierman and Mrs. Sheily Fierman
Dr. Aian Friedman園
Dr. Giem Fujinaka and Mrs. Robin Fujinaka
Dr. Michaei C. Furia■
Dr. Richard Giiiis and Mrs. -ron主」ane Gillis菓
Dr. David Goidberg and Ms. Sydney Resendez獲
Dr. Doma Hackiey and Mr. Stephen HackIey
Dr. 」ohn ancock
Dr. Dean Hauseman|
Dr. 」ohn Hayes and Dr. Sharon Hayes
Dr. Ph冊p Head漢
Dr. Zhiqiang Huang看
Dr.」ohn R. Hughesand Ms.Thompson Hughes|臆
Dr. Sheidon itzkowitz漢書
Dr. 」acqueiine 」acobson臆
Dr. David Kam and Mrs. Laura Kam看
Dr. Shiro Kamachi and Dr. Kumiko Kamachi○○
Dr. Elizabeth Kaye and Mr. Stephen Kaye鵜菓
Dr, Mehrbod Kharazi看
Dr. Anthony O. O. Kofoworoia-Kuti臆鵜
Dr. Raman Kohli鵜
Dr. 」effrey Kotz
Dr.」asna Kun
D . Frederick Landy and Mrs. Fran Landy漢
Dr. Gary Layton and Ms. 」udith Thomer
Dr. Ronaid Lippitt and Ms. Stacie Lippitt |
Dr. Weidon LIoyd and Mrs. Patricia Lioyd ■臆
Dr, 」ose Lopez and Dr. Mira Perkovic |
Dr, 」emy Lorenzo鵜
Ms. Madaiyn Mann and Dr. RobertGoidszerO臆
Dr.訓iott Maserand Mrs. Debra Mase「菓鵜
Dr. Michael May「
Dr.上B. McKinieyand M「s. Dana McKinley臆
Dr. Vivek Mehta and Mrs. Pratiksha Mehta臆
Dr. Christine Meiitoand Mr. Mark Meiito鵜
Dr, Mahnaz Messkoub and Mr. Graham Satcheii営
Dr. 」eremy Michaeison and Ms. Melissa Michaeison
Dr. Brian Miilerand Mrs. 」udith Miiier
Dr. Andrew Miiier喜○臆
Dr. Metodi Miiushev and Mrs. -rzanka Miiusheva看鵜
Dr. Vinod Miriyaia看
Dr. S iim Mohammadi and Mrs. Mina Mohammadi
Dr. Gregg Mond鵜
Dr. Patrick Moore |
Dr. 」anis Moriarty喜
Dr. Waliin Myers and Mrs. Les=e Myers
Dr. Martin Nager and Dr. Denise Shapiro臆
Dr. Mark Nehringand Mrs, PameIa Nehring鵜
Dr. Frankiin Niver and Mrs. 」udith Niver ■
Dr. Stuart Pechter and Mrs. Madeiine Pechter
Dr. George Pirieand Ms. Nancy Pirie臆
Dr. Ernest Powers and Ms. Barbara Powers臆獲
Dr, Sheha Rodriguez-Vamvas S |
Dr, L iieIemy Santana Gutierrez O
Dr, Domenic Savo Sardaro暮
Dr. Steven Sh piro
Dr. Nataiie Shiosman and Mr. FeIix Shiosman "
Dr. Paliavi Sinha and Mr. Ajitesh Rai看
Dr. 」anice Spada
Dr. Amold Spoozak臆
D「. R bert Stem and Mrs. Debra Stern
Dr. Warren -ressler and Mrs. Chariotte -1essier臆
Dr. 」ames Thacker and Mrs. Mary Thacker
Dr. George Vessiropouios and
Mrs. Maria Rowena Vessiropoulos臆
Dr.」ohn Westand Ms, ChristineWest臆漢
Dr. 「bby Wiison看
$1一$249
Dr. Aimn Abbasi|
Dr. Emad Abdaiiah■
Dr. Michaei Abedon and Mrs. Caroi Abedon
Dr. George Abou-Ezzi and Mrs. Rima Abou-Ezzi ○ ○
Dr. Racheiie Abou-Ezzi獲
Dr, 」ose Abrahantes獲
Dr, D, Wayn  Acheson and Mrs. Mildred Acheson
Dr. Naveen Admala獲
Dr. Donna Afshar営
Dr. A hish Agarwai看
Dr. Swati Agnihotri看
Dr. Mihika Ahiuwaiia
Dr, Mohammed Ahmed and Dr, Farah Khatoon看
Dr. Ayad Ahmed営
Dr. ChihoAhn|
D「. Chiyoon Ahn S
Dr. Somto  Akamnonu臆
Dr. 」oseph Akhikar and Ms. Nahrain AkhikarO
Dr. Sam Aiborz|
Dr. Monica Aicaide Acosta "
Dr. 」oseph AIeardi and Mrs. Marguerite Aieardi獲
Dr. Aprii Aiford and Dr. Gabriei Boustani
Dr. Abdulrahman A冊addad
and Dr. SamarAbuzinadah○○
Dr, Aia OmarA=
Dr. Dav d A=ison and Mrs. Elizabeth A旧son
Dr. Abduiiazez Abdu=ah Almudhi漢
Dr, Khaiid Aimulhim細
Dr. Yousef Abduihadi Alnowaiiaty漢
Mrs. Charieen AIpe「O
Dr. Mohammed Aishahrani臆菓
Dr. Rosario AIvarez ■獲
Dr. Mo ique Aives "
Dr. AmrAiy臆
D「. Smr ty Amatya
Dr. Christine Ambrose
Mr. Pouy Amir主Hezaveh ■
Dr. Rebekah Anderson看
Anonymous Ciass Gift臆
Dr. AIexandra Antonescu獲
Dr, Divya Anugu
Anyonomous
Dr. Michaei Arcieri臆獲
Dr. 」acke冊e Argandona Daab
Dr. Richard Aron O
Ms. 」anice Arruda O
Ms. L r sa Arruda■看
Dr. Uma Arunkumar and Mri Arunkumar iyer
Dr. Varun Arya
Dr. Gerald Ashrafi臆
Dr. Charilaos Asikis鵜
Dr. Normand Aubre and Ms. Hilary Ross
Dr. 」ustin Aurbach漢
Dr. Tigran Avetisyan ■
Dr. Ahmed Awad |
Dr. Robert Baarsvik and Mrs. Leanne Baarsvik
Dr. Vibha Babbar臆
Dr. Sridevi Babu
Dr. Staniey Baer and Mrs. 」oan Baer
Dr, Kat「ina Baeverstad |
Dr. Mehdy Baghae主Rad and
Dri Caroiina Rodriguez-Rad
D . Sana A. Baig漢
Mrs. 」iii Bain and Mr, ian Bain
Dr, Oria Baker
Dr. Mehdi Baiakhani
Dr, Deepak Baiani看
Dr. Souiafa Baloui漢
Dr, Keily Bames看
Dr. Ame Bamesand Mr. Charies Byrd漢
Dr. 」ohn Barrett臆
Dr, Anne-Marie Barussaud臆
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Dr, 」uiian Basha菓
Dr. Brad Bauer and Mrs. Kelly Bauer
Dr, Shahin Bayani漢
Dr. 」effrey Becker and Mrs, Elaine Becker
Dr. Yarah Beddawi
Dr. 」ohn Bednar and Mrs. Kathleen Bednar営
Dr, Katherine Bednar
Dr. Mahdieh Beheshti |
Dri Louis Beiinfante and M「s. 」anice Belinfante ○ ○
Mr. MichaeI Benac臆■
Dr. Patricia Benton営
Dr. Eiizabeth Benz■
Dr. Arthur Berger and Mrs. Anie Berger
Dr. Sheri Bemadett営
Dr. Oriano Bemardi O
Dr, Sukhmandeep Bhandai菓
Dr. Divya Bha「gava and Karan Bhatia
Dr. Dhe面Bhatt営
Dr. Thomas Bianchi ■
Mr. Biily B冊ngsieyand Mrs. Ameiia B冊ngsIey看臆臆
Ms. Me=ssa BiondoO
Dr, Stephen Biack and Mrs. Barbara Black園
Dr. David Biackburn and Mrs. Christine BIackbum圏
Dr. Sherry Bioomfieid and Dr. Diego Capri
Dr. Andra Boak
Dr. Sanjay Bommu and Mrs. Madhavi Bommu
Dr. Francesca Bonino国
Mrs. Bunny BookwaIter and Mr, Harry BookwaIter
Ms. Marisa Borchardt
Dr. Heidi Borenstein営
Dr. Beiinda Bor「e=i ○ ○
Dr. Herb Borsuk and Ms. Eiieen Borsuk
Dr. Coiin Brady
Dr. Coiin Branton
Dr. 」oshua Bratt
Dr. Alan Bresalier and Mrs. Brenda BresaIier看
Ms. Susan Britt臆
Dr. G. Matthew Brock看
Dr. CharIes Brodsky営
Dr. Lindsay Bruneau ■
Dr. Ronaid Bucari漢
Dr. Sakshi Buckshey|
Dr, Robert Burrand Mrs. Linda Burr鵜看
Mrs. Sylvia Buzzi ■獲
Dr. Matthew Caceci
Mr. 」oseph Caiabrese and Mrs. Angela Calabrese漢
Dr. R, Pi Campbe= and Mrs. Gaii Campbeii
Dr. Maria CancadoO獲
Dr. Mar申yn CanisS
Dr. Maria Cardenas De Carriilo and Mr. 」ose Carr用o
Dr. MicheIie Cartier and Mr. Anthony Cartier
Dr. Lisa Carvaiho
Ms. Lisa Case臆
Dr. Christopher Cason看
Dr. Natalie Cassis and Mr. Manuei Suarez Ortiz音
Dr. McAIiister Casteiaz細
Dr. Cario Caste=ucci and Ms. Aderi CasteiIucci
Dr. 」elena Cavric鵜
Ms. 」anice Cen |
Dr. 」orge Centurion獲
Dr. Kanika Chadha ■
Dr, A. Barry Chapnick and Ms. 」ane Chapnick
Ms. Christel Chaseau喜漢
Dr. Muhammad Chauhan ■
Dr. Robert Chavez and Mrs. ArIene Chavez看
Dr. 」ason Chen獲
Dr. Wendy Cheney and Mr. Mack Cheney漢○ ○
Dr. Priya Cheruvathur看
Dr. Keerthy Reddy Chilakamarry鵜
Dr, Riche=e Chin看
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Dr. Anusha Chintala "
Dr. Paul Choand Dr. 」eeYun」eong臆
Mr. 」aehyuk Choi S
Dr, Sand a Choo-Stevo and Mr. Christopher Stevo鵜
Dr.」asmine Chopra and Dr. Nikhil Whig看
Dr. Thom s Chou and Mrs. Kathryn Chou漢
Dr. Russel Christensen and Mrs, Kathi Christensen臆
Dr. Sheede Ciccarese O
Ms, Ma同yn Ciarke喜臆
Dr. Stephen CohenS臆
Dr. David Comeau and Mrs. 」o Comeau
Dr. Nadine Cordero Rubinstein漢
Dr, Christa Coscia音
Dr. Matthew Cox
Dr. Michaei Crisanti l |
Dr. Amir Arsalan Dadkhah臆
Dr. Scott Brendan Daigie8
Dr. Lucy Dang獲
Mr. Richard Danieis漢
Dr, Richard Dannenbaum and
Mrs. Wilma Dannenbaum
Dr. Daniei DeCesare and Mrs. Chariotte Decesare音
Mrs. Betty DeLeoand Mr. Leo DeLeo漢看臆
r. Louis Deiuke臆
Dr. Frank Dequattro
Dri Anuradha Deshmukh and Mr, NiIay Deshmukh園
Mrs, Marianne DeSouza and Mr. Randaii DeSouza臆
Dr. Debbie Desravines■
Dr. Adrina DeVitre喜
Mrs. Diane Deviinand Mr.」ohn Dev=n臆○○
Dr. Paramvir Dhariwal and Msi Anad=agIan "
Dr. David DiBenedetto and Dr. Martha Moss O
Dr. Eiizabeth DiBona
Dr. Caroiyn Dietrich
Dr. Victor Dietz and Mrs. Blanche Dietz漢
Dr. 」obren Dingle|
Dr. Michaei Dinn|
Mrs. Patricia Dirksmeier and Mr. Paui Dirksmeier喜■
Dr. Mark Doherty and Mrs. Lori Doherty
Dr. 」ohn DoIbecand Dr. Maria Hoyo看
Mr. Gerard Dorato"喜S
Mrs. Diane Dougherty and Mr. David Dougherty臆O
Dr. Lynne Drizen
Dr. Pabio DuIuc Vega and Dr. Fransheska Ovalles
Dr. 」oeI Dunsky and Mrs. Patricia Dunsky
Dr. Paiwash  Durrani看
Dr,」 es Dyen and Mrs. Nataiie Dyen"
Dr, Nader Ebeed漢
Dr. Roohi Ebtahaj
Dr. Gien Eisenhuth看
Dr, Sara EIashaal漢
Dr. Steven Eibaz
Dr, Richard Eiggren賀
Dr. Maria Ei-Husseini看
Ms. Diane Eiiis and Mr. Fred Whitrock
Dr,鴫rek Elmajie|
Dr. Keroios Eisayed看
Dr. Peter Eng and Mrs. Rebecca Young-Eng看O
Dr. 」onathan Enright音
Dr. Gabrieia Espinoza Gomez
Dr. Aristides Exarchos and Mrs. Angeia Exarchos看
Dr. Donaid Fahringer
Dri Assia Fain |
Dr. Stephen FaIco獲
Dr. Saiiy Farag臆
Dr. 」ames Fasy and Mrs. Ame Fasy
Dr. Simon Faynziiberg and Mrs. Diana Faynzilberg○ ○
Dr, Daniei Feitand Dr. Diane」onas
Dr. Donaid FeIdman and Mrsi Karen Feidma漢
Dri Dawn Feiicetti and Dr, 」effrey Feiicetti
Dr. Kevin Ferguson and Mrs. 」ennifer Ferguson
Dr. Michael Ferguson and Mr. Francis 」ohn A=sman
Dr, lrene Fernandes |
Dr. Danieiie Femandez
Dr. Mark Fer iero臆臆
Dr. Arthur Fertman and Mrs. Cynthia Fertman |
Dr, Cary Feuerman and Mrs. Laura Feuerman
Dr. Timothy Fine冊
Dri Kenneth Finkand Mrs. Pauia Fink
Ms. Tina Fimegan|O
Dr, 」ames W. Fisher and Ms, Catherine Fishe「漢
Dr. Richard E, Fiym漢
Ms, Roberta P. Flynn○○
Dri EmiiyA. FoldesS
Ms, Loretta Fonfieid |
Dr. Mehran Fotovatjah臆
Dr. Aiison T. Freeman and Mr, Brandon Freeman漢
Dr. Vijay Bhaskar R. Gaddam漢
Dr. David Garazi臆
Dr. Carmen Garcia and Mr. GaryAbramsonS|看
Dr. Mohit Garg臆
Dr. Mario Gatti
Dr. 」uiie Geinett and Mr. Kenneth Gelnett|
Dr. AnnieGengO
Ms. RosIyn George鵜漢
Dr. Lisa Germain
D . Gianiuca Giorgini音
Dr. B rry Gias r
Dr. Geoffrey Giick |
Dr. Vishai Gohei
Dr. Shivaii Gohei-Garg and Mr. Ankur Garg
Dr, Gurkan Goktug and Mrs. Sevgi Goktug臆臆
Dr. Barry Goidberg漢
Dr. Greg Goidfaden
Dr. Michelie Goidstein
Ms. 「bby GoIdstein "
Ms, We面ngZhaoand Dr. LanceGore鵜獲
Dr. Adina Green and Mr. Rory Breidbart
Dr. Adam Greenberg臆
Dr. Ca「IyGreene臆漢
Dr. Raphaei Greenfieid and Mrs. Kathryn GreenfieId
D「. 」oseph Greiner and Mrs. Kimberiy Greiner漢書
Ms. Stephanie Grignet鵜
Mrs. Vesna Grigorjev and Mr. Dragan Grigorjev○ ○ |
D . DominickGriiio■
Ms. CathyGrinham○○
Dri Andrew Grinse= ■
Ms, Carme=a Gross○ ○
Dr. Stephen Grossman and Mrs. Susan Grossman漢書
Dr. 」ingGuo菓
Dr. Tripti Gupta
Dr. Neha Gupta細
Dr. Swapn= Gupta鵜
Dr. Narendra Gutla Pa帖
Dr. 」onathan Gutman and Dr. Renee Gutman獲
Dr, Sergio Guzman and Dr, Caroiina Mujica
Dr, Neda Habibnia看
Dr. Nikoo Habibnia鵜
Dri Shadi HaidarO
Dr, Sam HaiaboO
Dr. RafaI HamamhO
Dr. Grace Hannawi |
Dr. Kerri Anne Hanson and Dr. Shane Hanson
Dr. Cosmo Haralambidis
Dr. Erik Harriman
Dr, Raiph Harris and Mrs. Sharon Harris
Dr. Roxana Hashemian
and Dr. Mohammad Dashti○ ○獲
Dr, Nisreen Hassan |
Dr. Bianca Hassoun臆
Dr. Hatice Hasturk and Dr, Aipdogan Kantarci獲
Dr. Raiph Hawkins|
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Dr. Gretchen Heinsen
Dr. Anabella Henao-Aidrey and Mr. Raul AIdrey
D「. Erin Hersey臆
Dr. 」ack Hertzberg and Mrs. Lorraine Hertzberg
Dr, Vince Hicksand Mrs. Anna Hicks漢
Dr. Yin Liu H=desheim and Mr. Clifton Hiidesheim漢
Dr. Edwin Hines漢
Dr. 」ay Hodgeand Ms,」ane HodgeO
Dr, Gary Hoffman and Mrs. Barbara Hoffman |
Mr. Kevin Hoiiand and Dr. Michael Mason漢書
Dr. Gordon Honig and Mrs. 」oy Honig
Dr. 」ohn Hoover8
Dr. Fred Hsu"
Dr.巾n-Y川su and Mrs. Heidi H. Huang"鵜
Dr. Xingxue Hu臆
Dr. Yuan-Yi Huang漢
Dr. Zhan Huang漢
Dr. Misi Huang■
Ms, 」amie Hubert漢
Dri 」ustin Hughes and Mrs. Wendy Hughes
Dr. Nima lranmanesh音
Dr. Saliy 」acob |
Dr. Mary」acoband Mr. Binny Mathew■
Dr. Vaibhav 」agad and Dri Bhoomi Kotak|
Dr. Kirk 」agdeo|
Dr. 」essika 」ahnsen
Dr. Rinku 」akhar獲
Dr. Babak」avidi Dasht Bayazi看
Dr. Barry 」aye and Mrs. 」uiie 」aye
Dr. 」asmine 」enkins臆臆
D「. Neha」haia漢
Dr. Wenhui 」iang
Dr. Safeer」iwa看
Dr. C=fford 」ohnson漢
Dr. 」oyce 」ohnston-Neeser l
Dr, Kimberiy 」ones and Mr. Frank 」ones
Dr. Razvan 」ordache and Mrs. Eiena 」ordache
Dr. Manish 」uneja O
Dr. Robert 」ung and Mrs. Nancy 」ung漢
Dr, 」ae Ha」ung■
Dr. 」ennifer 」ung
Dr. Brian Kabceneii and Mrs, AIisa Kabceneli漢
Dr. 」ohn Kacewicz and Mrs. Linda Kacewicz漢
Mr. 1brahim Kachouh喜菓
Dr. Hazeka Fatemah Kadri漢
Dr. Laiia Kafi
Dr. Mehmet Kahveci and Mrs. Karen Ciark獲
Dr. Michaei Kang|
Dr. Suhina Kapoor営
Dr. Ramesh Kare獲
Dr. Wendy Katz and Dr. Darrel Katz
Dr. Laura Kaufman and Mr. Howard Kaufman鵜O
Dr. Robert Kaufmann |
Dr. Waieerat Kaweevisaitrakui鵜
Dr, LiIiian Kaykha and Dr. Vai Te「motto
Ms, Patricia Keane ○ ○
Dr, Thomas Kee=ng and Dr. Rose 」oyce
Dr, Ana Keohane ■
Mrs. Ediira Ke「thi and Mr, Edmond Ke「thi鵜○○
Dr. Baijeet Khaira書
Dr. Laiia Khaiid and Mr. B=aI Saeed臆
Dr. Sumera Khaiid漢
Dr. Kambiz Khaljlinejad |
Dr. Mohammad Khan漢
Dr. Shireen Khan
Dr. 」asmine Khedkar菓
Dr. Niloufar Khoobehi獲
Dr. Ryota Kikuchi鵜園
Dr. 」ennifer Kim
Dr. 」eonghoon Kim漢
Dr. 」aegak Kim漢
Dr. Rohan Kirtane看
Dr. 」ames Kog=n
Dr. Michaei Koidin and Mrs. 」iii Koidin
Dr. Pardis Koieini
Dr. Mahzad Koochaki O
Dr. Nichoias Koren漢
Dr. FIavio Kottar
Dr. 」ack Krauser
Dr. Nanarao Krothapaiii and Dr, Padmaja Krothapaiii
Dr. Bon Ku
Dr. 」onathan Kuang菓
Dr. Kennie Kwok8
Dr. Roger LaCoste and Mrs. Diane Lacoste O
Dr. Katherine Lacoste Surprenant
Dr. Afsheen Lakhani鵜
Dr. Nahed Lakkis臆
Dr. Aibert Lam
Ms. 」essica Lam臆
Dr. Amal Lattouf獲
Dr. 」essica Lau S
Dr. Eduardo Lazaro and Dr. Zadia Lazaro
Dr.」ose Line LeDucO
Dr. Binna Lee獲
Dr. Austin Lee臆
Dr. Alexis Levendis臆
Dr. Roderick Lewin and Mrs. Donna Lewin漢
Dr. Wenqi LiO
Dr. LokChing Li|
Dr. Micheie Lim営
Dr. 」oseph Lindberg臆
Dr. Kari Lindefjeid CaIabiO
Mrs. Kirby Lindemer喜O
Ms. Ajisa Liti
Ms. Kathy Lituri and Mr, Steve Bores喜漢O
Dr. HongshengLiu and Dr. Min Zhu"獲
Dr. 」es  Liu臆
Dr. YanlingLiu■
Dr. Bert Liu
Dr. 」eimmy Lopez Hemandez "
Dr. Megan Lucht国
Dr. Dina Macki and Dr. Gregorio Sena Buonaiuto
Dr. Maryam Maghsoudioo臆
Dr. Lioyd Mahler and Dr. CaroI Yassinger
Dr. Khushbu MaIhotra漢
Dr. Rahul Malikand Dr. Swati Ma=k
Dr. 「七rika Maiik臆
Dr, Saman Maikami and Dr. Nooshin MajdO
Ms. Erica Manczuk○○
Dr. Robert Mandeii漢書
Dr. Ronrico Mangapit
Dr. Mark Manoukian
Dr, Matthew Mara
Ms. Eiza Marinova|臆
Dr. Maria Marquez(O
Dr. Nikta Marvdashti O
Dr. Armita Mashkouri
Dri Sarah Masterson |
Dr. Keeiy Matheson
Dr. Geo「ge Mathew臆
Dr. 」orge Matos
Dr. Michael Matzkin and Mrs. Sara Matzkin
Dr. Marci Mazzuca
Dr. Ga= McCausland
and Mr. Marshaii McCausland看臆
Dr. Thomas McClammy
Dr. 」ennifer McCormack看
Ms. Linda McCoy
Dr. Heather McDade |
Dr. Megan McDougaii喜
Ms. Barbara McKenna看漢
Dr. lra McKinIeyand Mrs.」oan McKiniey臆
Ms. Stacey McNamee ○ ○
D「. Kyie Medeiros|
D「. Mark Medeiros■
D「. Anjaii Mehta"
Dr. Seymour Meinick and Mrs. 」udith Melnick看
Dr. lvan Mendoza臆
Dr. Dmitry Merzon and Mrs. 」emifer Merzon
Dr. 」essica Metcaife鵜
Dr. Ahmed Mihyawi漢
Dr, Giena Patricia Miiian臆
Dr. Danny Mi=erand Mrs. Kayiis M用er鵜
Dr. S. Murray MiIier and Mrs. Barbara Miller
Dr. Syivan Mintzand Mrs. Rina Mintz○○
Dr. Edward Mirzoian暮
Dr, Stanisiava Misci臆
Dr. Mayumi Miyamoto臆獲
Dr. Gohar Mkrtchyan
Dr. Andrew Moawad臆
Dr. Charuta Modak|
Dr. Maryam Samani and Mr. Vahid VaIamanesh臆
Dr. Wi=iam Montes
Dr. Marina Mooradian
Dr, Patricia Moraga暮
Dr. Lorenzo Mordini漢
Dri Peter Morgan and M「s. 」essie Morgan ■
Dr. Viiia Mori and Mr. Donaid MoriS
Dr. Robert Morrison臆
Dr. Melissa Morrison臆
Dr. Stephen Morrow and Mrs. Micheie Morrow漢
Dr. Marc Moskowitz and Mrs, Layne Moskowitz
Dr. Michaei Moynihan and Mrs, 」udith Moynihan漢
Dr. Micheiie Muwanguzi漢
Ms. Manavi Nagai漢
Dr. Gregg Nagei
D「. Sara Najafi漢
Dr. Lucia Najera Boniiia |
Dr.」aiHyunNam臆
Dr. Minai Narayan
Mr. Michael Nardi漢
Dr. Thomas Nasser and Msi 」eanette Mitzei "
Dr. Muhammad Usman Nayyarand Ms. lram Nisar漢
Dr. Linda NeIson and Mr. Barry NeIson
Mrs. Amy Neison■ ■漢
Dr. Lacrima Nemulescu漢
Dr, Wiiiiam Nesbitt and Mrs. Peggy Nesbitt漢
Dr, Aiex Nguyen臆
D「. Damy Nguyen暮
Dr, Linda Nguyen "
Dr. Peter Niarhos and Mrs, Tina Niarhos ○ ○
Dr. Niusha Nikkhoigh臆
Dr. David Nobieand Mrs.Aiice Nobie
Dr. Mehrdad Noorani
Dr. Gary Nord
Dr. Hesham NouhO
Dr. Stephanie Oberhaus看看
Dr. Chibueze Okoro漢
Dr. Rita Okugbaye臆
Dr. Ronaid OIeson and Mrs. Cathy Oieson漢
Dr. Kevin Oiiveira and Dr. -rristi Samp漢
Dr. Lawrence Oiiveira |
Dr. Thomas Ollerhead
Ms. Kathieen O’Shea○○
Dr. Ammar Pabaney
Dr. Pooja Palaksha漢
Dr. Debra Pan and Dr. Nelson Pan臆漢書
Mr.」ason Pan|
Dr. 」effrey Pan
Ms. Katelyn Pan臆
Dr. NahaI Panah
Mrs. Donna Paoiom
Dr. Ashish Papneja and Dr. Krizia Proia
Dr. David Parent and Mrs. Kimberiee Parent鵜
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Ms. Beth Parkhu「st
Dr. Dhagash Bharatkumar Patei
Dr. Ami PateI
Dr. Swagat Patei看
Dr. 「tjendra Patel菓
Dr, Rutu Patei看
Mr. Michael Patton |
Dr. Pamian Paymozd-Yazdi菓
Ms. Maxine Peckand Mr. Howard Weiss漢O
Dr. 」ade Pedersen ■
Dr. Christopher Pedoreiia
Dr. 」ames Pemey and Mrs. Wendy Penney
Dr. Gustavo Perdomo and Mrs. Ciaudia Perdomo
Dr. Kevin Peterson
Dr. 」ames Petras and Dr. Myra Petras
Dr. Khiem Pham-Nguyen ■
Dr. Roger Ph冊ps and Mrs. Robin Cushman-Phiilips看
Dr, Benoit Piquette
Dr. Charies Poeschi and M「si Mary Poeschi
Dr. 」amie Pogue and Mrs. Whitney Pogue
Dr. Olive「 Pontius and Mrs. Neshat Pontius臆
Dr. Dr.」uan Save=i and Dr. Rebeca PowerO
Dr. Howard Pranikoff and Mrs. Cheryl Pranikoff漢
Dr. Anna Pukhovitskaya
Dr. Ritu Punia臆
Dr. Geetanjali Puthaipet
Dr. Wenyu Qu宴
Dr. Karen Quigley S営
Dr. Oiga Rabovskaya |
Dr. Kermit Radke |
Dr. Ankoo Raina
Dr. Negaa「 Sagafi and Dr. A=reza Rajaei
Dr. 」immarie Ramos
Dr. Sukhpreet Rana |
Dr. Breno R. Reboucas喜漢
Dr. Caitiin M. Reddyand Mr. Aaron Conti"
Mrs. Linda C, R. Reed and M「.」ohn E. Reed"■
Mr. Roger Reizovic園漢
Ms. 」essica Restrepo ■看
Dr. Linda Rigaii and Dr. 」ames Ciayton
Dr. Da「ron Rishwain音
Dr. Richard Risinger and Mrs. Genevieve Risinger
Dr. Mouhab Rizkaiiah菓
Dr. Adam Robbins
Dr, Sean Robertson獲
Dr. Eduardo Rodes and Mrs. 」eny Rodes
Dr. Maria Rodriguez Cabrera and Dr. Pedro CoIberg
Dr. Christian Rohde
Dr. Araceii Rosas Fernandez圏
Dr. Robert Rosenkranz and Mrs. 」udith Rosenkranz O
Dr. Bruna Rossi Hoffman
Dr. Roza Rostami |
Dr, 」onathan E. Rothbart and Msi Linda Abrams
Dr.」an Rozen and Mrs. Nancy RozenO
Dr. Frederick Rubin ■
Dr. 」ignesh Rudani |
Dr. Astrid Ruebenstahi
Dr. Garrett Russikoff O
Dr, Manai Saadoun鵜
Dr. Kanika Sachdev獲
Dr, Gayatri Sakhrani "
Dr. Richard Saizmann
Dr. Arman Samad-Zadeh ■
Dr. Andrew Samuel and Mrs. MichelIe Samuei臆
Dr. Eugene Sandier
Dr. Sofyan Sayfo臆
Dr. Steven Schuster and Mrs. MicheIie Schuster
Dr. Maedeh Sedaghati看
Dr. Bruce Seidberg and Mrs. 」udith Seidberg看
Dr. Darshit Shah
Dr. Kushan Shah and Dr. Mansi Shah"
Dr. Rohan Shah看
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Dr. Shyam Shah■
Dr. 」ayapriyaa Shanmugham鵜
Dr. Deepa Sharma獲
D「. Namrata Sharma獲
Dr. Michaei Sheff and Mrs. Barbara Sheff
Dr. Samira Sheikh臆漢
Dr. 」iangyun Sheng臆鵜
Dr. Donaid Sherman and Mrs. 」oyce Sherman
Dr. Zh ngShi喜
Dr. Wayne Shim
Dr. Maged Shokra=a "
Mrs. Mary Shoiesand Mr. Demis Shoies鵜
D「. Ansana Sh estha
Dr, Neha Shrestha |
Dr. Aian Shuman and Mrs. Bemice Shuman|
Dr. Sein Siaoand Ms. Serena Chuop■
Dr. Preetinder Sidhu
Dr. Yousef Sidki臆
Dr. Mitche= S‖verman
Ms. Pameia Simmons "
Dr. Wyatt Simons and Mrs. Tara Simons
Dr. 」apsimran Singh獲
Dr. Malvika Singh鵜
Dr. Manisha Singh
Dr. Neha Singh"
Dr. Ranu Sinha■
Dr. 」eanne Sinkford S
Dr. Moira Sinnott ■
Dr. Sudarvizhi Sivaraman看
Dr. Michael Slesnickand Mrs. CheryI Siesnick臆看
Mr. Norman Smith
and Mrs. Maria CandeIaria Smith獲S
Dr. Wiiiiam Sneli
Dr. Morton Sommer and Mrs. Barbara Sommer
Dr. 」oanna Song臆
Dr.訓zabeth Spindei and Dr. GeraId SpindeI
Dr. OIga Spivak
Dr. Soorya Srinivasan喜
Ms. Karen Stahi漢書
Dr. Charies SteffeI and Mrs. Nancy Steffel
Dr. 」acob Stein |
Dr. 」ames Stephens臆
Dr. MichaeI Stevens and Mrs. Mona Stevens獲
Dr. Monica Stiteler
Dr. 」ohn Stropko and Mrs. Barbara St「opko臆
Mrs. 」acyn Stultz and Mr. 」onathan Harris看
Dr. MingfangSu and Ms. Xiao YingZhao看漢書
Dr. Sneha Subramanian鵜
Dr. Deisaz Mohamed Said Anwar Suitan
Dr. ArthurSun and Mrs.Yunying Sun鵜看臆
D「.ZhiSun"
Dr. Devaki Sundararajan鵜臆
Dr. Lekha Suresh and Mr. NairSuresh|
Dr. And「ew Sweeny看
Dr. Archana -fadisena
Dr. Viktoria鴫lebian and Mr. Pejman鴫iebian
Dr. Paul B.「七ikov漢
Dr. Kiran Kumar-famminidi and
Dr. Sai Anusha Adlur」anakiraman
Dr. Abeer Khaled -rashkandi |
Dr. Pranati ‾fati暮
Dr. Harvey li]ub and Mrs, 」udith巾ub
Dri Bradiey鴫ylor
Dr. Francesca -1esone O
Dr. 」ay丁heva臆
Dri Rebecca Thimothy
Dr. Kitty Thomas |
Dr, 」ames Tinnin and Mrs. Debbie Tinnin臆
Dr. Haoyu ‾tong看
Dr. Yuko -rorigoe S |
D「. Danieia Toro Ramirez
Dr. Bradford Towne and Mrs. 」anice -rowne ○ ○
Dr. Cristian Tudor臆
Dr. 」ohn Underhiii and Mrs. Lori Underhiii
Dr. Christopher Unger
Dr. Aigirdas Vaitas and Mrs. Vaierie Vaitas臆
Dr. Maria Valentino and Dr. Aiessandro -ratone獲
Dr. 」ohn Veaie and Dr. AmyVeaie
Dr. Therese Venedikian
Dr. 」ohn Vietas and Mrs, Rita Vietas
Dr. Ofeiia ViIianueva and Mr. Rodoifo Viiianueva
Dr. Eiise Vinceiette獲
Dr.-fom Vu and Mrs. Lana Vu臆
Dr. Eiizabeth Waiker and Mr. Demis McCra「y看
Dr. 」ohn Waiker|
Dr. Staniey Wang and Mrs. Angela Lee臆
D「. Bo ChaoWang看
Dr. Sen Wang看
Dr. 」ason Wark and Mrs. Donna Wark
Mrs. Mo=y Washbum and Mr, And「ew Washbum
Dr. 」oeI Wasley and Mrs. Phyiiis Wasiey
Ms. Carolyn Wehlerand Mr. Adam Wagman○ ○
Dr. NaWei"
Dr. Frank Weisne「 and Mrs. Rita Weisner
Dr. Michael Whitcomb ■
Dr. Shaun White
Dr.訓zabeth Whitney■
Dr. Keisey WiIcox獲
Dr. Sean W=icutts and Mrs. Gina W用cutts菓
Dr. Yaie Winestock看
Dr. Garrett Wingrove ■
Dr. Steven Woiman and Mrs. -fara Woiman看
Dr. Seung HeeWooS
D「. Lihsin WuO
Dr. indu Yadav
Dr. Xiaoqing Yang鵜
Dr. StanIey Ye看
Dr. Tiphamie Yin "
Dr. Aianna Yip
Dr. Syin-Ying Yu and Mr. 」eng-Shin Lee看
Dr. Xiao Hui Yu看
Mrs. 」un Yu菓
Dr. Usman Zahid
Dr. Brett Za ger |
Dr. Syivia Zamis臆
D . Khalid Zawawi菓
Dr.AnaZeaandMr.」uanCanal喜獲鵜
Dr, PingZhang看
Dr, Li Zhong臆
D . Kush i Zinzuvadia獲
Dr. Heidar Zohrehei "
Dr. Matthew Zweig and Ms. Shannon E=iott臆臆
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〔o書porate Donors
Dentspiy Sirona
NobeI Biocare
Arcari DentaI Laboratory, inc,
B&LBiotech USA inc,
BrasseIer USA
CareCredit
Dental Heaith lntemational
Dentsply Caulk
EDiC
EImwood Sports Center, lnc,
Farmington lnsurance Agency′ Inc,
Henry Schein inc,
Ivoclar Vivadent lnc,
Kappa DentaI Group
KaVo Kerr
Merck, Sharp & Dohme Corp,
Metropoiitan District DentaI Society
Obtura Spartan Co「poration
On Line Design Inc.
Oral Surgery South
ORMCO Co「poration
Patterson Companies, Inc.
Southem Arizona Endodontics, PC
Straumann U,S.A,
丁he Procter & Gambie Company
Vista Dentai Products
肋書h Spe`ia/ Thanks to the
Phi/anthropi`佃r Support o手
American Association of
Endodontists Foundation
American Association of
Orthodontists Foundation
Boston University Henry M" GoIdman
Orthodontic Aiumni Association
Boston University OraI Surgery
Group P「actice
Massachusetts DentaI Society
Nationai Pancreas Foundation
Sch=der lnstitute Of Advanced
Endodontics
The fo=owing donors contributed to the 2017 CIass Gift,
Emad Abdaiiah
」ose R. Abrahantes
Sai Anusha Adiur
」anakiraman
Ashish R, Agarwai
Swati Agnihotri
Ayad Y, Ahmed
Chiho Ahn
Chiyoon Ahn
Somtochi O, Akamnonu
Monique P, AIves
AmrK,Aiy
Rebekah G. Anderson
Divya R. Anugu
Tigran Avetisyan
Ahmed H, Awad
Vibha Babbar
Sana A. Baig
Deepak H. Baiani
」ohn T. Barrett
」uiian Basha
Shahin Bayani
Mahdieh Beheshti
Sukhmandeep K. Bhandai
Dheini丁, Bhatt
Francesca Bonino
Heidi A. Borenstein
Sakshi Buckshey
Matthew P, Caceci
Christopher Cason
Mca旧ster Castelaz
」eiena Cavric
Kanika Chadha
Keerthy Reddy
Chiiakamarry
Richeiie K, Chin
Christa C. Coscia
Lucy M, Dang
Anuradha Deshmukh
Debbie Desravines
」obren M, DingIe
PaIwasha 」, Durrani
Nader H, Ebeed
Sara Eiashaai
Keroios R. Eisayed
GabrieIa C, Espinoza
Gomez
Richard E, FIym
Emily A. Foides
Mohit Ga「g
Amie X, Geng
Vishal H. Gohei
Adam B, Greenberg
Carly 」, Greene
Dominick 」, Griiio
Andrew 」, GrinseIl
」ing Guo
Neha V. Gupta
Tripti Gupta
Neda Habibnia
Nikoo Habibnia
Shadi K, Haidar
Rafai Hamamh
Grace Hannawi
Bianca A. Hassoun
Erin M. He「sey
Nima iranmanesh
M 「y 」acob
SaiIy A. 」acob
Vaibhav M, 」agad
Kirk M, 」agdeo
」essika S. 」ahnsen
Rinku 」akhar
Babak 」avidi Dasht Bayazi
」ee Yun 」eong
Neha 」haia
Safeer 」iwa
Manish 」uneja
Michaei M, Kang
Suhina Kapoor
BaIjeet K. Khaira
Lail  Kh id
Sumera KhaIid
Kambiz Khal冊ejad
Mohammad A, Khan
」asmine Khedkar
」aegak Kim
Pardis KoIeini
Mahzad Koochaki
Bhoomi Kotak
」onathan M. Kuang
Nahed A. Lakkis
」essica Lau
Binna N, Lee
Lok Ching Li
MicheIe」. Lim
」osep  B. Lindberg
Kari A, LindefjeId CaIabi
Megan M, Lucht
Maryam Maghsoudioo-farika Malik
Armita Mashkouri
George C, Mathew
Heather E, McDade
Megan E, McDougail
Kyie A, Medeiros
Mark A, Medeiros
Anjali S. Mehta
Ahmed S, Mihyawi
Edward Mirzoian
Andrew A, Moawad
Charuta M. Modak
Maryam MohammadvaIi
Samani
Patricia C, Moraga
Melissa A, Morrison
MicheIie N, Muwanguzi
Sara Najafi
」ai Hyun Nam
Muhammad Usman
Nayyar
Lacrima M. Nemuiescu
AIex T. Nguyen
Danny V. Nguyen
Linda T, Nguyen
Niusha NikkhoIgh
Chibueze G. Okoro
Pooja PaIaksha
Rutu Patel
Swagat K. Patei
lejendra R. PateI
Parnian Paymozd-Yazdi
」ade R. Pedersen
Krizia Proia
Wenyu Qu
Olga Rabovskaya
Bruna Rossi Hoffman
Roza Rostami
」ignesh D. Rudani
Garrett M. Russikoff
Kanika Sachdev
Sofyan Sayfo
Maedeh Sedaghati
Kushan K, Shah
Mansi N. Shah
Rohan L. Shah
Shyam N, Shah
Maged M. Shokralia
Neha Shrestha
Preetinder K. Sidhu
Yousef Sidki
」apsimran Singh
Maivika Singh
Neha Singh
Sudarvizhi Sivaraman
」oama Song
Monica R. StiteIer
An rew P. Sweeny
Francesca M. -fesone
Rebecca Thimothy
Kitty E. Thomas
Christophe「 M. Unger
Bo Chao Wang
Sen Wang
Michael Whitcomb
Kelsey Wiicox
Garrett Wingrove
Seung Hee Woo
Lihsin Wu
lndu B, Yadav
Staniey X, Ye
丁iphamie C, Yin
Min Zhu
Heidar Zohrehei
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間鴨鋪雛哺証甜観Boston University
The Henry M, Goldm。n SchooI of DentoI Medicine grote旬〃y recognizes ;ndividuoIs who h。Ve
given $70,000 or more, CumuIotive/男over the lif占of the CompoignかBos亡on University
L。St upd。ted 7Z"O,〃077
$2,与00,000 - $与,000,000
Oreste D. Zanni PERIO 76∞
Anonymous
Anonymous
$与00,000 - $2,与00,000
Donald F, Booth ▲
Anonymous
$100,000 " $499,999
Sudha S. Chinta ENDO O9 ▲
Robert L, Ibsen ∞
」onathan B. Levine DMD 81 ▲
David P, Lustbader DMD 86 ▲
EmestoM, MuIlerPER10 6「 ▲
Mina Paul MPH97 ▲
Uday N. Reebye DMD 98 ▲
RonaId G, Weissman PROS 77 ▲
$50,000 - $99,999
Hussam M. Batai DMD 98OMFS O3
Radhika Chigurupati
Richard D’Innocenzo
Raymond George ORTHO 66
」eyasri Gunarajasingam DMD 88
Katherine A, Haltom DMD 79 OMFS 82
」udith A.」ones DPH OO
Burton Langer PERIO 66
Pushkar Mehra DMD 95 OMFS 99
Ramesh Na「ang OMFS 68 DSc 70
丁imothy Osbom
Estate of Ruth B, Pearson
Andrew SaIama
$2与,000 -串49,999
Meghan Auger DMD 91 and
丁im A,Auger DMD9「 '
Aiexander A. Bendayan DDS CAGS
Nazila Bidabadi DMD87 o
BU Orthodontic Aiumni Association
」oseph M, CaIabrese DMD 91 AEGD 92
Gennaro L. Cataldo
Vincent Ceieza PROS 79
Timothy S, Coiton
Shadi Daher DMD90 OMFS94 ▲
LarryG, Dunham DMD83
Margaret R, Errante
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Michaei Furia DMD 95
Rau=, Garcia
Russell A. Giordano li
」ohn F. Guarente DMD 89
Micheiie Henshaw DPH O7
Zhiqiang Huang DMD O8
Yangling」iang DScD 91 DMD 95 ENDO 99
SuneeI C, Kandru ENDO O7
Thomas B, Kilgore
Puneet Kochhar DMD O3 o
Ceieste Kong PROS 84 DMD 89
Nanarao K「othapa旧DMD O2 ENDO O9
and Padmaja Krothapa帖PERiO lO DMD 15
Maria A, Kukuruzinska
Cataldo W, Leone
BingLiu DSc99DMDO3'
HongshengLiu DMD10 ENDO12 '
MadaiynL,MamDPH76 ▲
Timothy W, McDonough ▲
Gigi Meinecke DMD 88 '
Robert」,M川erDMD84PERiO86o
Azita Negahban DMD 94AEGD O4
Sepideh E. Novid DMDO4AEGD O5 o
FrankG. Oppenheim DMD84PERiO77
Richard D. Rabbett旧
SeanA, RaymentDMD97DSCOO ▲ ●
Angeia V. Ross DMD 84 OR丁HO 86
David A. and Sha「in Russeil
Mitchell V, Sabbagh DMD 87.
DougSchiidhaus DMD91 PEDO93
Maryam ShomaIi ENDO 93.
Amir Shahbazian DMD 88 and
Shahrzad Shahbazian DMD 96
Mingfang Su DMD 91
1七deu Szpoganicz DMD l「 '
CheryI L. U=man ENDO80
丁ina M.Vaiades DMD 84and
Raiph D.巾iiberg
$10,000 " $24,999
ChandanAdvani DMD O4 '
CraigM.Aiien DMD 95
Ph巾S. Badalamenti OR丁HO 80
AIan Berko Ortho 81
Abduieiah Binmahfooz PROS 13
BU Endodontic AIumni Association
BU ltaiian Alumni Ciub
David Burros ENDO 93
Ch「istophe「 Clancy OMFS O「
Christopher Douv川e Endo OO
Ray Engiish 」r. DMD 83
Emestine A, GianeiIy
」asjitS. G川DMD96OMFS OO
Anita GoheI and Raj GoheI
W冊am Gordon DMD 88OR丁HO90 '
HikmatG. Hannawi DMD99
Andre F, Hashem PROS90 DMD 92and
Christine Lo PROS92 DMD95
ean M川erHauseman ENDO 87
Ralph D, Hawkins ENDO 89 o
」ohn R, Hughes ENDO83
Geri R, Hunter ORTH 92
Dean and Mrs. 」effrey W, Hutte「 ▲
Sok-」a 」anket
DanieI C, 」eong OMFS O9
lmanS. LabibDMD96ENDOO「
Dina Ahmed Macki DMD99AEGD OO
P OS O  and Gregorio P, Sena
Buonaiuto PROS O5
」oseph M川s DMD79
Peter A, Morgan ENDO 75
Richard P, Mungo PEDO 75
Peter Ngo DMD O6
GaryNord DMD10'
CaseyV. Ped「o DMD O3 ●
」am申y F  Pedro DMDl「 '
LoubnaC, Pia ENDOO8o
Albert M, Price PERiO 74
Stephen 」, ReichheId OR丁HO 89
Leiia 」, Rosenthai-fanios M, Rubeiz PER10 76
Frank E, Schiano DMD O6AEGD O7
0RTHO 18
Romi A. Schell DMD8「 and
Richard A. Short DMD 82
」ohn P. Smith ENDO97
Shervin鴫beshfar AEGD lO PROS13 '
Ybusri Z. Said鴫wfik PERiO 76
Naveen Verma DMD O4 '
」ohn D,West ENDO 75 '
Hideo Yamamoto PROS 90 DMD 92
Donald Yu ENDO 81 '
CaroI K,Yun DMD87
∞ Deceased
▲ Dean’s Advisory Board
● Alumni Board
????????
Alumni Association Board
Sean Rayment DMD97 DSc OO
President
Chandan Advani DMD O4
Monique Mabry BameI DMD90
訓zabeth Benz DMD l「
Naziia Bidabadi CAS82 DMD 87
Matthew Caceci DMD 17
W帖am Gordon DMD88 OR丁HO90
Puneet Kochhar DMD O3
BingLiuDSc99DMDO3
Hongsheng Liu DMD10 ENDO12
Gigi Meinecke DMD 88
Robert Milier DMD 84 PER10 86
Gary Nord DMD10
Sepideh Novid DMD O4AEGD O5
Casey Pedro DMD O3
」amiiy Pedro DMD11
Loubna Chehab PIa ENDO O8
Maryam Shomaii ENDO 93
巾deu Szpoganicz DMD 11
Shervin鴫beshfarAEGD lO PROS 13
Naveen Verma DMD O4
」ohn West ENDO 75
Donaid Yu ENDO81
Past Presidenfs
Zhimon 」acobson PROS 80 PROS 81
DMD 86 (1992-1994)
B川Waiker ENDO 68 (「994-1997)
Romie A, Schne= DMD 81 (1997-2OOO)
」osephine Pandoifo CAS 74 DMD 79
PERiO 82 (2000-2003)
Maddy Apfel DMD 80 (2003-2006)
」oseph Caiabrese DMD 91 AEGD 92
(2006-2008)
Shadi Daher DMD 9O OMFS94
(2008-2010)
丁ina Valades DMD 84 (20「○○2012)
Mitch Sabbagh DMD 87 (20「2-2014)
Bing Liu DSc 99 DMD O3 (20「4-2017)
Dean’s Advisory Board
David Paul Lustbader CAS 86 DMD 86
Chair of Dean’s Advisory Board
President, Massachusetts Dentai Society
South Shore O「ai Surgery Associates
Quincy, MA
Michaei Augins
President, Sirona Dentai Systems, inc,
Charlotte, NC
DonaId Booth DMD
Retired Professor and Chair,
Department of O「ai & MaxiliofaciaI Surgery
Associate Dean for Hospitai Affairs,
Boston University Henry M, Goidman
SchooI of DentaI Medicine
Retired Chief, Department of Dentistry
Orai & Maxiiiofaciai Surgery,
Boston Medicai Center
Rye, NH
Sudha Chinta ENDO O9
Endodontist, DanviiIe Endodontics
Danv川e, CA
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Endodontics,
University of the Pacific Arthur A. Dugoni
SchooI of Dentai Medicine
San Francisco, CA
ShadiDaher DMD90 OMFS 94
Co-founder and President,
Medical Missions for Chiidren
Westwood, MA
Former President
Boston University Aiumni Councii
」onathan B. Levine DMD 8「
Founder & CEO, GLO Science
Founder 」onathan B, Levine & Associates
New Ybrk, NY
Geoffrey Ligibel
CEO, Gentie Dental Partners
Waitham′ MA
Madalyn Mann MDP in PubIic Health
Dentistry 76
Former Director, Appiied Professionai
Experience (APEX) & ExtramuraI
Programs at GSDM
Miami, FL
Timothy McDonough
Executive Director of Finance & Operations
Boston University Henry M, GoIdman
SchooI of DentaI Medicine
Boston′ MA
Ernesto Mu=e「 PERIO 6「
Chair of the Department of Periodontics
Centro de Esp cialidades Odontoi6gicas
Thomas Oisen
President and Generai Manager
North America
Nobel Biocare
Yorba Linda, CA
Mina Paul DMD MPH 97
Dentai Director, Greater RosiindaIe
Medicai and Dentai Center
Former Chair, Massachusetts Board of
Registration in Dentistry
Former President of the American
Association of Dental Boards
Boston, MA
Sean Rayment DMD 97 DSc OO
GSDM Aiumni Association President
Generai Dentist, Medfieid Smiles
Me fie d, MA
Uday Reebye DMD 98
巾iangie impiant Center
CIinicai Adjunct Facuity′ UNC Chape出川
Chapei H川, NC
」eanne C. Sinkford DDS PhD
Associate Executive Director
Cent r for Equity and Diversity,
American Dental Education Association
(ADEA)
Dean Emeritus,
Howard University CoIiege of Dentistry
Washington, DC
Richard A, Soden, Esq, LAW 70
Partner Emeritus,
Goodwin, Procter& Hoar LLP
Chairman, Supreme 」udiciai Court of
Massachusetts
Howard University Coliege of Dentistry
Washington, DC
Ronald Weissman PROS 77
Prosthodontist & Co-Founder,
Gentle Dentai Associates
Waitham, MA
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The Last Wbrd
ln 2012, We launched Choose to be Great:
丁he Campaign fo「 Boston University,
丁he goal was ambitious, eSPeCialIy for
a first-time capitaI campaign: $1 b冊on
for priorities across the Unive「sity′
inciuding schoiarships, reSearCh, and
faciIities, We we「en’t sure what to expect′
but-foIIowingthe bIueprint iaid out by
President Robert A. Brown in our 2008
Strategic pIan-We Set Out tO eniist the
advice and support ofour aiumni.
It’s safeto saythat the resuIts have been
OutStanding-SO muCh so that we raised
Our CamPaign goai to $「.5 b冊on, and
extended the effort through 20「9, With
your help, We’ve broken new fundraising
records every year so far, More important,
We’ve made a huge difference in the lives
Of our students and facuIty, tranSformed
Our CamPuS, heiped strengthen BU’s bond
rating, and contributed to a sustained rise
in BU’s rankings and reputation-and we’re
not done yet,
Heiping Iead the way has been the
Henry M, GoIdman SchooI of Dentai
Medicine, Cong「atuiations-yOu’ve
enjoyed truly remarkabie success in the
CamPaign! AII ofushereat BU can be
PrOud ofthe manyways in which GSDM
aIumni havestepped upand madea
difference. You「 gifts support student
extemships around the worid, Often in
Piaces where peopie have iimited or no
access to high quaIity dentai care, You
have endowed scholarship funds, SO that
taiented students of aii backgrounds
can afford a GSDM education. You have
heiped GSDM departments purchase
State-Of-the-art equipment, GSDM is the
number one class-gift program at Boston
Univ rsity, With the highest participation
rate among BU’s schooIs and coiIeges for
the iast three years running, And on our
amuaI Giving Day, GSDM aIumni routinely
rank among the most generous,
As you weIi know, We aiready have a
Standard-Setting schooi of dentai medicine
he「eat BU, Nowwecan lookforwardtoa
new era ofexceiIence, thanks in partto the
renovat on and expansion of the GSDM
bu冊ing, We are pieased and proud to
Se  how many ofyou have come forward
to elp make this newfac冊y a reaIity, i
am particuiarly encouraged by how many
GSDM aIumn  have madea $25,000
COmmitment to name a patient treatment
room. Looking forward′ i’m confident that
Seeing your names throughout the new
Patient巾eatment Center wili encourage
generations of students to work harder and
d better-and to give backto GSDM and
BU once they’ve bu冊their own careers.
Make no mistake: the impact ofyour
givingwii=astweil beyond the end ofthis
CamPaign, We now have a strong cuIture
Of philanthropy at BU, Which wi= serve this
university and your schooI we旧n the years
to come,
Thank you for yourgenerosity. And if
you haven’t yet joined this historic effort, i
hope you w川conside「 supporting GSDM.
Sincerely,
困囲豊国図四
Scott G, NichoIs
S ior Vice President for Deveiopment
and Alumni Reiations
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Boston University Henry M, GoIdman
SchooI of Dentai Medicine
「OO E, Newton Street
Boston, MA O2118
Deveiopment & Alumni Reiations
SoIomon Carter Fuiier Bu=ding
85 East Newton Street, 10th Fioo「
Boston, MA O21「8
bu.edu/dentaI
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